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STRENGTH OF SCREW PROPELLERS

I (Biskup, B. A., Terletskiy, B. M., Nikitin, M. N., Popov, S. I.;
Prochnost' gx'ebrnykh viniv, Pub] :ishing House "Sudostroyeniye",

* ~Leningrad, i ~~ , pag es; Russian)

ABSTI. CT /2*

The book is an attempt to systematize problems related to
substantiation and devclpment of practical methods for general
strength calculation of ship prop-llers. Two approaches are
presented for determining the strength characteristics of screw
propellers: the first is based on taking into consideration
static loads on the propeller blade only, while the second takes
into account variable (cyclic) forces acting on the screw
propeller. The discussion of the calculation method based on
static loads (Chapter I) includes: determining the constant
component of hydrodynamic loads and centrifugal forces, design
calculations of the geometrical characteristics of the blade
and of its separate elements, determining the maximum stresses
in the propeller blade, and evaluating the strength charac-
teristics of tfe blade.

Substantiation is given for evaluation of the cyclic
strength of a ship propeller. Design calculation diagrams are
suggested for determining the external forces acting on screw
propeller under various conditions of ship operation. A metnod
is discussed for determining the general safety factor by means
of individual coefficients taking into account the conditions
of manufacture and service of ship propellers (Chapter Ii).
Information is provided on experimental studies of screw
propeller strength under laboratory as well as under opera-
tional conditions (Chapter III). Problems of selection and
actual strength calculations of propeller elements with
detachable blades are discussed in detail. Data on propeller
design with optimum strength characteristics and dimensions
tested in actual service of such propellers are given
(Chapter IV). Information on materials used for manufacturing
ship propellers is included, particularly those characteristics
which are directly related to propeller strength, as well as
the requirements for such materials (Chapter V). 75 figures,
25 tables. Bibliography includes 45 titles.

*Nimb(2r in the right margin indicate pagination in the
original text.



Reviewers: M. A. Mavlyudov, G. G. Martirosov

Scientific Editor: F. M. Katsman

FROM THE AUTHORS /3

Problems of ship propeller strength attract in particular the
attention of shipbuilders and specialists concerned with water
transportation. Current trends to',ard increasing the capacity of
power plants and ship tonnage, introducing new materials for ship
propellers, and improving their manufacturing technology are only
a few areas which require, in one way or another, the analysis of
strength problems.

The present state of the art as well as current research in
this field are not sufficiently reflected in the technical litera-
ture. The published data on strength studies and existing methods
of strength calculations are of disconnected, individual character
which makes their practical utilization difficult. This fact
determined the purpose of this book. The authors have attempted
to provide practical guidance for perforning strength calculations
of ship propellers and to acquaint engineering and technical
personnel concerned with propeller strength problems with the
main tasks which emerge during the solution of these problems.
Considerable attention was devoted to the fatigue or cyclic
strength of propeller blades operating in nonuniform velocity
fields behind a moving ship.

Chapters I-III of the book (with the exception of Section 11)
were written by B. A. Biskup and B. M. Terletskiy jointly; Chapter
IV and Section 11 by M. N. Nikitin and Chapter V by S. I. Popov.

PREFACE A

Screw propellers are the most comnonly used ship propelling
devices. They possess high propulsive properties and are relatively
simple in design. These factors stimulated development of scientific
research for the purpose of detailed study of the hydrodynamics of
propellers and improvement of their operational reliability.

The screw propeller belongs to that category of a ship's
mechanisms, the strength of which affects not only the operational
qualities of the ship but also the safety of its navigation.

Usually the ship propeller operates under very severe
conditions:
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external forces acting on the propeller blades are, as a rule,
non-stationary timcwise;

the material of propeller blades is subjected to the action of
an aggressive medium (sea water) and as a result, the blades may be
subjected to electrochemical corrosion failure;

characteristic for modern ship propellers are operational
regimes which, because of hydrodynunic loads, may be accompanied
by cavitation.

All this determines the character of propeller damages
encountered in practical operation of seagoing and river service
ships.

Figure 1 illustrates the damage of carbon steel propeller
blades caused by electrochemical corrosion. The appearance of
this type of damage dcends entirely on the material of the blade
and its ability to resist the damaging action of electrochemical
processes which take place in the water medium surrounding the
propeller.

Figure 2 shows typical erosion-type damages caused by cavita-
tion. The intensity of their development depends not, only on the
ability of the material to resist hydraulic impacts in cavitation,
but also on the correct design of the propeller.

Study of the problems of cavitation erosion of screw propellers,
which are also important in the task of increasing propeller
reliability are discussed in detail in special literature (6), (28).

Corrosion and erosion-type damages of propellers in a number
of cases contribute to bending off of blade edges which deteriorates
the hydrodynamic properties of the propeller and at a greater extent
of such damages results in breakdown of the blades.

Figure 3 illustrates damage of the propeller blade, i.e.,
bending of its leading edge, as a result of insufficient local
strength of the blade. This type of damage is characteristic for
wide-blade propellers with a disk-area ratio of 0.9-1.0. At
present there is no method for propeller design which provides
for equal strength along its surface. The local strength of the
blade is provided as a rule by selecting the edge thickness based
on operational experience with propellers designed earlier.

.. .... " 1[] |mnllllnnmmum.....3
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Fig. 1. Electrochemical corrosion of propeller blades
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Fig. 2. Erosion of propeller blade
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Fig. 3. Bending of propeller blade caused by the
action of hydrodynamic forces

This cn~pelled method is particularly unreliable if the parameters
which chA-acterize the performance of a new propeller being designed
must be extrapolated, e.g., when transmitted power has to be increased
or when the propeller being designed must operate under conditions of
higher non-uniformity of incident flow.
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Fig. 4. Fatigue failure of the propeller blade of a
high tonnage tanker

Propeller damages caused by insufficient general strength of /7
blades are particularly dangerous and may create a breakdown situa-
tion. Fracture (breaking off) of blades occurs as a rule in the
root area where the stresses in the cross-sectional areas are
highest (Fig. h). Since the consequences of such damages are very
serious, the problems of providing for sufficient strength of blades
deserve maximum attention of researchers and designers. At the same
time, it is possible to name purely technical and operational economy
factors which necessitate general strength calculations of propellers
being designed (15). From the technical point of view, the calcula-
tion of maximal permissible stresses for a given material under
specific conditions of operation makes it possible to assume the
minimum thicknesses of propeller blades and in this way to improve
the hydrodynamic efficiency of the propeller and at the same time
to decrease the probability of cavitation. The resulting decrease
of weight and moment of gyration decrease the load on the stern
bearing and often makes it possible to avoid operation within the
rpm zone that is dangerous in respect to torsional oscillations.
Exploitation-economical considerations concern increasing the
cruising speed of the ship because of increese of propeller
efficiency and saving on the high cost of difficult to obtain
materials (bronze, brass, stainless steel).

The load acting on a ship propeller is created by hydrodynamic
and inertia (centrifugal) forces.
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The hydrodynamic load acting on propeller blades usually is of
cyclic character and, more accurately, it has a constant and variable
components. This cyclic character of the load is explained by the
fact that ship propellers operate in a non-uniform velocity field
along the circumference of the propeller disk, which is caused by
the hydrodynamic effect of the ship's hull and projecting stern
parts. Under such conditions, the angle of incidence of propeller
blades changes periodically during propeller rotation and as a
result, the corresponding hydrodynamic forces also change.

The load values at certain moments of time may differ
considerably from the average values within a time span of one
revolution of the propeller. Calculations and experiments indicate
that the amplitude of the variable component of hydrodynamic load
may in some cases reach 50% of the average full load value.
Naturally, the average and instantaneous values of stresses in
the blade will be in the same ratio. As an example, Figure 5 /8
illustrates the dependence of normal stresses in the root section
of the propeller blade of a high tonnage tanker on the angle of
propeller rotation. The graph for this dependence was plotted
using data obtained by measuring the relative linear deformations
of the actual propeller under regular operational conditions.

o, kg/cm2

0 IN 0180 2410 300 0
0. deg

Fig. 5. Change of stresses at a certain point of the root
cross section of the propeller blade depending on
the angle of propeller shaft rotation

In a general case, the hydrodynamic load acting on the blade may
be presented analytically by Fourier series in which the angular
coordinate of the blade in the disk of propeller e is used as the
argument, i.e., the thrust of the blade

'j 1
g I .2 tI',,,cos ,)+ P,. sil ,o); (1)

Torsional moment

Al, i1, { . CA?,,,,c-;m O I A ,,,+iniO). (2)
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where Po, MO - average values of the force and torsional
moment of the blade (constant conpon,!nts
of the load) within one revoluLion of the
propeller;

P; Pr; M; Mms - components of the load varying according

Mic to harmonic law stipulated by opeiration

of the propeller in a non-uniform velocity
field behind the ship's hull.

historically evaluation of blade strength was carried out
assuming that external forces acting on the blade were of statical
character, i.e., in equations (1) and (2) only constant components
Po and ;' were taken into consideration. Practically all engineer-
ing calculation methods up to the present time (discussed in
Chapter I) are based on this assumption. All these methods may be
combined into one group of evaluating screw propeller strength by
taking into account static loads acting on the blade. The fact
that the maximum values of the actual (full) load on the blade
may considerably exceed its average values is taken into considera-
tion by introducing a corresponding safety coefficient. This
coefficient is selected based on past experience with operation
of ship propellers.

Apparently a more accurate method of evaluating propeller
strength would be one in which the cyclic character of acting
forces would be taken into account in determining external forces.
This is particularly important for the high tonnage, mainly single-
shaft transport shift in which the propeller operates under condi-
tions of particular non-uniformity of the velocity field.

These circumstances caused the development of a method of
calculation (Chapter II) of the cyclic strength, the need for
which is demonstrated by the fatigue-type failure of propellers /9
often observed in practice (see Fig. h), which is caused by the
cyclic action of hydrodynamic forces.

Requirements which have to be met by ship propellers to provide
for their sufficient operational strength play an important role.
These concern factors related to the manufacturing technology and
repair of propellers, arid to the mechanical properties of materials
of which propellers are made*. Among the most important are

*Mechanical properties of materials which have to meet necessary
requirements are determined with sufficient reliability and stability
by testing specimens under conditions approaching those in actual
operation of propellers.

mm 7
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perfection of casting technology, uniform cooling of castings, and
measures for stress relieving after elimination of blade casting
defects by means of welding.

All these factors affecting the strength of ship propellers are

taken into accowt during calculations by means of a safety coeffi-
cient, the selection of which is substantiated in Section 9.

The complex character of the state of stress in propeller
blades (particularly of wide blades) and the difficulties in
analytical studies of strcsses with consideration of propeller
geometry, stipulated at present the development of experimental
methods of studying stresses and deformations of propeller blades.
Studies of the state of stress in blades are carried out either

using models of propellers or actual propellers. Special features
of such studies and some results obtained are discussed in
Chapter III.

In addition to solid cast propellers, propellers with variable

pitch (VPP), water-jet propellers, and propellers with detachable
blades have found wide use. Although the principal approach to
their strength evaluation is the same, individual design features
of all these types of propellers require solution of some special
questions which concern first of all methods of determining forces
and calculating of stresses in parts used for fastening blades and
the mechanism of propeller drive (propellers with detachable blades
and VPP). At the same time, because propellers with detachable
blades are used on ships for navigation through ice, the necessity

arises to evaluate external forces in the case of impact of

propeller blades against floating ice. For the VPP, these
problems are relatively fully discussed in special literature (2),

(29). For control evaluation of the rotor blades in the design of
water-jet propellers, the methodology discussed in (23) is used.
Published data on propellers with detachable blades are incomplete
and are of disconnected character. This was the reason for includ-
ing in this book information characterizing special features of

design calculation methods for strength evaluation of propellers
with detachable blades, including those for operation in ice

(Chapter II, Section 11, and Chapter IV). /10
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Chapter V contains information on materials used for screw
propellers, the rational selection of which determines the
reliability of these propellers in operation. Requirenments
which have to be i'Lt by such materials are very strict:
resistance against corrosive action of afgressive medi.u,
ability to resist hydraulic impacts in cavitation, and
necessity of high fatigue limit in the presence of corrosion
and cavitation erosion seats. Therefore, particular attention
has always been devoted to the imnprovement of miterials for
propellers. New materials which combine high mechani.cal
properties with other properties which meet specific requirements
for such propeller materials have found wJide use. The conposi-
tion and mechanicnI properties of these materials are also
included in this book.

9



CRAITER 1. EVALUAQ' V 11 ( ;, l,' ,O ]] ,L .. tIhN'Ii} /1
BY CO!'UN1DLA!J.IG 'iATJC LOADS

Before starting calcuution of propcller strvi,th, the cxternal
forces acting on tLe propeller should ., dctermli nd

Evaluation of the gencral strenfth of a screw; propeller , a
rule is carried out for noral operat-nt. conditiuns ",,ithout t king
into account cmergency situAtions (touching the ground when LIip
acciduntally rur!,c ground, ii.xact aj-aJn,;t isrge objects which con.%e
under the revolvinC propeller, etc.).

In calculation of propeller strengLh by static loads, it is
assumed that unduer normal conditions of oeeration the external
load on the propeller is created by a constant component of
hydrodynamic forces (see (1) and (2)) and by centrifugal forces
of inertia of its blades.

Section 1. }Ayd ic Forces Which Are Taken Into Account.
in Srcnr.t.h Gutculat, io:,,; o' a Shi ) Proellcr
based on ot0atc Londs

Hydrodynmiic pressures are distributed in radial direction and
in the direction along the elements of the propeller blade. Hydro-
dynamic forces (which are the product of pressure integration along
the chord of the elemcents) create in the cross sections of the blade
and on its surface a systei of normal and tangential stresses.

Distribution of pressures along the suction and forcing sides
of the e~ement which is formed by the intersection of the blade with
the cylinder coaxial with the propeller, as was determined by
M. A. I~avlyudov in his experiments with models of propellers, is
illustrated in Figure 6. In this figure, the dimensionless pressure
coefficient is plotted on the ordinate axis:

rt~ '2 +j (2ztni.

where p - p0 - excessive pre.ssure at the point of the blade
element being considered;

V - velocity of translation movement of the
propeller;

R - radius of the propeller;

n - frequency of propeller rotation;

p - density of t;e medium, /1?

while on the abscissa is a chord of the blade element.

10
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suction side
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forcing side'

Fig. 6. Distribution of pressure coefficient along the
cylindrical cross section of the blade on the
relative radius Yo a 0.8 with the various advance-
diameter ratio

Evidently, at a given magnitude of hydrodyniric force emerging
on the blade element, variation of the distribution of forces along
the chord influences only the magnitude of the hydrodynamic moment
in respect to a straight line, which is parallel to the blade axis.
This noment is balanced by a system of tangential stresses. It was
determined that the normal stresses which depend on the resultant
force of total pressure, are higher in their magnitude as compared
to tangential stresses. Therefore, in strength calculations only /13
the distribution of hydrodynamic pressures in radial direction is
taken into account.

11



Projection of the resultant of prcziiures on the direction of
ship motion repre, ;crit.; the ncr 'e value: of the bladc force -ithin
one revolution of the propellr, while the projection on the direc-
tion of propeller rotation repivc.ents the tarqential force which
creates a corresponding torsi.onl moment.

. . . .... ... .-

Fig. 7. Diagram of veloeities and hydrodynamic forces acting
on the elements of a propeller blade in a uniform
incident flow

To determine hydrodynamic forces in radial direction we analyze
the diagram of velocity and hydrodtynamic forces generated at the
element of a propeller blade with the relative radius

r
r R

(Fig. 7). It is assumed that the incident flow is stationary in

respect to time. The OX axis coincides with the axis of propeller
rotation, and the plane passing through the OY axis is perpendicular
to the plane of the drawing and is the plane of rotation. In the

relative coordinate system connected with the blade, the parameters
of the external incident flow are determined by the velocity of
element rotation 5r (2 2,tn - angular speed of propellur rota-
tion) and the speed of forward motion of the propeller V . There-
fore, the direction of the resultant velocity of external flow W
ahead of the propeller, forms with the rotation plane the angle of
advance, which may be expressed through a relative advance of the
propeller

, ~ (D - propeller diameter)

12" i



and the relative radius - of the position of blade elements along its
length,

(3)

At a co.,,:iderablte distance behind the propeller, the velocity
of flow 11 , will. be different as cor:it)red with its initici values W
because of tiie appearance of induced velocity ci n a * (0) ,
where &a aid Ot are axial and tangential components of induced

velocity, respectively.

It was theoretically determine6 that in the plane of a propellcr
disk, thu induced velocity equals 50% of its complete value. Hence,
at the area of the bl. de element under discussion, the velocity of
incident flow is detcrmined by a vector W., which forms with the

rotation plane angle Ji"

At the element of the blade, a lifting force dA emerges which
is perpendicualr to the velocity vector Wi, and the force of profile
resistance diR directed along velocity vector Wi.

The thrust and tangential force (see Fig. 7) created by the
blade element may be found from the equations

III', &I. Sill f!-,, F ctK P/).

where d - coefficient of the reverse quality of the blade
dA elements.

Assuming that the element is an ideal fluid when 5 0 ,. we
obtain

dP A cos (5)
1 . dT, - dA sin i
I "1 r cl

The lifting force of the element we determine by the Zhukovski
formula

,IA i]'ltdr,(6)

where p - density of the liquid;

r - circulation of velocity around the blade element.

13



Let us assume that the elenent5 of the screw propeller at a
given condition of operntion are selected in such a way that its
perforinrimce is characterized by miniial inductive losses. Let us
note that the assumrption made is an initial condition for the
design of ship propellers with maximal cfficiency.

In a propeller with minimum inductive losses (screw propeller
of optinum design), the inductive efficiency of any clement of the /15
blade is equal to the inductive efficiency of the entire propeller
(3), i.e.,

tg A,

or, according to Fig. 7,
V,

v . -

-2

from this equation

-- v ' l) (7)
2 1 'it,

But by examining triangles ABD and BCD it follows that

. , I --. (8)
2 2 1 +I tt,"

Circulation around the element of the blade for an optimum
propeller may be determined by equation

1 ' - - 2,rwk. (9)
z

where k - correction of Goldstein-Prandtl, which takes into considera-
tion the effect of the finite number of propeller blades on
the amount of total circulation at a given radius;

Z - number of propeller blades.

Substituting equations (6), (7), (8), (9) into (5) and by
conversion into dimensionless form of presenting the thrust

(MdK,) ,h ._ ! , _.

and tangential force

created by the blade element, we obtain:



where

The values of function F were calculated earlier arid are given
in Figure 8 depeniding on the tiongewjt of the relative advance anglec
Pof the element (see (3)) and induced efficiency ~

F [ii _/16

0,0

Fig. 8.Grsph for the dependence of funrtion F on the angle of
relative advance (Ldvne-dinaneter ratio) 13 of induced
efficiency of propell) Yor
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In order to ;.p-oximately take into account profile res~otance, /17

it is cxpedient to prescnt equations (20) in the form:

(dK7  tp r I (12)

dr ,, LI ,

where )I - efficiency of propeller at a given operation regime.

From the second equation it is also pcssible to obtain:

x2 (13)
_;n dK

where - - coefficient of torsional moment of the blade element.
dr

At a given value of the advance-to-diamieter ratio IL and
coefficicnt of propeller load according to the thrust

8K,

equations (11) - (13) make it possible to calculate the distribution
of hydrc1ynamic forces along tf," radius of the propeller in a uniform
incident flow or, with some approximation, the distribution of the
constant component of the hydvodynamic forces acting on the propeller
in a non-uniform velocity field.

Table 1. Calculation of the Distribution of flydrodynaric Forces
Along the :Thacius of P Propeller

Calculation Formulae 03 0.4 . o. , 0 , o. 1 .

hi I - 0.4A-P 7 0.373 0.211 0.219 0.213 0.IF,' 0.166

tF i:0 (ace o'ig.8) 0 .1 - 0, 0.057U 0.0123 0.6) 0., l. i: ,

I dK, lr' Fk '7

0.)-- - - - O.,S ....... 0.027 0,0374 0.0 0. 0. 72 0.079) O.)11 2 0.0,.01
Z dr zdII

dK_ -. .- , 0.0o62 0.02 1 0. P.0W70 0. 02. o.o ... 5 0.0-.,29
Z dr i, Z d,

16



Isuha case fo finding,- induced efficiency, teKae'
diagram Js used, i-hich is wull known (Fip. 9), and the correction
of Goldztcin-Prwxidtl is deteri~inedi by graphs in Fig. 10.

An example of the calculation of hydrodynamic forces distribu-
tion along a propeller radius is given in Table 1. The following"
initial dajta were given:

Advance-to-di.,Cter ratio
fit)

Coefficient of thrust K, i5

Number of blades in propeller Z....4.

F~1~1l~1i1 1 1 _ _

1

-M,0

17
1
7



k i'7T]IT k7~ 11fr I

075

0,303 i
-2,5 2,5 3,5 3 , *'

0. - -,

1,5 2,5 J,5 4,5 J5 7/,Lj 
0 1y5 25 39 45 995 O/t

Fig. 10. Goldstein-Prandtl correction for propellers with /19
numbers of blades Z -3p by, 5y 6

and also the following auxiliary values were determined: /20

$17 :1 0.65 (see Fig.9)4

Calculation results are shown in the graph in Figuire 11.
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;,1-1--t-" F----.-T-,_1--

S--- k.

09OY9~

Fig. 10. Goldstein-Prandtl correction for propellers with 119
numbers of blades Z - 3, h, 5, 6

and also the following auxiliary values were determined: 120
0, - 2 ,

7, , ,,, ,5 (see Fig. 9

'?....'--'- ' 4,3l

X4 X-.

Calculation results are shown in the graphl in Figure 11.

Fi. 0.Gldten i n coreciolnlrprllers w, ,,ith, /19,.. ..
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0,.I) -,I -

0.1.C.3 0,

C',i: ', P. 8 .

Fig. 11. Distribution of hydrodynamic forces along the
radius of a propeller

Taking into consideration that the strength calculations of
marine propellers do not. require hi.gh accuracy in determining
external loads, it is expedient to simplify the discussed mkethod
of determining hydrodynamic forces acting on the blade.

Calculations demonstrated that within the discussed operational
regime3 of propellers and variations of their georietrical elements,
there were no significant differences observed in the character of
distribution of hydrodynimlc forces along the radius. This makes it
possible, instead of porforming calculations for each individual
propeller, to establish some general equations which, without
essential error, approximate the law governing changes of hydro-
dynamic load.

In particular, in calculating the general strength of propeller
blades, the distribution of hydrodynamic force along the radius is
approximated by an analytical dependence of the following type:

, .r", (!_")', (l)

where c - constant coefficient;

m,, n and p - param-.eters which are deiermined under condition
that equation (21) in the best way reflects
distribution of thrust along the propeller
radius.

Systematic calculations indicate that for propellers with
number of ulsdes Z - h and 5, for sea-going transport and industrial
:;hips the following values of parameters may be assumed:

1
m - 2, n 1 1, p - 1

19
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Substituting these values in equation (1j), we obtain an /21
analytical expression which characterizes the distribution of
hydrodyn:iaic force along the radius of a propeller.II

I d,dKI (15)
- cr- 0 - r

Equation (15) is used in deriving formulae for caWculation of

stresses in the cross sections of blades.

Section 2. Centrifugal Forces of Inertia

In addition to hydrodynamic forces, the propeller blade is
subjected to the action of centrifugal forces of inertia.

On each element of the blade mass dm (Fig. 12) which is located
at a distance r from tne axis of propeller rotation, the centrifugal
force acting in radial direction is:

dP =d,.nf'r. (16)

Let us analyze a cross section of the blade A-A which is
perpendicular to the axis y and is located at a distance ri = Yc
(ri< r) from the axis of propeller rotation.

For the center of gravity of the considered cross section
C(Xc, zc), by piojecting it on the coordinate axes x, y, z, we
obtain:

dP 0; (17)
dP,dP,, P-20'ym;

dP, I I
dA1, d P. (y - y,) -,iP,(z--z ) - 2- (zy --!z, di; I
dM V  dl, (z- ,) - 11,, (x -- x,) - E- z (x--x,) din;
dA, dP, (x- x,) -- dP (y! -Y,) - - y (x-x() din.

Generally speaking, relationships (17) hold for the body of any
form which is rotating about x axis. The special geomtrical shape
of propeller blades makes it possible, without considerable loss of
calculation accuracy, to considerably simplify the calculation
formulae by separating principal factors from minor factors.

20



A propeller blade is a cantilever win[, of a finite spun. The
resultant for ce Of all. centrifuga"I forces of inertia actini, on the
blade is at a distance from the blhde root, and: the greatrst Dart of'
these forces acts in the plane ohiich is clos.e to the planec of mini-
mun rigidity. The maxim~um stresses in the blade cross sections are
normal strersses apinearing as the result of the action of tens ion
forces and bending i'iomnts, which rakes it poxsible to limrit
consideration of loads to thone crauksi.xg only normal stre.sscs, as
was the case with hydradynanmie forcee. ln (;quftiof (17?) such a
load is centrifugal force dP and Ibending smomcnts d14x nnd dZ 122

After integration within the limats ri: r R, we obtain:

Al, - 2(l ~~dn
At -

Al, Q2 *!1(x---x,) Inl

Al

Al _ _A

N I 4T.

Fi.12 iarm o dtrmnn cet ual ocsi h

blade of ascrewproplle

210



It shc.u.d be noted that tht- morients M, and M. for blades which
do not have rake In respect to the stern ( 0 :, sc Yig..2) are
very smnl, . by anl:Yzinir clurlons (i16), we can :;fe that coordii ates
Y(Ye) ar(, al.ays pc:;itJveL , whii.c coordinrdles ') uauid X(Xc) are
positive only I'or tfe! part of the blade lwctwcon its P :ding edf:e and
the Oy a,;ic. There '.,c, ti i.ii ,:cnts MY ind 1-17, for th'i whole blade
will be dctermincd by th dii'crnce of siriilar valu,-. and will bU
therefor s:rl .

When the blads, azr a rake in respect. to the x cis, the
coordinates x(xc) will not changc their -ign in integration of the
expression for M7 which, as a ic.jutlt, leads to the relative increase
of this momenL and to the necessity of taking it into account diering
evaluation of the effect of centrifugal forces.

Hence, of the components of the load shown in ut.i et ions (17)
which is caused by the action of centrifugal forces of inertia, the
most iniportant are the force P. for blades without a rake, and the
force FY and bending moment Mz for blades with a rakc in the direc-
tion of the X axis.

To dctermine the centrifugal force and .he bending moment
caused by it, the approximate formulae are used in calculation of
blade strength.

Assuming that the flat cross section of the blade A-A (see
Fig.12) is rightful to the unfoldod onto the plane cylindrical cross
section, from the general equation (18) we obtain:

P . -, - ,,1- F,,r, (19)

where F - area of unfolded on tihe plane cylindrical cross section of
the blade; diagram for determining area F is given in
section 3 below;

ri - radial coordinate of the cross section being considered.

Equation (19) is used in cases when during calculation it is
necessary to find the distribution of centrifugal forces of inertia
along the radius of the propeller. When calcu]ation is performed
for one cross section near the root of the blade (ri 0.2), a
simplified formula may be recogmi-ended:

P,. .41t'12 Or,,, (20)
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where G - weir.ht of the propeller blade;

co - radi:i coordir-tc of the cenmter of fr'!mviL , of the blade.
It is asuwr.ed that rco9 O.hY[ R.

Tne 'el.F.t. cT:. the bl:;d& many be deut, ,'vr. ed by t;ie for:ula ,:iich
cnsuct; from t l .c :c1il-krnown e pirical fo~v:.:oa of V. V. Kopeyctu;kiy

for ticorneJgeIfor ti(c weight of the coret propeller i 5):

G: 0 r ( . 2 2 -' , o.71 (21)

wher? spccific gravity of the propler matcrjal, kg/m 3 ;

d - dia-mter of the hub, m;

D - diometer of propeller, m;

b - width of the strairhtened blade contour at the relative
radiuj "r - 0.6, ]m.;

e - ,',ximil thickness of the blade at the ,ame radius, m.

M.ore accurate methods of determininu the weight of the blade
and tie coordina.tes of its center of gravity are discused in
Sectioij 3 below.

The bendinC g nmonnt rcsulting from the action of ccntrifugal
forces is found with the hclp of' the approximate formiula which is
deduced from equation (18): (

Fr (r - rr (22)Al. Al, -- ,:rr ' :z q j lr(r-rl~'r.

When calculation is carried out for the cross section in the
area of the blade root, the moment lic may be found by the following
equation:

Al, O,7P..r.dtW . (23)
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Section 3. Georn~itrio,;l CharacI i'istics of the Cross-Uc'ctiorial
Elemen!t o" a 'evIL'bid

In strength calculations of a ship propel~er, the following
[ge'.etrlcal chairacteristics of i ~s cross secli i are used: area,
ccloir i ates of the centcr of gravity, aid m~n~of inertia; in
addition, foi- the part of the blade 'located beind the cro3s
section being conisidered, the voluime andc coordinates Of its
cenit(.r of gravity are used.

The basis for' the Procfdje of' the strpighttened cylindrical
cross nection of' tile blade is the proi'ile's chord (Fig. 13).

_b__

Fig. 13. Georetrict.. characteristics of a blade cross section

In relation to the chord, the median of the profile is vlottc)ed with
the ordinates co. The curvature of this line is (leternhllled as a
result of hydrodlynamic calcuilation of the propeller. In most cases
the iinaexiiuTi ordinate (c max), islctdi 0h middle of the chord

b. At both sides of the median the halves of the ordinate values
of the standard aerodynamic or segmental profile ~ are plotted. By

superposing the origin of a-uyiliary coordinate system 0, % )z
with the leading edge of the chord and by introducing dimensionless /25
values:

- b

where e - currnt value of te poietikes

whrb - culentvl of the profile thicness

we obtain the following formulae for calculating the area and
coordinates of the center of gravity of the cross; Section:



0

- -,,b ; (25)
0

F 5

Calculation of the geonmctrical characteristics of the blade
cross section using equation,; (2L) - (26) is perforried by the
methods of approxiihate numerical integration, i.e., by methods
of triangles, trapezoids, and parabolas (Simpson's). For this
purpose, the cross section is divided into separate small areas
by ordinates draw:n at equal distance. It is expedient to
calculate the moments of inertia of the cross section as a sun
of moments of inertia of small areas. For example, the moment
of inertia about axis 01 t 1 is:

il it

where Ik j - moment of ineltia of the small area about its own
central axis which is para3lel to 01 I axis;

- ordinate of the center of gravity of this area;

Fj - area of this amall area;

k - number of small areas.

To simplify calculations, it is advisable to replace these
small areas by rectangles as shown in Fig. 13.

In this case:

2 c , b C IA, I ( 2 7 )
1.2

I I

where n - number of sections into which the chord is divided for
calculation of area and coordinates of the center of
gravity by equations (2h) - (26).

Equation (27) holds if n is an even number. It is recommended /26
to have n - 20.
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The moment of inertia of the cross section in respect to 01rI
axis is found in a similar way. The formula used for calculation
is:

+(21-- 1)2 ei (28)I.

If coordin-tes of the ccnter of gravity and rmoments of inertia
of cross sectionL in respcct to 01 j and 01 Tk arc known, the moments
of inertia in ro!.+ect to central axes 0 and Oq , which are parallel
to 01 t i and 01 - 1, can be determincd:

i,- ,,: I(29)

The principl central moments of inertia in a general case are
determined by formulae:

,,o.rx It, sin 2/I,,, -Jl~si' iv c o " - sin 2'x,

where Io - centrifugal mloincnt of inertia;

c.- angle between n -in axes and axes , and' which is found
by equation:

2/.l

Because the cross sections of a propeller blade have considerable

elongation end relatively low curvature, which as a rule does not
exceed 2 - 3%, the direction of the main central axis 04, may be
considered to be parallel to the chord of the cross section. Then
anglc cc - 0, and the mom.ients I t. and I , may be assumed as the
principal central moments of inertia. At the sam:e time, centri-
fugal moment It,1- 0.

The procedure of calculating the area and coordinates of the
center of gravity of the unfolded onto the plane cylindrical cross
section of the blade by the method of trapezoids is illustrated in
Table 2.

In a number of cases the geometrica) characteristics of blade
cross sections are found by approximate but considerably simpler
formulae. For exanple, cross sectional area may be calculated by
formula:

I a r b. (30)
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Coefficient af equals 0.70 - 0.72 for the cross section of the
avistion profile ornd 0.71 - 0.73 for the segmenttl profile.

Table 2. Calcu'Ittion of t.1v Gcohetrca Charc ijtics of ljnfolded /27
Onto 11t !e ij.ne .i -.inrial a

(b . .• (1), Om  (w), n -vcn nnbor)

C. I- '

I I - -...

•__ _ - I I I_ _ I _ _
_ _ _ I I b - I I

_ _ v. Io _,_= - e

2

-- nF-1

Table 3 provides values for the coefficient of blade fullness /28
at and relative coordinates of the center of gravity of the propeller
blade cross sections for prop~licrs of tne W series (Wageningen
expcrin'ntan basin, Ncthcrlaiis).
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Table 3. Co-f f! ~otof111 F11ad it(-'n tiv' Cod ate~ of ta&e

1 0 , -,0 2

0:5 (1. i?0 1 q0,114
01,71.5 0, .1,; 0,407

11.7 U.,M 0, 41 0, 4 i3
0,910.1 0, .10J 0,405)

*Diosarice between trxrAAand forcit, aurl'acc of ths' W2ad.

Table Li. vrto of Coom~inastes of tIhc Center o rvt

- -I:

0 1I

0:4

0(1;5
0,7
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Table . Calculation of Vnou:",- of the fl]doi rA Coordinates of /29
the Cetwo" r'v (1rc'oeeA ,-r {ius ;< 7. T.)

(frc. fr rmF F - F I

la.ble ?) Table L . h) (rj 3 , . ) (rp. I I.P 5) Op. 4"x rp 5;

3 4 7

S,,o ______ I I I

0,8 I I I

-..________________I I _____I [ I ____

-2'I . - -_
2YI -4 r

N oteI r -- rt R ; 6g L-.t I-- zg RtZ.

The volume of the blade or of its separate part which is /30
separated by the cross section being considered is calculated by
the forimula:

V- fFdr R3 ;.v'3  ,, (31)
II r

i

where -e e. - relative maxinum thickness of the cross section;

b - relative length of the chord of the cross section.R

The coordinates of the center of gravity of the volume V are
determined by coordinates of centers of gravity of cross sections
which should be con:,idered in the system 0 XY connected with the

propeller (see Fig.32).

For the crosr section at a distance r:

S I , 1" ,,,) ill,, ;,Ij,COSV; (32)

I~ ~~ III, c'' 1 Sil v,
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where V- pitch Pngle of the cross section being considered;

.di..nce from the leadin, clige of the.! pr)ofile cro.3s section
from the generntrix of the b1pdv.

The seou-nce of the calculatior of coordinatei of the center of
gravity of cross section: in the O:,z system is dutermined by Table .

The coordiinates of the center of gravity of volume V arc found
by formulae:

1 0 r(33)

Il' i

ii,, Id, -~ i *c,,b~dr,

p I'',dl ucijr
: I ;i;i'

It is convenient to calculate the blade volune or the volume of
the part of the blade locvA-d on the radius r> ri and the coordinates
of the center of gravity by the method of trapezoids in the form of
Table 5.

Section h. Calculat>jn of Strce;s in Cross, Sections
of a i ro;,,:l)r b].O

A propeller blade of usual desifn nay be presented as a helicoidal
shell of variable thicknets rigidly fixd along the inner part of its
contour and free along the rest of contour. Calculation of 1he state
of stress of such a shell I, a very complex problcn, even if initial /31
assvi,,ptions for its solution are based on the usuil technical shell
theory using the hypothesis of straight normals and the condition
that there are no normal stresses acting on sinall areas which are
parallel to the median plane of the shell. S-ich a method of establish-
ing the state of stress in the blade which i: of inberest first of all
becFuve of theorctical coosk1erations, Jeads .o the necessity of
solving: a comp)]-. system of partial different.,i equations with
variable cocfficients. Evci approximate numerical solutions require
the uzc of high-speed co ..put(,rs.

hrowcver, in practical dcsign of screw propellers less accurate
methods are used wiich are rot so strict but arc considerably less
time consuming and are based on several additional assumptions.
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The m3st. vidcly used of' thez~e ir-thods a re 4tho.,e based on thc
theory of oi;iicrodz;. Althouj-,h IUI.c~ie rnetno,.IL do not clail31 to
be of' high acuracy, they provide sufficientIN -,tisfactcry data
to inform tht. denijjner in his evaluation of the titate of strecss
in the propeller.

These rrjitnods arc, bisLd on thc followinjg wssumptions:

the blade~ is considered to be a cintilever rod with variable
area of cross svctioni whicii is rif,,idly fixed at oneC end and is
subjectud to o~blilque bcndinI7 under the action of t-xternal forces
not located in olue of the uiain planeus of the blade;

calculation is perfored for cylindrical eross sections*

-Wine only exclusion is a methoo of "I'Rzjnrag"WuiTch was discussed
in Section 5. According to thif; nethod, stresces are determined not
in cylindrical but. in flat cross section~s.

unfolded onto thL. planes, which are perpendicular to the gencratrix
of the propeller blade;

one of the inin axes of inertia of the cylindrical cross section
of the blade belected at random, is considcrcd to be parallel to its
chord limited to a relatively thin cross section; at the same time,
the other main central axis is perpendicular to the chord of the
cross section.

Taking into account all these assumptions, the maximum stresses
emerging, in the blade under the action of external forces may be
determined.

The bending moment resulting fromn the action of the axial (in
the direction of the propeller motion) component of hydrodyrisrmic
lond in any random cross section of the blade at a distancer
from the axis of propeller rotation is:

lp

-dr k( OdO

where dFj thrust of the blade element which may be presented as /32

z
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By ssbatituting iw'able V and substituting fonxula (35) into
(31), we obtain:

, "' d''  (r- r, )dr. (36)
2Z Jr

It is cxpcdien t to repres,'nt, hending rrmomnt II as ofunction oI
the propcfier thrust. If K1 is a coefficic)t of tle pr.pc.ler thru,-t

.t a regie bein' cosi-,dor.d, then, using the! evident relation:

'0where r0 - a relativi rois of the propellcr's hub, we find:

* 'IA(37)
r ll - - -

SdK, _
,I -- dr

r

After substituting into this forraula relation (15) and
calculating integrals, which are taken in quadratures, we obtain:

A (r, (r ). (38)

The graph of function Gp( J) is presented in Figure lb.

Formula (38) makes it possible to calculate the bending moment
under the action of axial hydrodna.iic forces in any cross section
of the blade (r0o,<r; <i) for propellers with a relative radius of
the hub 0.2zro,0.E.

Since the maximum stresses nprcar in the root areas of the
blade, usually cross sections of these areas are considered for
strength calculations of propel] .r. As a rule, the relative
radius of the hub of soild propllers is>o J 0.17 - 0.18;
taking into bceount that the tranz;itIon from the blade into the
hub has a fillet radius, it is possible to as,,sume, without
introducing a significnt error, th:at the cross section which
is at the radius of 0.2 should be considered for calculation
(dangerous cross section). In addition, takni, into conidera-
tion that the root area of the blade little influences the thrust,
let us assuae that - Y 0 - 0.2. In such case, formula (3) will

be transformed into the following: /33
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All -0,2

C,2A

41 02$, . 5 06 47 48 AP -1,

Fig. lb4. Graph for functions GP PndG

By using formula (15) we obtain a formula for calculating the

bending moont createcd by the action of axial hydrodynamic forces
in the dangerous cross section, of the blade.

0,238IC~pn'D' (ho)

or

where P1  thrust of each bWade of the propellcr;

R -radius of the propeler.

The beriding moient crea.tcd under the action of tangential hydro-

dynamic forccs may be calculatcd in a similmr way.

It is evident that /3b

Cir
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vhere d, 1 , 1',"i, - tagential forcc of the blade eloment./

Thcn

Al, ' T (r-- ) - ,. )2Z dr

It is expedient to present bn2..iug morent Eq resultfing from
the action of taigcntial hydrodyn,,nlic forces a, a function of
propeller torque.

If, K2 is the coefficient of torqve at the regime undcr considera.-
tion, then using the evidcnt reln Lior';hip

/, dr ,
'I

and also the eypression vtcll. known from the hydrodynnies of nhip
propellers

and formula (12) we obtain:

' (44)• <#"'; " I' I dK1 cj

d, dr - . .Al i- , F" di

'I

After substituting formula (15) into this and after calculation
of integrals

Al - Aqu'I; 0 5,).)

The graph for function GOj(]:, Yp) is shown in Figure 14.

Formula (45) serves for finding the bending moment created by
the action of tangential hydrodynamic forces at any cross section
of the blade.

If a cross section located directly at the blade root is being /35
considered in calculations (rp r W 0.2), then formula r) may
be reduced to the form: p
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A17 - 7Y f

d r
0.2

Taking into consideration depen'Junce (15), wc obtain:

A 7  W i ~ P( a

or

where 14 - torsional moment of the propller.

Using formwlate (07) and (),,8), the bending mnoment created by the
action of tan ;cntlal hydrodYnemic forces is calcuOlatLed ini the critical
cross section of the blade.

Components ofL the hydrodynamnic bending mronent acting in the ACED
cross section of the blade are shown in Figure 15.

1 0

Fig.~ 15 opnnso h yroyai edn oet

acting inteIB rs vc no ld
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In a general cL!he, the point 0' to which the hydrcdynaiuiei io:.nt
Js applied d'oes not. coincidu with the center of gravity of the cross
section (point 0"). Strictly sp-aking, thc yct.em of stresses
emergini.; in the cro3ss section bUein, con..;3.dered under thte action of
hydrodyrniulic force,- ;hould balanic not only the bcr:Ldng ioment, bit
also the torsional noi,.ent in respect to the center of grfvity nld
shearing force, which leads to the appearance of tai~gcitial strn.-ines
in the cro-.s section of the blade. As v.-is den -onstra t.Ad by calew.la-
tions, thie e stresses are considerably lower than no_..,J stressc:L;
emrerging under the acLion of the bendin i,'o:,.it. Thercfore, tht.
effect of t.he torsional moment and shearinUg forec me.y be disreCgarded,
and it can be assumed that. the hydrcdvnaii.c bending mo,,.nt is applied
to the center of gravity of the cross section.

In accordance with the above assumptions, let us unfold the
cylindrical cross section of t1e blade on a plane passing througjh
the point 0' pependicularly to thc blade axio Oy, and in agreement /36
with the discussion in Section 3 we wi]l a-isvrire that. one of the
main central axes of inertia.,- , (axis of minim'..rn ri'gdity) is
parallel to the chord of the cross section, vhieI: the other Y1- 1)
(axis of maxi-.aun rigidity) is pe::rpendicular to the chord (Fig.16).

By projecting r-oments ,,p d4T on the axes and r -,
we obtain:

A l , ,Co' v-- Al sinv, W )

If blades are inclined toward the stern, it is necessary to take
into consideration an additional bending moment under the action of
centrifugal forces (,ee (22) and (23)).

N - " A

Fig. 16. Main central axes of a blsde cross section
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'ihervfce, ti.t! 1,-A 1)-!( 1;.; mori1 ii. u Ir.(; to th I -

axis~ n into cc,-);nt 1p:'cir r:ic 11i1 r ~iIu' orces,

arid In rc---pc-- to V-L: - I~r

Irl (Jd'dJtic,7 ' [fon f''n thr (tLrrial Jco;i6 on the I,! -dIc
includes tcr.zion unIc %~e ~'ct i on of c~~fi
fo~lcc. !-' cont-ife:1 for-ce io Pceiculrl!.d b.", fo'-nl u (19) ami
(20).

Know~ing the r-rc-, 'm'nir 4 J of ir S ti, oi secti oni rx1"us of tile
blade' S cro):Is ate~nc rid ;1"t (11-) ar±,J b 3 )

where 1 ,I - irnt of' ior L' of tWblade. cros!2 Fsection irn
revpect to ir, 'ii ccritrtl trx1s tw ti~

~ 'ma -di ,t-rnces from the neutr,,l] axis to V~ie remotest
Point-s of t~he e: in

W'* (Y( ),', Wj, 1 -- qeto oe fteb~d rs cto
4m. mx for points w:ithI caorclnAu i atc ,ma

resj ectivedy, m)

it is ponC!Abl to dclc-.rlie Str't~c in l'nsvo-l. ce- t from, the /37
neut-ral vx irs, which a) c cau ,O~ 1),. l nci wail al so teiullcstdou
caused hby thuc acticin centrifuitira forec:

The points most ren!:;w frovn the rieutral axi!3 of the cro's
section u~ndc'r cons dcrati on are:
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flaint ti t 1',J ci; tenlsile strcsses cim :i b", M"nmii ' are
eumbiiid vi n 1,-Ai)-' ~A -tensc ie, ; by mirL!itcnt. 14 VLawd by
ct;nttr L ua) for'ce:

poiit, 1-, at wlicl. covo~ I .e~~u ~s by nm eojnt M~n ar
bubtractc.-i fr'om I Ci'LiLC stri1Sr:;S CC-U:11ed by vo lt, a .nd by eentr3"
fl ia fore

point, C, which is ,-ubjeci-c! v-.,oiniy to 1thui action of eomprossiro;.
St IT.53e'S crou,;cd by mo.-ent N-.an-. tenaside s~essenerplig as a
r es -Ot of the action of' cn-,r'L~c forcu:

u(C) -- oj -(3); (57)

point D at which act tensile stresses calmsed by rnowientMt1
and by centrifugal force:

o(D): nt jp (58)

Momenzts of inertin., and section moduli in equations (52) --:d (53)
are detcr~nnd by mrcthrnIs dsi;Jin Section 3. More approxiraatc
ii thods for finding thpese values tc-y also be i'ecow-rnnded * For
example, for section moduli in resje ct to t 1axis:

in respect to 7t axis:

- (60)

The val ocs of ti~ nd c- coeff ieients for aviation and segmental
profiles with a flat forcing 'sid- are given in Table 6 (3).

Calcvleticwis indAjate that. x :axmuin stresses in the blade cross
section are the cor-,prc-.,;ivFe norm-al strcs3es at point G. The maximom
tensile stres-ses cis a rinc enierge :In point D. Usually strength
calculations of the proveller le are limitud therefore to
dcterninint ,itrcesces Lt. tiacse pointf;, and therefore the data or)
section mordili in respt-ct. to the , isare needed first of all.
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l 6.* Vahu': of,, i ,. 1Ifr V-ivux Points7 of Pviation and

:1 1r] -I T." Wf with n '1t. Yorc.;", 2fide

I. IV,, . .. I

iS] lcn l t0, n 0.11~ o,

ihe scouce of ca2cu1ation cf n'iximwra str'se, in crosf; sectior,;
of the eade Y:xd on static loads i; given in 'Mble 7. Lr the init]Ln
dalia the fo]lc:ing valus & use:

I-''opeller diw,;'tCr, m . ......... . D

Number of blades ......... ... .. Z

Relative xiaius of the hub .r..... . 0

rpm . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * . . . . . n

coefficient of thrust ..... .. .. KI

coefficicnt. of the moK(-nt ...... . K2

In addition, the following auxiliary values have to be calculated:

This method may be used for clcu]htion of stresses in vwrious
cross suctions &Tong the rsdlius, including the most critical cross
section at the root of the blade. At the same time, it is posbible
to ,;elect the blade thikuc's-; in such a vny tha-t distribution of
design stiesse- in the cross section voild be relatively uniforn.

The maxi.mum stresses obtained as a rest,-lt of calculations should
not ex:ceed the i:i-:ui peri ai csihle stre-srs. Selection of p. rs-issible
stre."c.C' for zLerc"Js fro:r; ,:ch p}opfe:.Llers are ranuftcturcd is
di....c.,.d .-n dL.trAl in Ciapler II. 'Ie discussion here is limited
to te reco.mmewd values of prrf'issible stresses t',.;ted by experience
in op-ration of vai'ious ship3 qnd s]ect.d in evaluating prope.ler
strength, consid,ring static loads acting on propellers. In Table 8,
taken from (.5), valucs of pcrinsihle stresses are shown, depending
on the materiol and the umuher of propellers on a ship, which
influences the degree of non-uniformilty of the velocity field on the
propeller disk aziu indirectly influtnces cyclic loads on the blades.
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I t can bo, wmli A 1-iat tho :Aur rrqth o~f a propeliicr, Ibased
onl 'iiA! IOtic iS suffMhit. t ilC the( '-Jcity Itcior th rcyiP~rci to

te~ J.stren--ili

and w~t U' repm~ d to the yi~c point

~ :I' Sul,rce .i*t

Of propelcl

6
p (r,, ) FJ C. 1 -

or (23)
p, Fonrmal a (19).

Al~~~~ (Ai~ r (20)

Al I~ Ol. vo~Jn(0

7bIj ?~C or 11

I, , i- 4  ozfla (SL) kg/c ?

-(1)) - I o'~

O(C) c Yo,-rula (557



Table 83. 1iccor-;,wdr-d Vplv+-e: of PeriibleSr;; 2 '

I er n U. -A

1011 4A1( 400 -15

CkS iro 22-, :10) 31"M

O- I,1. fO: 1

Section 5. In'ormnation (,Y Other )14,thocdi Used for Eviahmlti en
cd 're -'-!-, 1 r 'Stroejthi

With the ineructse in inforyiation on the strength of propclle-r-
and the 6-oveclopmc-rt of hydrocilynt.ic calcnila-Uons bfi;ec1 on the vortical
theory pxublish!ed by several autkors, prac tical methodi of eval uat3ng
general Aetrrgth of piropellcrs have been silggcstcd. The best knowf.n
of the.,, ,re the ntdsof LToylor (h4t), Ronson. (14), Rosingh (4)
and 1hyser and A5 noldus (383).

Special featurt.s of theste methods Pnd some foriiouilae uved in
practical propeller strength calculations by the above methods are
discussed below.

Tay3 jfr 's ?lethr'A. The fi rst analytia3. method of stress cac ula-
tion i3n propelll-r b.'ades vir; silvrcsted in 2920. It v's based on
genercl enrinieering: vsr--unptions in strength calculation of pro-ocllers
(see Svetilon 4~). In order to sinplify calculation for'uiae, 9ddi-
tional a o Toi 'Cr made with respect to the dis~tribution of
hydro';n'i forces along the ra ,dius of P. propeller. In particular,
it is a!7siued tha .ne ax-Ial cori porncnts of hydrodynp;11c forces
incearie 1 inecily w;ith increasing' r'adius, while the tangential
strestses are not%. cmrged, i.e.,

dl" (61)

Such R schem'.tic presentatlon of hydrodynamic forces, strictly
speaking-, is corrcct only for miarine propcllers with con Lant circula- Al
tion. Vith such iusfirmptionui, bendinp, momcnts caused by the action of
axial an6 tangentiali hydrodyntnhle. forces can be found vithout anly
difficul ties:



/ (62)

whcire

2 -1

Calculation of centrifugaI forecti as wel t:. determina-tion of
bending romnt,E s in respc( to the miain central w.us of incrt::i of
the blade cro.z -ect.5on and of ax;iflu,!, tresse?; iii the criticjl
cross t;Cction 6c not differ from thorc discutsed -"n Section )4.
it is considerL:d that th.e strength it; sufficient if ."-,

whre n - safety factor of static stre2nrth. For various ship types
and service conditions, 8 {-n <,12.

The necessijty of' line,r 6pproximation of the (dstribution of
hydroynamic foi-cus ;as prob.Aiy caus-ed by the absence at thit time
of simple theoretical methods for their determination. However,
Taylor succeeded in taking int~o account the raain portion of the
action of hydrod;'-i:i.t-c forces on the blade. Indeed, a comparison
of calculated values of hydroda,amic mo~enL. in the cross section
at a radius r_ - 0.2 obtained by Talvior's nuthod and by the vortical
theory presented in the form of , l-',R kjA,

indicates that coefficients kp and kT are equal, respectively.

kp kT

According to Taylor 0.h69 0.63

According to the vortical theory 0.h75 0.67

For comparison of ca.lculated values of bending moments for the
section modulus :e obtain:

! - i

For exai:.ple, for the propeller of a high tonnage tanker, according
to hydrodynamic calculations, it can be assuned that - 0.525 and
Ap 0.5. Then the valu(;s of bending moment 1-1 will be .

According to Taylor 1.68 /

According to the vortical theory 1.70 M

.. 2



In this case, both methods produced practically the samc rcsuts.

Relatively si,:ple metho,3s for deterji inng hydroiynamic fo ces
accordin,: to the voi'Lical t1,bor.v cx.clude the nucessity of u:siug
lincar o-pp'oximatos. At the sarle til:1e, the calcui t.ion for'mwi.z
(40), (i), (bY), (14iF) art. jch inore complex tk., the Tayloir's
fort.ulc. However, stin c Taylor's met.hod provide~s rcuults siji].nr
to thio:,e dotainei b the vortionl theory, it is traliticnally uecd
for de,:;i -.1 of shIT) p opllers. It is a1so sill,:ificn t that the
assuwi;p Lons inititil.y s uggstcJ by Taylor are used evtn at pri'csnt

~(see Sc :t.ion 14).

jc,.som's Methoc'. This method is a furlher 0,,.vcl oim(vnt ol
Taylor'; n--thod, i.,ainly in the direction of definini, z-v.rc prucircly
the hydrod/ynamic fo-ce acting: on a blade. The di:;t:utio f o,
hydrodjna:,ic load along the radius is deterined t-ccording to t.u
vortical theory.

In addition, in order to obtain a blade design approaching, that
of equal strength in bending, itomsom recxrz7-nds solectIng separate
elements of the blade atte;ipting to have cqual design stresses i:l
cross sections at relative radii which Lre equal 0.2 and 0.6.

In developing this method, attention ;.as paid to the fact that
the mome-nt of inertia of bladec cross scotions in rcspoct to the q
axis almos-t by the whole order- exceeds the momiant of inertia in
respect to the t, axis as a result of the relatively ,rall thick-
ness of these cross sections. Therefore, Romsom found it
permissible to disregard stresses in the cross section being
considered which are caused by bending mo:;cnt 11 . The advantage
of this simplification is supported by experimental data showing
that stresses emerging niear edges of the blade are negligible in
magnitude and almost by one order lower ihan stresses in the areas
where the blade is thick.

Based on the above assumptions and as a result of more precise
definitions in calculation of the section muduli of the blade profile,
Romsom (btOifed the following (d(.pendences for calculotion of mximauin
normal storer'ses in cross sections under consideration at the rela-
tive radii 7, which re equal 0.2 and 0.6

C' 'j (63)

L3



1J!iP1'-(, po,':e trannsil. ed to the pronel icer, lp;

b - cm . of" Iho f~ag c 1cross se i:,in; /

v:-L)jt t h1 cli 1::. of t 1: b) ;: d- in c 1 s(ctio , i;

C ,ire C7 In thz fticumit d.-Undeisg or:uc.C t r o h

f-wiotion X 1 ~--, which it; introduced into tile cal-culationj

tori Ira in casesn: wheun p plrblatdes rre i nellnedi at anO le

After a uesof e 'jnsin measurirng stresses in
cylindirical] cicueta of blade ,a;t a relaivo; radii 7.T whichl are
equ;al 0.2 an 0,.6, er---, c to th e c.-onclu sio Ithat cLalc-ul ;.-tioji
result's v1-l1 2MAiex tnc yot crep to the, 1J &UrmuhI:it da if,
in forw u].ac for (alculatii i' 1.,i xc ection mouduli of straigphtcA
cylindrical. cross section. of the binde, coefficents 10 in the

formula W - ol;bec2 a)re used aecordinC to the followeing data:Inl

fori 0.2 for rt-0.6

In tension 0.096 0.100

In conprtaS:jon 0.086 0.080

his
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Fic. 17. Gr-h- for c2', tcrmlning
Covfci1cieri C, C2 and X

Inucim~tion of prolpei3.t.; blado, dc.,g.

C 2j 15 to __ 1

If-I ~I ' I J
0,6i 0,6 F,0 f,?

FiC. 18. Grophs for determining
coeffcients C, C~,jn

When the divf'ram dteve)oped .t the Vageningen experim~ental basin A
is used for thc- esiF.n of ship propIA"Ices, formula (63) is 1used ill

slighitly modified form:

X.1 (6L



where OP C,, izmd X ere c,(-H(i!- intsi sivi :t i to cu(Aff cji G~ v 1

C 1WIcll a1re fomfrom corv., an lFigure lb.

OnI A ti~ of, s . A c (byteCex-ltrilVT:,. for-CQ ~
inerL;71 ifc by the ci~~~P ~ In ~ i bci6,il
stressc:; di-' to Li irnc.I.r- oilo rYe 6( -fllp ncd cat rtLdii 1, 0.2

In these fc w~olhc, sign is" used for, tremsilcrL.S nc
s J.gf 111U for UrncI~c sk & ins in.~iei1Vh f~~t

that the valuc - of' ccefficicr.ls -A. 'dcenc on the cenlrof'
stisr hic,; :;}:cv-Ir. 'Le tokcxei into con.-;-cration in dctermnijg~

theve co:-fiientz uin data -Jiven abovc.

In order to E *.P~ify c2.thl~ftlons, cuoeifivientn, A t.rri C, iubichj
are sorio functions ol' 1.he pitch r-atio H/D, alegie of bWac n illclin;A-

tinrf(' the relative thickncbis of its Cossectioit , cre givcil
i~n grtpii-cal form in Figures 19 zarjd 20.

0O!nerJ strcb-nc-. lj,,ec b the action of' hydrodynarniic and
cen'Lrilfoigal forces are founrd by a simple s;u niatiorj:

where 6 and o~ are nj,%iium ten,,iie and co.-,presbive &trcses in
2 d

the cross section being consideired.

According to Ronruom, propcller strenftth is conside-rud to be-
Sufficient if~

- or -8. (68)
(7,, -i 1S.

Ron somi's vethod gcinn wider raid wider uste in pract.;cvl desigjn
of nhip propelleirs. 'ihc resuilts obtained by this method c;re sim,31r
to those Olbtuined by the method discussed in Section: )j, vhiclb is /A6
apparent, sin~ce both methods are based on alwrost the sn;,if, initial.
data.

h 6



P J4 iuixp'~' f opc,-r.-,ti of ship,
pr'OPte..L WhC1 1itrz t L jc.: of f o. LI &.,i ducL.
inll.! c; tu .trcn h a n Ct Su: il(; '- W 'IJ fiat -.rss scmc t. J on!;
(Fir. )4ul I, .bLI~(~ c C i5~ h tCt
strcr2,cJ~ of'po thc ofi'r l ~ic-t cop.reJ1

iatL .r~ t oO ~ of'I ~of cjc,,-c' '.'triet flal.e-

would 1,i-, c~I'~' inl str( ti. c01 02,.t( 1 J ,~wJ
with!" b 9 c 1 'e s..'i r -ic, blac- V-t c: dj ff~cri;rncc etve
the 1_ -r L of fi jt % cyv! bi-' i al ci o!_ s ti'ions 3.
particiu '' p' onwo' '

In ci-lcri to a~(71t itr of Otcr;distrkI' ,Uon alrL~thc
complete 11<1, i'k iw roccsso y to perforn': fo ultIomr -;(veral
groups of crc!s ~~Ol cu3 Ldi~fc- xA. itc!z: fromi the
propcllir ;.xis. * I ~clh gru -fi 5Of Cm: Lc-~ r eCtiOris
undar an-1c-s to the bl ;_u -X:1V PraUjeCtd on th traverscI
pI)Dnrc 'iIcI Cis pnru .-nicu_._r 11o prop -ltxr S'i n* 8~c in su ch

&Caise tlb-, voulk1, (." - calcuaiocv; i:' tcio L~(1am the c~c~tc
is cvvrrlt 2 cAut only f cr sewcral cross sectfion,; d.)rcctly 1bchiiid the
fillet A. -6he bhadc rjo L.

A 1,2!

I I I i .1 J

Fig. 19. 0rc-pls for dcterrinint, coefficients A and C
for thu cross svctlon at mctd i r 0.2

F itch at 0.2 It

*I*ncljrkbtion of y ropcller lJ.es, deg~.



0,1

A i 4

Fir. ? 0. GroiII- fh~ or dt '1.'CO etiI :c C
fr the crc's ! c al. r 'djli Y 0.6

*Pitc% at 0.6 P;

*Irnchnationi of' pvcopeller IIa~les, deg

At Ifi rst the p. ) it is, !U: i-'nd at ultIAdoh a resu).tat, of hydro-
dy~uii f~c~ (thr-c--'L .aid t nt -I..l fo.,c c.) io pit) In such a

c&Z.e, iftle prpiris dr ;- 4 a eorh[ ) thc.'riic1ty
the distr.5bution of Lhc thrust 'i sr'w force on t!)c blac J.L
k nown-,,. In this cas~e, with th-- gi ven vail uec, of the tr- andA.

-iFTr the ptri pixc of VIAceJ C1o ,te : 1iKO1,5 the thrus
and the tirgentin! force rnmy lo,,; c.-termncni b-y the ricAthod discuf-scd
in Section 1.

pror'ellir torque, the points at x.;.-ich resultan+.s of ax~ial Land
tanLgciitir, forces are, vn.plied Plflav be deteriJned firom the- equation
of Pionient., created by emeclintary .forces.

For' finding thc-points, moire appro~x;iinate nietlod are also
permitted. Frew-pc-,Pin, vgsd: dta*grcin for approximate

dote r~in tlion of' the: point to 171,16h throst P.;: rppliud 0..21). For
a plane v-h I cii pass ,es Pit a diistrince of i 0.1! from tin propellcr &'xis

we find th!ot the rcsultant of throot is applicd at a point locaLcd at

a disttric-Le of' 0.73h~ Jfie: the prcp.jiclcr nxs ind amotts t~o 92 c of the
total value of thrusit Lt a desibn rcL2).me or opvrnt'Aoin,.

*lt moay be app-oxiritaLely cmis.icIered that the r)olcdis tribu-
tion of the thrust alonig the rro .,:ller radiius~ correspol.ds1 to the
diztribution of torsiCnfLl. mioacnt (see (3.3)). Therefoi e, tho graph
in Fig. 21 mly also bec usr.J for find-Ing the point to w~lich tnnrenltiAl
force is aiplprd. Distribution o.1 this force jiay be foonld ironi thc
fori~iula didUced from furumula (11") tj, .dl



F i !I I Z'f ),0,"0f t ,"!,I,

propel)tJQ' (,: 3 N)v f 1 'l

Fig. ~ p.nt c of ~ C1ru, app! p; i c'ie ofth tan

the pontsec-tion

Fic,. 22 b-n ct. of uo th e o; f cing o th propei tller

axir!to ; hf potn A. o hc'- t

prcn)1 the tO' ( I'(- ewrvch o t h .t1't3-:S andL
pointon is dlu~ Lp) Loio I-le peren1o

pY'Opfl(~ rac(69);
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whore G -egh of* blrde, kg;

r- diL;banc ee UL~ente rcmter of r ityoil toew bladf, 11,'

nl- IropelA.ltJrp

T'n 1".).iti~cn of' i. point Im vh1a(;h ci r1uial fCrkU '

1 ln 'hi ~ r i~ C; 4 r4j (U t i v I 'I

- .idga n u J, 22?.}': point 1, Lc,~e 4 ~.P
apioic" po int 1 tf, ml ch tan-e~nti ci hyurody-a!j~ic fo': (. i

a&i'j point. C., (which -oL~:onwit2i the centor (I gravity of thje ~AJ
bldo) to wlilcli centifuQga fore'. Y,: is app,1 cd.

Thez-, to iIiI tne ja u t on, all. fores arc: tr;eiioi' ri rd

to point A to vrhich U, ,, thrvt is ;c1lcIi 1tiln :tct thle
b~mn~U.);clwhicoI in~31 tli': cross be~i2 eing rc

For this pr;t8:' ,aeti1 force is dcco~din 'hf- propoi L 00;

of 1 ,C; T . If the, point of inte,.rsection of the dirc-

tion of ccnriugal foico with the blade cro;.fz -ectlton plane is
denr.ted by lct-,er N, an'l the center of frvvlty of the fltcross
section of t}:e blefic. is drinoted by leter 1), thfm, byr troicferri nF
cc-ntri fug-1 for-ce to the poi-nt A Prd icitin the beiiing Mf(;'Lr)t
constant

,,, A'[)-

we obtain

44J'44 -~(70)



J'j I
0~ p

Thir.o;23,. ci-uatrm, 1),v for.cr PC : : ill. toI pointJ 1)
i-cpl~icc by ~ iv of ' PC% w!rclar

P, ~ . '2

vhicl,

Fig.Uj 2). L(72io fru vh i ~ us .
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pot-: d" - buNat U: ,7( to r" t sztrcn)t ref-cuv,1'eildllts in such
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for proc'J' lrs U w' ' "'a do-.Aip-ncci a414( those- ;;iich are in operatio armud



GU~Iii' 1 11 i'VLUA1 J.C (V'(l&. i'). SLL18 '1 (All/,
1K iG I 11TO 'i C(OUN T

~c ti on, 6. 1 i . 1); Io to !- r 1 , l V:" j. t,-j.L

T*-:c r(- on -f( f ' -' r.odC ULno fo~' ornes at
thIjC' i Lufui ityo t "i flow incident

(01tL~p'c>~ t~~ ''' i 9 i- Iby th'e e f c ol' tne stcrn

p-YnI of ii) Z- hp 1.projctiig brE.L pjar t:- "(-r Prop<I 1e.

Dat c ai. 4 (~ ~ gncri-un"Iormaty of 0;r, incid:',t fJ ow are
obtained!, by i- C.~JfJvelocity f 2 c16s in t area of r.-. o ile r
lOccatiof a15 1!;'.2- of0 a Ship~ hu-1 in on cvn-erimeIr~n 1"'Iter

hail n~ aocr'~~ obtaircd iin the rbsc;r-: of on Oi.X.Kn

Propeller !,:i:e it pc rhjie to oLhtai'rl data onf thc s-L~
flofl2Thal -vc3O;,-Ly field1 . 14 is w,3,ui:-d tint the effect, o' the

operaixu; 7u relbcr oii Ihje cactr.2csof ty:e ve-lociy field
non-r~i-11 . .y r.,- be d isrcj.,aidect w-jd that, tho ron-uniforiity of

the vl ,field obtni.icd iti nodel tests corre spond.,,, with the
non-unillcr 1L ty of the vvlcty fitld of a real1 ship.

The v'za? point of this methiod i~s the fart that in (it'termining
the Parar'c (ters of' the pi'opellc2' load, it dDCS not takc into account
the effect of thc prop-Alcr Jload -,.i~d also of the scale factor on
the non-unlfority of the velocdty field. li-c'vc~er, thi.s is the
only m~ethod that can be- presently -used, since existing, aialyti cal
methods do not mske it possible to calculate accuratcly * .he flow
of a viscous f].-Id arorvni the ,;te).n uart of it slip vit-h sei
Ship lilXeS. 011 th2' othar hand, mn -asurinig tie Ifield veloe:ity in
the arca of propeller lo.Catioj<n n-ty be considc red to be .1n the
category cof urjique, Iiydrodynairiic cxp~wr-ments. Tfhe very limited
dtata tiviiehlae tez;tify Ulhat thle ope-rating propcller may change
the initici non-urifiorAity of the velocity fitijd behind; thlo Shi5p
hull. Thiz; is particulurly pronounced for chips with Full linecs

(S-: O.t(O) ~:e t tho -.tern pazrt of the ship), separati on of the
boundorjy rtaeplc (16). In~ th.e case of such sis
because of the suc Ljon tiction of thv propellecr, a d~~ wn
of the areat of' boundlary .icy(;r -(!F.m~tionl tov;'ird the stern tnl'es
place, wh!kh 3I Cad.:; to the na9rro,,-!Im! of ttao ret !rdcd flow incident
on the propcller wid the nppearance of sharper non-uniforiAity
picks at th( propeller (UStic.

The appi'oxiiinte ticl,hods of' (-o.luating, the (:1'fec(t of load on
the pro~c3 icr onl t he win-unifori'ii t of tue veloc ity fi ld(b O3)
chow, tliuL thir; effcct I., quite p:snt , p4rticularly at inner
radii of' Vic proptJ Ii r d k



Lv i ((.:~lV, (1 a !;hiDii h 1 f'IOW IWWo' itfo Stfl) WIn .Lh)OUt o:i-
ti on of LLQ( -4r&' lyraivtj i~,J 1oc r .i 2ot)Nri

rC~; ~~c ~ i;rl'!~t t ho'i~ec t C) tihc Pro 1.cl 1ic ' 6 );I 1c,)01 1- ~o
'uni fr f2 tc 1.t itf" ~ wl o rooo.d.Tir:
It ~, ito u~tb-c' p t of -L', nwilivl currenit ,.; we
irn. tiaj 1.Z 01n nj--LJ.IV _4t theVC i; fia o i tV; rop J'
dd s.k.

l! (Jfrl thZ. r p >b.; iv ty f r: 7; pg t 1 ;_.to! On 1. t I ats (-. V~.e
.~~ of ~. c ie-" 11o' ''-' i4 (n - ]o C:v~ii

so.1 ' J P ts C' *r' u t V. t' IJ'.' &! ''Lj1, -e1 exjer; :.iot ii bo i

dhf oi' a o i i of (j 2xvdJ, inorsr

that, th 'f t . tf 1 zxP ~cdC Y; Ci t'!i-" S1 YJI 'eta

Dlata on the P' 'x1L["1nioit Of vcloc ty I culd]p:~vtcr for thec
fieold ini Oi h the i'rcq,.21 Ler op''i ;t es ser,- ''i a toifor cnlr-J !.-
tion o"p; ac.J.vr.r~ forcou act iw '. n the bTLV ei tr..oc
emrergir,7 in thc blacte, undc-r the actionl of Lhs orc s noted
earlier, thesc: datCa crn lie oht.ainc-d b.y t( ,Allii( huKlla&l in an
experimon tal basi n.

At the initirid dc.sign S.tarE, paru-.ci.crs on the non-uniformity
of thi. vcloa ity Lielt! cUEAteriri.r., d for a prototype ship r_ -y be used
for evuiluotIon of fo-cus crcat.-'d by thei pxopller for tlcsnmie
sh 'pe of ' torn purt-o of' sijl)i bc'ng 'Luilt.

It is csured that. sli ,glA cviations in the shapo of the stern
part of a ship) woul.d niot lea.d lo a cunsi(tl'F~ae chan ,'c-; in thc, xio--innl
velocity fijeld in tpropW o.3r dio k. Thnc'oo hipn:; rot~qy be brau'keri
dow:n into Fur ur, w~ ith similar ch,-rcteris tics of non-uro Poriity of
the ereotcc velocity f'ield.

In con-idecrinf, on>- cnric~af and so') -r~f cagoing
shins, t1ico followir'"' gr'oups cho'&ld be oeo~ic:with stcrii-poo t
framre (cioccd stui) , wi Llo-ut tor-j..ost £v,.o'e (open stern), with
propoL)1 .~ &trutb,'~ wtim shcft t05o:Jmig.

Block c,-_cfficGit an~d coolT.Licilt <~ wich reflc.ts teshp
of stern. fja.;! mnicy be rtsed 11S ocetr clieructeraiz'i mc, the stern
formation:1. of 11 sinllfe sha± t chLp n-cthue for ''eter~l'Inng
cocfficif~ut -t is slmcxim in Fig~urt 2.
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PIg. i' itr thc fr. i~mcu'icierit

I' oi ~ a t 0)~ a 0,Q( * 6 4 9 .0 It

rypi .. nuoI'la v .1ocijty ficdthc in the v r.a of tL.. ;ropelhcr for

(c c~c3 t rxre i1u.L7tdin J:j.26 (09).

Graphl- in )' g. 26 bh and c ,x,! plo"tcO for s1iLpi 'AWich differ
by the c lu of COCIcf.P nt, 'C reP ting the JmL of' ;te..rv fraies
but iiave tliu ibloclk C-,Jcf f cienit 6

Graphs in i'if- 26 d, c, f', bi - vre f'or s3hip~s withb di fftrerit,
wlcivc of thcouffici'; ad.

In Vi'. 2 a ad b we shovwri rf~ e ct iColds ty-Pic&1
for shge-YiLta)'t.ships wl-th the o.c ty)pe Of t.er", (37).
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The calculation method based on this principle was developed by /59
I. Ya. Miniovich (3). According to the hypotheses of a quasista-
tionary state, the condition which is both necessary and sufficient
for equality of hydrodynamic forces acting on the blade element in
uniform and non-uniform velocity fields is the equality of the
stationary advance/diameter ratio A and the corresponding
instantaneous value of the advance/ diameter ratio ;L determined
by equation (74).

The latter can be presented in the form:

-- ,' (75)

where .=-Va - coefficient of the nominal axial wake;

S- .coefficient of the nominal tangential wake.Or nr V

According to Figure 29, it may be considered that at the moment
of time being considered, the blade element is rotating at some
conditional angular velocity SZ'' at rpm n', which corresponds to
the actual tangential velocity of flow Rr - VC - Rr (1 - YC).

The values of SVand n' are found with the help of the following
formulae:

(76)
n'= n (I ,)

In contrast to angular speed of propeller rotation 2 and rpm n,
the values of Q' and n' are variable with time, and in a general
case depend on the radius at which the element of the blade is
being considered. 'When the tangential component of the wake
velocity is zero, values of 9.' and n' coincide with values of

and n.

If the thrust of the element in a non-uniform flow is denoted

by dP1 and the thrust in a uniform flow is denoted by dPF, then

according to the hypotheses of a quasistationary state, dP a CIP

with kp - ILP or, transforming into nondimensional form and

taking into account formula (76), we obtain:

dP, dP,

p(n')' D
4  pn'D'

From this formula:

6 ), -,6 (77)
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where: It
it n2L)4 dr

By integrating formula (77) as a function of radius, we obtain /60
the value of propeller blade thrust for a random angular position:

PI ('lOWd- (78)

where r - relative radius of the propeller hub.

Similarly the torsional moment of the propeller blade:

All! oD 0I _V 1 SA L2 I (79)
r,

The values (r and (S7i ']d ,- which characterize theThe vaus ,i and di ,,

elementary thrust and torsional moment of an individual blade are
determined by calculations using the vortical theory of the hydro-
dynamic characteristics of a propeller operating in a uniform
velocity field and the advance/diameter ratio k,, -
as shown in Section 1.

For calculations not requiring high accuracy, which also
include strength calculations of propeller blades subjected to
the action of cyclic loads, it is permitted to substitute the
action of the blade by the action of the element located at the
center of pressure, i.e., at the radius Ro, called the equivalent
radius.

Formulae (78) and (79) in this case will be in the form:

z" --  ,. R ,(80)

M '" '." -- ,(81)

where K and K2" coefficients of thrust and torsional moment

of the entire propeller.

and K2 are determined by the curves of propeller action in

free water under the condition that:

VaR
A-

where ly aRo and eRo " coefficients of axial and tangential
nominal wakes at the equivalent radius

R -Lo= 0.67.0 R
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Calculation by formulae (80) and (81) is less time consuming
since, in this case, calculations based on the vortical theory of /61
load distribution along the radius and subsequent integration of
hydrodynamic forces along the blade are not necessary.

Formulae (78) and (79) as well as (80) and (81) are used for
determining varying hydrodynamic forces on propeller blades in
engineering strength calculations for conditions of cyclic loads.
Formulae (78) and (79) take into account more accurately special
features of the non-uniformity of the velocity field for a
specific ship. It is expedient to use formulae (80) and (81)
for rough estimates of variable hydrodynamic forces.

A number of studies may be mentioned which were carried out
during past years (e.g., (36) and (19)), the data of which testify
that it is expedient to introduce some corrections into formulae
(78) - (81) in order to improve accuracy in the calculation of
hydrodynamic forces acting on the blade. First of all, it
concerns defining more precisely the effect of the angle of flow
incidence on the propeller.

The coefficient of tangential nominal wake in equations
(78) - (81) is in general determined by the inclination of
incident flow. F. Gutsche (36), on the basis of results of his
systematic experimental studies of the hydrodynamic characteristics
of propellers in an inclined flow, considers it expedient to present
formula (75) in the form:

The values of coefficient C 2 was determined from conditions
of similarity of calculated and experimental data.

A similar conclusion on the necessity of increasing the
variations of the advance/diameter ratio as compared with that
determined by the hypotheses of quasistationary state in the
operation of a propeller in an inclined flow was reached by
V. B. Lipis.

Taking into consideration the above discussion, it seems to be
expedient to introduce corrections also into formulae (78) - (81).
Based on systematic calculations and comparing them with the
available experimental data, it was found expedient to present
formulae for calculating the hydrodynamic load on propeller
blades in the following form:
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IIP, = pn'D .l - CT,,)2. (82) '

A1=pn'Db (

or

SI-c . ,  (e /62

All 1 I.

taking into account that

- C-

where coefficient Cz;1.5.

Formulae similar to (83) are further used for determining the
variations of hydrodynamic load acting on the blade for calculating
the cyclic strength of a propeller operating in a non-uniform
velocity field.

It should be noted that for single-shaft transport and
industrial ships, where the non-uniformity of the velocity field
is created mainly by the axial component, the effect of flow
inclination is not as clearly pronounced. Therefore, individual
calculation results by formulae (80), (81), and (83) may differ
slightly from each other.

A more significant effect of flow inclination is manifested in
the creation of non-uniformity of the velocity field at ship
propellers in the case of two-shaft or multi-shaft ships with a
transom stern, and also at propellers of high-speed ships with
extensive inclination of the line of shafting. In such cases, it
is necessary to define more accurately the hydrodynamic forces
determined on the basis of the quasistationary state hypothesis.

The component of hydrodynamic load caused by the inclination
of incident flow also includes additional forces emerging at the
propeller blades as a result of pitching and rolling on the high
seas. It is expedient to calculate these hydrodynamic forces
also by formulae (82) and (83).
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Section 8. Strength Calculation of Propeller Blades
In the Presence of Variable Loads

The formulae (78) - (83) obtained above are used for determining
external forces in engineering strength calculations of propellers
under the action of variable loads. These formulae can be used if
the following data are available:

action curves of the propeller tested in free water;

parameters determining the main geometrical elements of the
propeller (diameter, number of blades, characteristics of their
cross sections) and the regime and conditions of propeller opera-
tion (rpm, ship speed, etc.);

information on the distribution of the nominal wake behind /63
the ship hull in the propeller disk; if such information for the
ship being considered is not available, the approximate charac-
teristics of non-uniformity of the ship's velocity field,
discussed in Section 6, may be used.

The initial data listed above make it possible to calculate
the instantaneous values of the thrust and torque of the propeller
blade for a number of its angular positions during one full revolu-
tion. In particular, the extreme values of thrust and torsional
moment of the blade (P1 max and P1 min' M1 max and M, min ) as well

as the amplitude variations of the thrust and torsional moment of
the blade durin& one revolution are determined:

Pa = (P ...x - PJ i,,;2M -- I
2

or in dimensionless form:

AKI (K, ft,x-Km),) 82 (84)
A K 2 

1 (K 21 ,x~-K 2 .mjjY
2

Calculations and experimental determination of the vibration
frequencies of propeller blades in water show that the ratio between
natural vibrations of blades and those forced by hydrodynamic forces
during the operation of a propeller in a non-uniform flow behind a
ship hull is such that the critical frequencies are much higher than
the frequencies induced by forces corresponding to operational
regimes. Therefore, if hydrodynamic loads acting on the blades of
a propeller operating behind a ship hull are of periodical character,
then the stresses and deformations will change with the same
periodicity (with a coefficient of dynamic character equal to one).
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Taking into consideration the proportionality between external loads
and the stresses created by them, as well as the character of the
variation of external forces during one revolution of a propeller,
the stresses in cross sections of a propeller may be presented as
varying according to an assymmetric cycle consisting of a constant
average stress within one cycle 6m and a stress periodically varying
with the amplitude oa. Since the study of fatigue is carried out
with a sinusoidal form of the stress curve, and the result obtained
are applicable without any corrections to other laws of their
fluctuations, then analogically it is considered that the
frequencies and amplitudes of cyclic stresses in propeller blades
are stipulated by the amplitudes and period which are characterized
by the parameters of wake, and fluctuation of the thrust and
torsional moment, according to a harmonic law.

In order to obtain the dependence for evaluation of stresses /64
under condition of assymmetric cycle, let us use experimental
results of testing the cyclic toughness of structural materials (22).
Data of these studies make it possible to formulate the following
hypotheses:

the maximum amount of work absorbed by the material* without

*by the term material, a metallic alloy is understood.

failure because of hysteresis phenomenon is a constant value which
does not depend on the assymmetry index of the cycle;

with stresses equal to the fatigue limit, the width of the
hysteresis loop is proportional to the maximum stress of the cycle.

From the first hypothesis it follows that if for some material
the area of hysteresis loop corresponding to the fatigue limit of
symmetrical cycle Sw is equal to some quantity, then for the same
material this area at some maximum stress in the assymmetric cycle
will be equal to the same quantity. If we denote by Ss the area of
the initial hysteresis loop for maximum stresses of an assymmetric
cycle with an assymmetry index s, then based on the first
hypothesis

S w S n const.

and because

s ,6 (85)
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where A. - the width of the hysteresis loop, then based on the
second hypothesis, we obtain

A". li . (86)

From formulae (85) and (86) it follows:

S, Afl &',. (87)

where A and B are proportionality coefficients.

For an assymmetric cycle with components of maximum stress
Sm and ', according to the first hypothesis S. a A 6a &as where

A a - cyclic toughness of the material with an assymnetric cycle;

according to the second hypothesis 6a - B (d a + a) and therefore

S, AfB,,r,,, a a. (88)

However, according to the first hypothesis, SW - SS - const,

and comparing equations (87) and (88), we obtain:

--- ,,,. (89)

This is the desired expression connecting the fatigue limit in
a symmetric cycle with components of aaximum stress in an assymmetric
cycle, when the average stress of the cycle is positive, i.e.,
tension. The right part of formula (89) can also be expressed
through extreme stresses of the cycle taking into account that the /65
average and the amplitude stresses are related according to the
following dependences:

Umax + Cnin Omax - 0.02 O 2

In this case, equation (89) will acquire the form of:

, (90)

It should be noted that the obtained dependences (89) and (90)
are only approximate but the resulting error is negligible and
contributes to a safety factor increase, which is supported by
numerous experimental data. The. advantage of formulae (89) and (90)
is in the fact that they provide the possibility of evaluating
variable stresses at any number of cycles by a single property of
the material, i.e., the fatigue limit with a symmetrical cycle.
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When equations (89) and (90) are used for calculating of cyclic
strength in the case of a simple asymmetric cycle, they can be
presented in the following form:

2/- (91)
- 2

- " . ,+ a., (92)

where n ., nT - safety factors;

6.1 - fatigue limit of material;

- yield point of material.
s

Either of formulae (91) limits to a certain extent the amplitude
and the average or extreme stresses of an asymmetric cycle if a
specific part is designed for cyclic strength. Fulfillment of this
requirement guarantees the absence of fatigue failures of the struc-
ture designed with various safety factors. Formula (92) determines
the maximum stress of the cycle with a permissible safety factor,
which if exceeded does not guarantee the absence of residual strains
in the part. Consequently, formula (92) expresses the condition of
static strength of the blade, while formulae (91) evaluate cyclic
strength.

In some cases, it is more convenient to perform calculations by
using equations that show the relationship between external load and
the cross-sectional dimensions of the part being designed. To
calculate bending stresses in propeller blades, the extreme values
of thrust and torsional moment on the propeller blade may be
considered to be known or the maximum and minimum bending moments
in the cross section may be considered to be known in design
calculations of a specific cross section. Thus,MminO Ajx -- fm~ aic -1 -

W 81 ' W

Substituting expressions for extreme values of stresses into /66
(91), we obtain a formula for calculating the section modulus:

W n Alax - i.x,'1 min
-I ~ 2

or

"-W (.. 93)

where
s

Al,70
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From formulae (91) and (93), it follows that for the evaluation
of the cyclic strength of propeller blades, it is necessary to know
the magnitude of constant and symmetrically fluctuating component of
a load in an asymmetric cycle or to know the maximum and minimum
stresses for this cycle.

To determine those stresses, it is expedient to proceed from
those principles on which generally accepted calculation methods
of static strength are based.

It was determined by experimental methods of studying the state
of stress using models of ship propellers that, independently of
their geometrical characteristics, the most stressed areas of blades
are those with greater thickness.

This makes it possible to assume that it is expedient to
perform strength calculations only for thicker cross sections and
to use as the initial method the one discussed in Section 4. In
such a case, the load of the blade caused by constant components
of the thrust and torsional moment is determined by formulae (38),
(45) or (40), (41), (47), (48), while the variable components are
found by subsequent calculation of the amplitude values of fluctuat- /67
ing thrust nd torsional moment using formula (84), as was discussed
in Section 7.

The average value of the periodically changing component of
an assymmetrical cycle of stresses is calculated by the following
general formulae:

=(MP+ M,) cosv + MT sin v

W

-~r - -101--"I,

.___ _____0,70R

-4 44J 040R

..... _ _ _ 'o, 5 oR

Fig. 30. Calculation of cyclic strength of propeller blades
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The only difference is that in calculating average stresses,
the bending moments Mu and MT calculated for the average values of
thrust and torsional oment of the blade are substituted into this
formula. In calculating the maximum and minimum stresses (6 ,Omln)
of an assymmetric cycle, the values of bending moments obtained
for the operation of a propeller under conditions of a non-uniform
velocity field are substituted into this formula.

To illustrate the practical application of the method discussed
for determining the cyclic strength of propeller blades, let us
perform this calculation for a single-shaft tanker with a closed-
type stern, tonnage of 42,000t, power of the main engine 10,200 HP,
and cruising speed of 15.5 knots at 102 rpm of the propeller.

Figure 30 illustrates additional information concerning the
shape of the propeller blade.

Calculation of the cyclic strength of propeller blades
comprises calculation of amplitude values of the thrust and
torsional moment at the propeller blade in operation in a non-
uniform velocity field behind the ship hull and calculation of
the static and cyclic strength of the propeller blade.

Calculation of coefficients of thrust and torsional moment for
conditions of operation in a non-uniform velocity field is presented
in Table 9. Characteristics of non-uniformity of the velocity field
(coefficients of nominal axial 'Ta and tangential Y<,wake at the

equivalent radius equal 0.67R) obtained as a result of model tests

of a tanker in an experimental basin are illustrated in Fig. 31, a, b.

(a)

-- 4 (b)

,: -- 0-i ,-:deg.

'o I 0 JO io SO 1 u o 2

7,ddeg.

Fig. 31. Coefficients of wake
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Also necessary for the calculations are the curves of propeller /68
action in free water.

Initial Data for Calculating the Coefficients of Thrust and
Torsional Moment for Operation of a Propeller in a Non-
Uniform Velocity Field:

Ship speed

Vs, knots # . .*. . ... ... . 15.5

V, m/sec . . . . . . . . ...... .... 7.98

Rotational speed

nm, rpm .. .. . . .. . ......... 102

n, rp sec . . . . . . . . .... . .... 1.7

Propeller diameter D, m ............ 6.5

Number of blades in propeller, Z .......

Equivalent radius, Ro  ............. 0.67

Advance/diameter ratio (determined
by speed of the ship)

;L . .V0.722

Figure 32 illustrates a comparison between results of calcula- /69
tions performed according to the discussed method (after recalculating
on stresses actually present in the blade) and stresses measured in
the blade of a real propeller operating in a non-uniform velocity
field behind the hull of a tanker. By comparing curves . and 2, it
follows that the character of variation of stresses in the propeller
blade determined by both experiments and calculations is the same
and that their amplitude values are also in satisfactory agreement.

The amplitude values of thrust and torsional moment fluctuations
on the propeller blade are necessary (in the form of dimensionless
coefficients) as initial data for performing the following stage of
calculation, i.e., calculation of the static and cyclic strength of
blades. To perform these calculations, the following data are needed:
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Propeller diameter, m .............. D

Number of blades ... *. ..... ... .. Z

Rotational speed, rpm . ............ n

Constant component of coefficient of thrust . . . K1  /70

Constant component of coefficient of moment . . . K2

Amplitude of fluctuation of coefficient of
thrust (from Table 9) ............. AKj=J-(Kima--Kjm)

2

Amplitude of fluctuation of coefficient of
moment (from Table 9) . . . . . . . . . . . . . AK,(K, max K-- min)

Relative radius of propeller hub ... . . . . .o

Propeller material:

tensile strength, kg/cm 2 ... ... ..

yield point, kg/cm2  ............. s

fatigue limit in corrosive medium .. . 1 .I K

/,, -,

,.,.

10 I I; ';

I /!

F'i F) ja 90 1,0 14 50o 110 249 270 jog I

Fig. 32. Graph of changes of stresses in the root section
of a propeller blade of full size during one
revolution of the propeller: 1. by calculation;
2. experimental data.
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Calculation is carried out in tne following sequence:

Geometrical Characteristics of the Cross Section Being Checked:

Relative radius . .............. rp

Widt * .. .. .. .. .. .. . b

Maximum thickness, m . . . . . . . . . . ... em

Pitch ratio ................. . H/D

Pitch angle, degrees ............. -arctan H/D
rp

Section modulus in respect to the main /71
central axis for point C, 3 . .... .. (C),

Ta~le 2 or
(59)

Determining Stresses Resulting From Acting Forces

Coefficient of bending moment caused by
action of axial forces . . . . ( * . * GpC'.rP) (Uig.J4)

Coefficient of bending moment caused by
action of tangential forces .G.T... (Fig.l)

Constant component of bending moment I

caused by axial forces, kg-m ..... =
I2Z

Constant component of bending moment
caused by tangential forces, kg-m . = AIr ! D' 0

z

Bending moment caused by centrifugal
force, kg-m • . • • • . • • • • • • 1•(22) a ,2 )1

Bending moment caused by variable
component of axial forces, kg-m . . . _L__t k OIp

Bending moment caused by variable
component of tangential forces, kg-m . rAA An L).Gr

Compression stress at point C caused by
constant component of acting forces,
k g / c m 2  .(A p . . .1- -,* *) cn* ,. si ,v**__ . o

U (C)

Amplitude of variable stress at point C,
kg/cm2 .,.1. en.- v + A sin v
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Determining the Safety Factor

Safety factor of static strength inrespect to tensile strength ... . .

Safety factor of static strength in
respect to yield point (taking into
account the action of variable forces) n..

Safety factor of cyclic strength . . . . n.k

Safety factors of static and cyclic strength of material are
selected in accordance with recommendations discussed in the follow-
ing paragraph.

Section 9. Determining the Safety Factor of Static and /72
Cyclic Strength

In evaluating both the static and cyclic strength of propeller
blades, it is necessary to establish permissible stresses or safety
factors.

Rational selection of permissible stresses determines the
creation of optimal, from an engineering point of view, design of a
propeller with high hydrodynamic properties, possessing sufficient
mechanical strength, and requiring minimum expenditures of material.
Determining factors for substantiated selection of permissible
stresses are reliable data on the mechanical properties of the
propeller material and the magnitude of stresses emerging in the
propeller blades under operational conditions.

In a general formulation of the problem, it is difficult to
establish permissible stresses in design calculation of propeller
blades. The complexity of solving this problem is connected with
a wide variety of external forces acting on the blade and with the
complex geometrical form of the blades. Changes in the mechanical
properties of materials depending on manufacturing technology of
propellers, propeller size (scale factor), presence of stress
concentrators, effect of surrounding medium, etc., must be taken
into account. With the present state of the art of analytical
determination of stresses in propeller blades, the solution of a
problem of this type is practically impossible.
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Discussed below is an approximate method of establishing the
safety factor which is based on a differentiated approach for
selection of permissible stresses. The principles of this method
were developed by Corresponding Member of the Academy of Sciences
of the USSR I. A. Oding. The idea and main aspects of this method
as applicable to general machine building are discussed in (22).
The essence of the differential method consists in the fact that
in determining permissible stresses, the general safety factor of /73
the structure being designed is found as a product of partial
coefficients which take into account the factors of technological
and operational character which affect the strength of the structure.
The general safety factor obtained in this way, ties design stresses
0' with stresses 6i, which characterize either the strength of the
mterial or its deformability. Analytically this may be expressed
by the formula:

The differential method of determining the safety factor cannot
be called a simple method since quite often difficulties may be
encountered in establishing some of the partial coefficients. In
such a case, the designer has to solve an additional and quite
complex problem. However, the negative features of this method
are fully compensated by the fact that the designer obtains a full
idea about the elements which comprise the safety factor he is
establishing. Among the initial data for calculating permissible
stresses, of special importance are the so-called factor coeffi-
cients which influence the general safety factor.

It should be noted that the vast majority of these partial
coefficients are not directly safety coefficients. They determine
only the relative value of stresses which were not taken into
account in strength calculations or of a decrease in strength of
the part under consideration which was not taken into account by
testing specimens of the same material.

There are many reasons for the strength decrease of propeller
material as compared with the strength characteristics of a smooth
specimen. These reasons are various in their character. The
presence and importance of causes of strength decrease may be
predetermined by the designer and taken into consideration by
using factor coefficients in the calculations.

Following the above method (22), let us present the general
safety factor of static n. and cyclic n.strength as a product of
partial coefficients:

,,, (f.)- SS KK A ,TT. (95)
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Actually, the safety factor is provided by coefficients S-SIS 2 ,
where S1 reflects the reliability of the propeller material and S2
reflects the reliability of the ship propeller as a propulsiv Aevice
as well as the conditions of its performance. Coefficients S1 and S2
are selected on the basis of experimental data, after which they are
considered to be kind of legitimate. In selecting the value of
partial coefficient S1 , one should distinguish between forged and
cast metals. The strength of test specimens cut out of a cast,
forged, or rolled blank of the part cannot fully and accurately
characterize the strength of the manufactured part as a whole.
There is even less reason to judge the strength of the entire part
by the strength of a cast strip for specimens. A ,art, particularly
one of complex geometry, does not possess the same strength in
different areas. This is explained by the heterogeneity of material
structure, segregation, beginning of rupture caused by non-uniform /7b
shrinking, formation of blowholes, pores, etc. These flaws are more
pronounced in cast metals as compared with rolled or forged metals.

For example, (22) recommends assuming S1 = 1.1 for forged metals
and S1 - 1.3 for cast metals, explaining this by the presence of more
defects in cast metals, which lowers their strength by 30%.

According to the same recommendations, the value of coefficient
S2 may be assumed to be within the range 1.15 CS2 <1.30. It should
be kept in mind that in most cases the breakdown of propellers, such
as breaking off of a propeller blade, will not result in a full

stoppage of the ship, since the ship in such a case does not loose
steerability and usually can reach the nearest port independently at
a lower speed. However, ultimately it leads to an increase of expense
and therefore, taking into consideration recommendations of (22), it
is expedient to assume that the value of coefficient S2 is equal to
its upper limit, i.e., S2 - 1.30.

The effect of design and calculation factors is characterized

by the coefficient:

K K I K2  (96)

where K1 takes into account errors in calculating stresses and a
possible incrcase of stresses in the blade due to pitching and
rolling, because the propeller might be onJy partially submerged
in rough sea, or with the presence of trim difference. In addi-
tion, coefficient KI is distinguished for constant and variable
components of hydrodynamic load and stresses caused by this load.
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Analyses of stress measurements in blades of actual propellers
demonstrate that constant components of actual maximum stresses may
differ from those calculated by about 20o (using the method discussed

in Section h). Therefore, the minimum value of coefficient K1 for
the constant component of hydrodynamic load Prd the respective part
of stresses in the cross section of the blade being considered may
be assumed to be equal to 1.2.

The average errors in calculating the variable component may
exceed those in calculating the constant component of hydrodynamic
load. In addition, pitching and rolling of the ship in rough seas
and incomplete submersion of propeller blades lead to an increase
in amplitude values of the fluctuating hydrodynamic load. There-
fore, it seems advisable to assume as a minimum value of coefficient
K1 for the variable component of the load and respective stresses,
K1 - 1.3.

Coefficient K2 in formula (96) takes into account special
features of design character which influence the possibility of
stress concentrations in propeller blades. In determining
numerical values of coefficient K2, the current tendency of
making considerably more strict the requirements which should
be met in the design and manufacturing technology of ship

propellers, especially in respect to their surface finish and
the prevention of erosion damage of blades because of cavita-
tion, is taken into consideration. The analys*s of the above /75
factors as applied to propellers of seagoing transport ships
makes it possible to assume coefficient K2 - 1.

The effect of the overall dimensions of parts or structures on
tieir strength is taken into account by coefficient M, called the
coefficient of scale effect. This coefficient can be determined
fully and with required precision only by judging the results of
experiments. It should be kept in mind that the coefficient of
scale effect is of ambiguous character, i.e., its values for
static and cyclically fluctuating forces are considerably different.
For exarple, according to experiments on a number of steel brands
and copper alloys, the decrease of static strength with increases
in part size does not exceed 10 - 15%. Therefore, when a structure
is subjected to static loads only, the coefficient M may be assumed
to be within the range of 1.1 - 1.15.

Completely different results were otained in determining the
cyclic strength of test specimens of various dimensions. In all

studies concerning the effect of the scale factor of test specimens
on their cyclic strength, a univalent conclusion was reached,
namely that with increases in the overall dimensions of a speci-
ment the characteristic of cyclic strength, i.e., fatigue limit,

decreases.
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The reason for this phenomenon has not yet been determined
accurately. However, this phenomenon cannot be disregarded.
In Figure 33, a, curves of the decrease in fatigue limit are
presented which show the dependence of the fatigue limit on the
diameter of test specimens. Curve 1 was obtained by Ler in
testing a round specimen in cyclic bending. Curve 2 was
suggested by Faulhaber and is based on his experiments in
bending round steel specimens. Curve 3 was obtained by
Meilender and represents the dependence of the fatigue limit
on the diameter of a specimen in torsion. Finally, Curve h
was plotted according to results of cyclic bending tests and
was suggv.sted by Uzhik.

Figure 33, b, illustrates curves that show the effect of the
overall dimensions of specimens on their strength. These curves
were obtained by S. V. Serensen and represent in the best way the
modern test data.

According to tradition, until now the strength of ship propeller
blades was calculated only for the action of averaged hydrodynamic
loads. Therefore, in publications concerning studies of the physical
and mechanical properties of propeller materials, the effect of the
overall dimensions of specimens on the fatigue properties of materials
was not reflected at all. However, individual studies of the cyclic
strength of copper alloy specimens with cross sections which, in
area, differ by one order from standard size specimens demonstrate
that in this case also a decrease in fatigue strength takes place, /76
the saie way as was observed in the case of steel specimens. Thus,
coefficient M, taking into account the scale effect in evaluating
the cyclic strength of the material of propellers of various
diameters (and therefore of various blade thicknesses) may be
assumed to be within the range of 1.0 - 1.5.

The effc,.t of technological factors on the state of stress of
the workpiece is determined by coefficient T - TIT 2 , where TI takes
into consideration the surface finish and T2 takes into account the
presence of residual stresses.
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Fig. 33. Diagrams illustrating the decreast of fatigue limit
in bending depending on the specimen diameter and
the presence of stress concentrators: a. curves of
fatigue limit decrease depending on the specimen
diameter; b. curves of the effect of overall dimen-
sions of specimens on their fatigue limit. 1. carbon
steel without stress concentrators; 2. alloy steel
without stress concentrators; 3. carbon steel with
an average stress concentration; h. alloy steel
with high stress concentration.

The effect of surface damages and the quality of surface machining
on the general strength of a structure subjected to alternating load is
quite considerable. It was proven with sufficient reliability that
this effect is more pronounced for materials with higher strength. /77
Table 10 shows the variation of relative values (in percent) of the
fatigue limit of vdrious steels in bending depending on the surface
finish of specimens. In accordance with (22), the value of coeffi-
cient T1 may be approximately determined using the equation
TI - 1 * cr(6'I), where ('.-l) - absolute value of the material's
fatigue limit in symrtetrical reversed bending; cG- coefficient
depending on the surface finish of the workpiece (for polished
surface d,-= 0; for grouna surface - O.COL; for surfaces with
negligible traces of cutting tool - 0.006; for roughly machined
surface - 0.01; for corroded surface - 0.02).
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Since for propellers made of LMtsZh55-3-1 the value 6'1_9 kg/mm2 ,
coefficient zp may be assumed to be 0.005. Therefore we obtain

T - 1 + 0.005.9 -I1.05

Coefficient T2 also should be used in calculations of both the
static and cyclic character of acting forces. In contrast to other
coefficients, coefficient T2 may be above and below one. This
depends on the sign of residual deformations in the cross section
where acting stresses are determined. If the stress signs coincide
the value of T2 will exceed one, while in case of opposite signs
coefficient T2 may be less than one.

Under actual conditions, residual stresses may be eliminated by
stress relief heat treatment. Technical specifications and instruc-
tions make performance of this operation ccmpulsory. However, as a
rule, it is impossible to fully eliminate residual stresses even
with slow cooling after soaking.

Table 10. Dependence of the Fatigue Limit (%) of Steels in Reversed
Bending on the Surface Finish of Test Specimens

Tensile strength, e,

Surface finish kg 2

47 1 %45 142

Fine polishing. 100 [00 t00
Rough polishing or superfinish 95 93 90
Fine grinding or fine machining 93 90 88
with cutting tool
Rough grinding or rough machining 90 80 70

Rolled with presence of scale 70 50 35

In presence of corrosion in fresh water 6 35 20
In presence of corrosion in salt water 40 23 13

It was determined experimentally that in steel shafts, which are of a
simple geometrical form, residual stresses after normalizing may reach /78
15 - 20% of the yield point (22). It may be assumed that these
stresses will be even higher in a ship propeller of complex geometri-
cal form. Individual measurements of these stresses on completely
machined propeller blades confirm this assumption, showing that in
some cases the magnitude of residual stresses reaches 30 - 0e% of
the yield point. This makes it possible to conclude that with the
present state of the art of the manufacturing technology of propellers
and in the absence of reliable and sufficiently complete information
on the level of residual stresses in propellers of various diameters,
the minimum value of coefficient T2 should be assumed to be 1.3.

The above considerations make it possible to establish approxi-
mate values of partial coefficients which determine the general
safety factor.
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Substituting assumed values of partial coefficients into
expression (95), we obtain a coefficient of static strength:

a, .' Kh'..II',T: 1,.1i, .1I,2.I.1,15-I.1,3- 3,04;

coefficient of cyclic strength

a SS,N 1 _I II11, 1'. 1,3 1,3. I 1,2-1,05.1,3 3,60.

The values of general safety factors obtained should be
considered to be the lowest values. The most reliable data
concerning the value of the necessary safety factor may be
obtained either by testing models of propellers under condi-
tions approaching those of actual service or by systematic
measuring of stresses in full size propellers under various
service conditions. This does not mean that strength calcula-
tions without taking into account the form of the workpiece,
loading regimes, dynamic strength properties and consequent
strength safety factors established by verifying calculations
of propellers designed and being used. Such a conditional
calculation does not make it possible to evaluate the effect
on strength of the most important factors which are always
present under service conditions. As a result, such a calcula-
tion does not make it possible to correctly select means for
increasing the strength of a workpiece being designed.

It is expedient to establish the relation between the
calculated static strength safety factor in respect to the
yield point and the safety factor usually used in respect to
the tensile strength of material.

For example, for LMtsZh%5-3-1 brass the tensile strength
bb 1 8 kg/mmz while its yield point is es - 19 kg/m 2 . Taking
into consideration that the safety factor in respect to the /79
yield point ns - 3.0O, let us determine the magnitude of
permissible stresses

Uaon -9-. - 6,25 kg/mm2
n, 3.04

From here, the static strength safety factor in respect to tensile
strength:

nb ' 4( . . 7J.
A011 6.2:,

Thus, the value of safety factor nb - 7.7 in rbipect to
tensile strength corresponds to the value of safety factor
n. - 3.11 in respect to the yield point. The former is almost
the same as the minimal value of the safety factor for brass
and bronze propellers, which is accepted in all methods of
strength calculations that meet the requirements of the
Register of the USSR.
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Section 10. Consideration of the Effect of Service Conditions
in Determ~ining :.trieznai Forces Acting on
Propeller biades

In the process of exploitation, a ship is subjected to the action
of wind and sesways. During cruising in rough seas, additional hydro-
dynamic forces emerge on the propeller blades due to the changing
velocity field caused by the sea, ship pitching and rolling, and the
disturbing action of the vibration of the ship hull.

In strict formulation, the problem of determining the hydro-
dynamic forces acting on the propeller of a ship moving in rough
seas is extremely complex. In practice, it is more rational to
solve the problem by taking into consideration factors which play
a determinant role in the phenomenon being considered. In
particular, it is possible to assume that during motion of a ship

on the high sets, transverse velocities in the disk of the propeller
due to pitchiig and rolling have a decisive effect on the appearance
of additional hydrodynamic forces on the propeller. The sea itself
and the effect of the stern part of the hull are assumed to be of
little importance.

The effect of pitching and rolling of the ship on thp hydro-
dynamics of the propellers is manifested first of all in the change
of its operational regime in respect to average load and, as a
result, in the higher resistance of the submerged part of the ship
hull to rough seas, and also in the appearance of additional hydro-
dynamic forces during transverse displacement of the propeller in
water.

Problems related to studies of the hydrodynamic characteristics
of a propeller during rolling and pitching were discussed by
I. Ya. Miniovich (2) and V. B. Lipis (19). I. Ya. Miniovich
suggested formulae for the approximate calculation of hydrodynamic
load components on a propeller during rolling and pitching which are

based on the hypothesis of quasistationary state. In the work of /80

V. B. Lipis, the hydrodynamic characteristics of a propeller during
rolling and pitching were determined taking into consideration the
effect of the non-stationary state of the flow. V. B. Lipis also

studied the hydrodynamic characteristics of a propeller during
rolling and pitching taking into account the possible suction of
air and incomplete submersion of the propeller.

Based on the physical concept of hydrodynamic action of

propeller during rolling and pitching discussed in (20), it
should be noted that rolling and pitching cause additional
displacements of the propeller and as a result, the appearance
of transverse velocities of water flow on the propeller.
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These velocities may be considered to be directed perpendicularly to
the axis of propeller rotation. Thus, during pitching and rolling a
propeller operates under conditions of inclined flow with a varying
angle of inclination.

The additional hydrodynamic load on propeller blades stipulated
by operation of a propeller in a flow inclined in the vertical plane
may be found using formulae obtained earlier (83). It is assumed
that:

where & - angular coordinate of the propeller blade;

V - B - relative velocity of incident flow in the vertical plane.
V

Taking into account that the dependence of the coefficient of
propeller thrusL on the advance/diameter ratio within a relatively
wide range of its changes approaches linear, we obtain:

AM-

where AM, . coefficient of additional bending moment on
' propeller blade caused by pitching of the ship;

K - coefficient of propeller thrust at designed
regime;

Ap - advance/diameter ratio of propeller at designed
p regime;

I- inclination of propeller action curves KI( p)
to the axis;

p - with design value of advance/diameter ratio;

L - ship length along waterline;

N0 - amplitude of pitching;

T 2,,ll I- period of pitching (T-submersion of the ship).

Other designations are the same as in formulae (83).
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Fig. 3L. Changing of bending moment depending on the angle /81
of blade turn of a propeller operating at various
values of parameter Ay

The resultant hydrodynamic bending moment acting on the /82

propeller blade of a ship moving in rough seas is found by
summing up the moment determined for a calm sea and the addi-
tional moment caused by the action of ship rolling:

M'tP (U) -- M",o (0) +] AM 1, (0).

Figure 3L shows the character of coefficient of moment (0) .... (0)

variation, depending on the angle of propeller turn at various
values of parameter y which can be considered as a relative
vertical velocity.

-;,5 -0,10 -0,3j 0 05 40AP 0.5

Fig. 35. Relative increase of variation of bending moment
depending on y
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After coefficient of moment M(&) for a number of values of Ay
is found, it is possible to find the relative range of increase of
bending moment change on the propeller blade, depending on A y
(Fig. 35).

Functionu( Ay) is approximated by a parabola of second power.2

it a bR, 1- c;

in this case, the method of least squares is recommended for finding
coefficients a, b, and c.

The value of relative vertical velocity X is a linear function
of the angle of pitching Yf

where

k . . , It o Cos 2 t.

In accordance with the main aspects of the theory of pitching
and rolling of ships on irregular seas (5), the normal law of
distribution holds for angles of pitching:

-" a0 2

where 6 Y- mean square deviation, related to the average value of
the angle of pitching according to equation (Y" 0.798 Yo.

Thus,) will be a function of random variable ', being at the /83
same time a random variable of M

M = akqr2 bk ' -"c.

The numerical characteristics of function M are determined by
the following general formulae of the theory of probability:

mathematical expectation t> s (akN, -. bkpc)f(T11)dq,

dispersion D = (akt 2-F bkV c- j)'2(( )d dV.

after transformations of these equations we obtain

ii ak(, -
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where 6 - + r- - mean sqiare dviation.

Since function y( ) in its meaning cannot be of smaller value

than b-'),,C- , its distribution, which is supposed to be normal, is
4a

truncated.

The numerical characteristics of the truncated normal distribu-
tion of functionp, which demonstrates the change of bending moment
acting on a propeller blade during pitching and rolling of the ship,
are found frcn relations:

-, ;(98)

where/ul and 0" - mathematical expectation and mean square devia-
tion of initial non-truncated distribution,
respectively.

Coefficients A and B are determined by equations:

A 0,5- '1'o t4)

B "d0.5 - O. (1k)

under condition that

The nurerical values of functions MP(t 1 ) and cto(t ) are
tabulated and published in handbooks on probability calculations.

As an example, Figure 36 shows a graph of tie dependence of /8
the relative (as compared with ship motion in calm water) increase
of the average fluctuation range of the bending moment acting on
the propeller blade of a high tonnage ship, on the average values
of ship pitching amplitude.

The additional cyclic fluctuation of the hydrodynamic load
acting on blades is observed also in the ballast transition of
the ship. The submersion of a ship propeller, which is determined
by the respective ship displacement, decreases to the extent that
the blades are in the air. At the same time, the load on the
blade which is not submerged drops to zero.
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Fig. 36. Increase of the average values of the fluctuation
range of the bending moment acting on the propeller
blade of a high-tonnage ship as it depends on the
average values of amplitude of ship pitching

The ballast transition of a ship in some cases represents a
considerable part of the exploitation period of oil tankers and
dry-cargo ships. However, incomplete submersion of propeller
blades is most typical for the latter, since complete submersion
of propeller blades for dry-cargo ships cannot be achieved due
to the more limited fore-and-aft trimming system as compared
with oil tankers.

A sufficiently accurate theoretical solution of the problem of
determining the hydrodynamic forces acting on a propeller when it
intersects the free surface is presented in (40). However, because
of the extensive volume of computation, it is not acceptable for
practical purposes. Therefore, an approximate solution which
provides satisfactory results as compared to the results provided
by the method discussed in (W0) is discussed below. This method
provides satisfactory results, particularly in determining extreme
values of hydrodynamic load.

Let us proceed from the assumption that in the case of
incomplete submersion of a propeller, the nominal velocity field
will correspond to the case of complete propeller submersion,
excluding the part of the propeller disk that projects out of
the water, in which the hydrody.,waic load equals zero.

dP
Let us assume that distribution of thrust 2 is changing along

the radius according to linear law, while the distribution of
tangential force d along the radius is constant. Then, for a

dr
propeller of radius R which is submerged in respect to the water
surface to depth RI, we obtain:

for a completely submerged propeller (RI > R)

Ip ~( P\~,-),M==f(I_,D (99)

where
2_ R7 r 7 , ' .
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for a partially submerged blade (R1 <R)

M P,(p 1R,-y and AII- (q,Rl--1 ), (100)
.q 1R1

where Ri 2

3 P I ( R 2 -.

In formulae (99) and (100), the following designations are used:

M - bending moment caused by axial forces;
P

M - bending moment caused by tangential forces;
T

P - thrust of the propeller blade while PI h 2p, where

K1 (RI <R);

M - torsional moment, M1 - h3M;

r - distance from cross section being considered to the axis
P of propeller rotation.

From the above equations, we obtain:

Alp ; 2h 2 -~ ~2(101)
-P 2-r-

P P

-SIT i I !jT I-rp . p'

Coefficients)uP anduAM determine the decrease of bending moments

in the cross section being considered with relative propeller sub-
mersion to a depth of i. Projecting of the propeller blade out of
water and the decrease in hydrodynamic load begin at some angular
position which depends on the value of Ti. Only when &'- 00 (3600)
does the effect of incomplete submersion reach its extreme value.
The dependence of coefficients)Up anduM on the angular position of

the blade & at a given h is shown in Figure 37. A root cross section
of the blade is being considered (rp 0.20).
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Fig. 37. Graph for determining coefficients p and PM

This graph may be used for approximate evaluation of the effect
of partial submersion of a propeller blade on the magnitude of the
bending moment caused by the action of hydrodynamic forces in the
critical cross section being considered. From Figure 37, it follows
L;at partial submersion of a propeller blade affects considerably
the variation of its dynamic load. For example, if 20% of the /87
propeller blade is not submerged in water, the bending moment in
the critical cross section decreases by more than 507o'.

bmen I

90 10-- -+ 90 -- 1- '

'87L , , I ' ',

[ ! ! I , s I I I '
-90 deg.

Fig. 38. Variation of hydrodynamic bending moment depending /86
on angular position of propeller with various amount
of submersion
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As an example, Figure 38 shows the results of esiculating the
bending moment for full and partial submersion of a propeller bl ade. /87

Based on the results obtained by" V. S. Shpakov, who studied the
hydrodynamic load of a par'tizilly submerged propeller behind a ship
h ull, let us note that the actual submerre~nce of the propeller -xisI hp at a given speed of the ship should be determined taking into

account the wave ordinates in the area of the propeller disk, i.e.,

waves

where h p - actual submergence of the upper edge of the blade
from the agitated water surf~ace during ship motion;

h CT - submergence of the upper edre of the blade from th~e
water surface without motion of the ship;

h wave- wave ordinate in the area of the propeller disk
measured from the still surface.

The simplest way to obtain wave ordinates in the area of the
propeller disk for various hydr~odnianic loads and correspundinj-
speeds of the ship is by te ;tir.,F models in an exrcrimcntal water
basin or by using the data obtained for" a sufficiently similatr
proteotype of the ship in rc,,;I~ect to main dimensions, stern lines,
and the elements of the propulsion device.
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For approximate evaluation of wave ordinates in the area of the
propeller disk of a dry-cargo ship, a graph may be used which was
plotted by V. S. Shpakov and is based on experimental data. The
graph (Fig. 39) shows the dependence of wave ordinate hwave on the

submergence of the propeller and the relative speed (Froude number)
of a "Bezhitsa" type ship.

Section 11. Determining External Forces During Impact of a
Propeller Blade Ag ainst a Solid Object

Propellers of ice-breakers and ships navigating in contaminc ad
waters are constantly subjected to impacts against blocks of ice or
other floating objects.

According to the theory of impact, the problem of the ii.pact of
two bodies, includes the problem of their local deformations, but in
respect to ship propellers this problem has not yet been properly
solved. Therefore, researchers are analyzing this problem at the
present time (7), (2h).

N. N. Kabachinskiy and V. A. Belyayev performed an analysis of
dynamic processes taking place in a propeller shaft-line system.
However, in determining external forces during impact of a propeller
blade against a solid object, they assumed that the blade is a thin,
straight, homogeneous rod (4), (13) and the complex shape of a
propeller blade was not taken into consideration.

The general dependence of impact forces on the geometrical
characteristics of a propeller (diameter, pitch, blade contour, etc.)
and on kinematic parameters (forward and rotational speed) was
studied by S. V. Yakonovskiy (32), (33).

The impact of a ship propeller against a solid object is charac-
terized by the impulse of impact forces (instantaneous impulse) acting
on a propeller blade, the moment of this impulse, the angular velocity
of propeller rotation after impact, and the kinetic energy lost as a
result of impact.

To derive corresponding formulae, the following assumptions were
made:

a propeller is a single body located at the end of an elastic
shaft line;

the object colliding with the propeller is free and its mass is
infinitely small as compared with the ship mass (after collision the
forward motion of the ship V° - const), the impact is absolutely
inelastic;
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changes of kinetic moment of rotating masses of the propeller
do not cause changes of angular momentum of the whole ship.

At the same time, it is considered that the solid object is
stationary and that the ship is moving only forward and its velocity
vector is parallel to the propeller axis.

Figure 40 illustrates in the accepted coordinate system the
instantaneous impulse during impact and the components of its
moment.

Fig. 40. Instantaneous impulse during collision and
components of its moment

Below are given formulae of S. V. Yakonovskiy for the definition
of characteristics of impact by the surface or edge of the blade as a
function of geometrical and kinematic parameters of a propeller.

In these formulae the following designations are used:

n and n2 - frequency of propeller rotation per second before and
after the impact, respectively;

D - 2R - propeller diameter, m;

E r - relative radius of impact point;
R

V - ship speed, m/sec, (forward motion with the sign "-"
ox and reverse with the sign "+");

R VD - advance/diameter ratio before the impact; /89
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la - adduced mass of the block of ice, kg.sec 2/m;

I - moment of inertia of the mass of propeller and the attached
mass of water, kgcm.sec2 ;

co1 - angular velocity of propeller rotation before impact, 1/sec,

(forward motion with "-" sign and reverse with "+" sign);

r - radius of impact point, m;

- polar angle between the straight line from the center of
propeller rotation to the point of impact application at.
the blade edge and the axis CY in the plan of normal
projection of the propeller, radian;

A- pitch angle of the root cross section of the blade which
is determined by the formula:

t9 TA = II

where

H - propeller pitch, m;

rA - distance between root cross secLion and axis of rotation, m;

XAP YA' ZA - coordinates of point A in respect to which moments are
calculated;

V - angle of blade inclination, degrees.

At the moment of impact of blade surface:

instantaneous impulse
(n,l-V ) I ofv t/-os v V1 2 1 (1, (102)

C os', V -6- " -- - ,+

rotational speed of the propeller after impact:

I /+ C o / , )2 _ 1,R1 (103)In2 S '-- -- I

I Co, V + . 1 .)96 ;- nI
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Components of a moment of instantaneous impulse in a general
case are functions of angular coordinate t-; considering that the
impact takes place along the median line of the blade, it may be

assumed that Yi- 5- .

The angular coordinate of point A in the root cross section
of the blade is also approaching the value of :Tt

2

In such a case, the following formulae are obtained: /90

for components of the moment of instantaneous impulse

- n I/ 1 - 1. cfs 2 V i ' ( )

2 -1h 2~ ,j

.,2D -1.I

I for energy lost as a result of' impact

r r (n,105,
-2 I t- I cof -

( ,// J L j V tg V , I 1

based on the general theory of interaction of a propeller and ice

are cumbersome and therefore may be used only with utilization of

According to this theory the most disadvantageous position of
an ice block (solid object) which stipulates the maximum value of

aftu r eon ergyion s t ase a relt ofpertsa ei rachin

mooring regimes. Mooring regimes arc typical for ships navigating
in ice.

For suhaspecific csmore convenient formulae were obtained
which are used in practical calculations.

9?
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The angular velocity of propeller rotation after an impact

,, ", .... (106)

I, (,I, du±)

The geometrical meaning of a derivative di/ds- is explained bL,
Figure 141, and its value may be determined by. the formula

,... ( '() "'" td "-. r (co t v&I I' I (N,

where - angle between tangential lines to the contour of normal
projection of the blade and to the circle of radius r(,..)
at the point of impact x..

The instantaneous impact against the edge /91

~ 1 RiL.(107)
s; + ± ;- ' (lO7

Id; \ 2 dotp

Components of the moment of instantaneous impulse in respect to
the point on the axis located at a distance l(xA - -1, YA 0; ZA 0)

from the coordinates origin

dr ' d -- " - (108)

4±- ii + LR
daR2 )

dr ~_ R
T.- X

X-,- " (r) _ a

dc/ - I/,j

WR, d; 2

L +rtgv] I-- sil a Cosa)
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The energy lost as a result of impact

" ,-(109)
! I ---
1 ---

2 ,---_ I,( da ) | r2 I-

After determining components of the moment of instantaneous
impulse I, and vi, by formulae (lob) and (108), for impact against
the blade surface or the edge, with the help of Figure hO it is
not difficult to deduce a for.. ala 'or calculation of the bending
moment in respect to the axis of minimum rigidity of the root
cross section of the blade

%II v s in ,,--- 9)J o (110)
nA 'A VA CO T

Quantities characterizing the collision of a propeller with a solid
body are functions of many parameters (reduced mass of a solid body,
radius of the impact point, etc.). Under service conditions these /92
quantities are random values which are determined by using statistical
data of experimental full size tests and applying the theory of
probability. However, there are insufficient data available yet and
therefore, solving of such problems is limited at present to some
specific solutions. For example, the tensile strength of detachable
blades and of parts fastening blades to the hub as well as the
strength of a shaft-line subjected to impact loads may be determined
by comparing them with the existing prototype with the help of
conditional impulse of stresses

rI1AWI. -A
WA

-

Fig. 41. Normal projection of blade contour and explanation
of the geometrical meaning of the derivative dr/d.-t.
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It should be noted that formulae (104) and (108) are particularly

imp fon r understading those loads to which studs fastening blades
are subjected because of the action of each component of instantaneous~~impulse )R_ , "M,, and pj. . First of all, it concerns the continuously
discussed problems on magnitudes of crumpling and shearing forces to
which studs are subjected as a result of the vertical c,)mponent of
instantaneous impulse 'All, . In compa'ative calculations, 11 is found

by the formula Y"' -0.2,1,0. which is oouained as a result of data
I'

proc .Lng based on full size experimental tests.

Below is given an example of u;ing the above dependences for
comparative calculation in evaluat n, the strength of board propellers
of two ice-breakers: one being aesigned and the second one of the
"Iloskva" type. Calculation was performed under the assumption that
the ship propeller collides with an ice block of the same reduced
mass as the propeiler itself which is determined by the relation

Ix

for the ship being designed, which corresponds to the weight of the
ice b3ock of 2.1 ton. The most dangerous case is assumed foi calcula-
tion, i.e., the ice-breaker is moving backward while the propeller is
or: rating for forward motion. In such a case, impact against the
blade surface is most probable.

Initial Data for Comparative Strength Calculation
of Propellers of ,i'o Ice-Breakers

Ice-breaker "Moskva"
being designed ice-breaker

Diameter D, m 5.4O h.82

Pitch of the blade at a distance of
0.7R from axis of rotation H, m h.30 3.86

Rotation speed at mooring regime n,
rev/sec - 1.92 - 1.83 /93

Reduced mass of the ic3 blockpu,2
kg. sec2/m 2.12102 2.12302

Forward speed of ship V , svTiec 2.0 2.0

Distance between root section of the
blade rA from the axis of propeller
rotation, m 1.0 0.8
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Initial DnJta for Cormarative Strenfth Calculation
of" rupellers oT 'No Icc-srwikers

(Cont'd)

Ice-breaker "Moskva"
being designed ice-breaker

Pitch of the root cross section
H A, m 3.h5 3.20

Pitch angle of the root cross
section TA' degrees 280 10' 320 00'

Blade inclination V, degrees 0 0

Relative radius of the root cross
section TA 0.370 0.336

Section modulus of the area of root

cross section W, cm3

maximum 13,200 7,200

minimum 12,000 5,850

Moment of inertia of propeller with
the adjoined mass of water Ix1
kg.m.sec2  3•86.103 2.22.•13

Angular velocity of propeller rotation
J1. sec 1  

- 12.1 - 11.5

The moment bending the blade in respect to the axis of minimum
rigidity is determined with the help of formulae (104) and (110)
assuming that:

Cosv - 1,0; n- 2 ,1 i r =1,0;

ONT, = - . - - _-?__ _- _ _ L. Si fl . c
A. .. ... .. . . .... sintA + OST,-0-.,(112 ( I R(, I)\ 2 .. CS~

Substituting numerical values into this equation, we obtain for
the ice-breaker being designed:

n, 2.0 (- - i .2 4,3 - ) (i - 0,37)

-- l-I 0.1 0.G35(I-,4 0.4)

X (0,5 4.3 .0,482-I-2.7-0.876) - 3,38. 10' kg.m.sec,
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For the "Moskva" ice-breaker:
2..1 (-I.83'.q ) O )

I 0.1.1O(. fl..5.)

X .533 1-2,41.0,8.1G). 2,75.10" k, -sec.

The impulse of bending stresses (kg.sec/cm2 ) as a result of blade
impact amounts to:

Ice-breaker "Moskva"
being designed ice-breaker

VIIA 26.0 38.2

"I A 28.2 L7.0

Table 11. Calculation of the Moment of Instant Impulse An Respect /94
to Axis of Propeller During Impact Against the Blade Edge

Relative radius of the i~act point r

I Designation and
No. calculating formulae i1. :', :,f, 0.7 b oq Og e

1 0.27 0.3, 0.49 0.61 0.,'1 0.902 1.0

2 tg 7 6.80 5.40 3,17 2,30 0.933 0, Ui 0

3 d,/da (7 n. 2) 4,40 3,24 2,29 1,84 0,840 0,5z1 0

4 - - 19.3 10.5 5.22 3,38 0,701 0,338, 0

-L. 4,00 2,78 2.04 l,K 1.23 I.Il 1,0p,2

6 . 5 - I RL 4,55 3,33 2,59 2,11 1.78 1.66 1.55

7 n. 4 X n. 6 87,7 35,0 13,5 7.13 1,25 0.56 0

8 1 -; n. 7 88,7 36.0 14.5 8.13 2,25 1.56 1.0

9 -jpta R3 x n. 4, Krc..i.c .274.10 149-101 72.2 10, 480'03 10.103 4,8.101 0

10 (i.. 9: n. 8) 3,09.10' 4,14.10' 5,11-10
"  5.91.101 4.44.10 .08-103 0

Notes AuxilIary values - ' 14.IO'kg.m.sec -I- 0
I1
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According to data of actual size tests of propellers operating /95
in ice, the duration of impact At - 0.02 44 0.06 sec.

Table 11 provides an example of calculation with the help of
formula (108) in which the moment of instantaneous impulse "N,
was detenmined for the ice-breaker "Moskva" in respect to the
propeller axis during impact of the propeller blade edge against
the ice.

This calculation was performed for the case when the ship is
moving forward and the propeller is rotating also for the forward
motion of the ship (VOx <0;4i < 0).

Section 12. Method of Approximte Determination of the
Frequency of Natural Bending Vibrations of
Propeller Blades in Air and Water

In designing structures subjected to the action of periodical
forces, it is necessary to calculate frequencies of natural vibra-
tions in order to prevent the possibility of their coinciding with
frequencies of exciting forces. As is known, in such a case, a
resonance phenomenon takes place and as a result, even low exciting
forces may cause considerable variable stresses in a vibrating
structure and cause failure within a relatively short time.

Let us discuss natural vibrations of a propeller blade taking
place in a plane of minimum rigidity which is perpendicular to the
chords of cross sections of a blade unfolded on the plane. Let us
consider a blade as a cantilever beam with a variable cross se'+ ion
which is rigidly fastened at its end section.

Under such conditions, the equation of bending vibrations of the
blade may be derived from the differential equation of the elastic
line of the beam

El - Al -,. (x), (111)
dx

•
-

where E1 - is rigidity of the beam in bending;

M (x) - bending moment in any cross section of the beam.

If it is taken into consideration that in the case of natural
vibrations it may be assumed that the blade is subjected to the
action of inertia forces with an intensity of

dq_ - ) _VS dly

d, - 2-- " .' - _ ,- (112 )
dx 1 d
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where - specific gravity of blade material;

g - acceleration of gravity;

S - cross sectional area of the blade, which varies along
its length.

By substituting (112) into (111), we obtain the needed
differential equation:

d' (E! .4- -- - ,,s ,y,
d. dx ) g dI (113)

However, to this equation should be added boundary and initial
conditions. Since in future only those charicteristics of vibra-
tions will be of interest which do not depend on the initial action, /96
the initial conditions will not be taken into consideration in this
solution.

Boundary conditions with the consideration that the blade is
replaced by a cantilever rod may be represented as:

dy
with x o, ElO, - O;

with x--I, El -Y= 0, ±-(El :_-) =r,
dx 2  dy ( d.,2]

where 1 - length of the blade.

Using the Fourier method for solving the formulated problem,
whon deflection y is sought in the form y-f(x) r(t), indicates that
the motion being studied is a harmonic oscillation with a cyclic
frequency p, which is determined by the expression

Y. fSl (x)Zdx0

Formula (11h) makes it possible to find cyclic frequency if,
with given functions l-l(x) and S-S(x), the law of distribution of
blade deflections along its length (shape of vibrations f(x)) is
known. It can be assumed that the shape of vibrations of a blade
with a variable cross section is approximately the same as the
shape of vibrations of a cantilever rod, for which it is accepted
that:

/() .A si /:x Bco, kx -C hkx ID clikx; (115)
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Constants A, B, C, and D are calculated from the boundary condi-
tions for each root kil of the charazteristic equation.

Change of areas and moment of inertia of cross sections of the
blade along its length is determined by the follouing dependences:

I, .) ,-, .,in i-)(116)

where no, n1, Me, and mI - n .nerical coefficients which can be
found by formulae

, S ", S * / - '-

in which So, S11 2, Sl, 1o, 11/2, I1 - areas and moments of inertia of

unfolded cylindrical cross sections of the blade at a radius ro (root
cross section), at a radius corresponding to half of the blade length
r1/2 and at a radius r1-R.

By substituting expressions (115), (116), end (117) into (1lh) /97
for any tone of frequencies of blade vibrations, we obtain

" . .2.t ; -1. .I . . . .

where '01 , k1 - parameters of the blade (cantilever beam) of a
constant cross section with the area S 9and
moment of inertia lo, which are determined by
the equation of frcquencies cos kjIch k,l.--..-I.

The equation of frequencies has the following roots:
k'l k'I kIl kI k'I k'I

1,875 4,691 7,855 10,99G 14,137 17,279

The factor in formula (118)

V-- o n_ y I

is a correcting crefficient which makes it pssible to calculate
vibration frequencies of the blade, which gets thinner toward the
end, by the expression

h, -*, .

Here fi is the frequency of the i-th tone of the blade of
length 1, and of the constant straightened cylindrical cro..
section, the area of which is So and the moment of inertia is 10.
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Constants Pil i io, and ViI for various shapes of vibrations

of the blade are given in Table 12.

Table 12. Table of Auxiliarv Coefficients

O. 1 (13 0.FO7 0,493 0, 1,.
2 0,40- 0,:'(,

04 .1 ,'l O, .5, I 7 0~;V A9,0' ;' 1
0r 0 110 0. 0 1

6 0.493 0 07 .642 0. f, 2

Designers are interested first of all in the first harmonics of
natural Landing vibrations or in the fundaiental tone when, in the
process ,f vibrations, the nodal line is positioned in the area of
blade fastening in the hub while the antinode is formed at its tip.
The irini:.uin value of frequency vhich is determined by formula (118)
and the smallest value of the root of the equation of frequencies
C-01 . 1.875 correspond to the fundamental tone.

In such a case, for the vibration frequency of fundamental tone

, (2/,.)a V ,/,- _ (119)
28 1 --O 0,80,no _ 0,4931 .jI

Values which are denoted by letters are determined by the /98
geometrical characteristics of the blade and by the properties
of the maberial of which the propeller is manufactured.

As an example, below is discussed calculation of the
frequency of fundamental tone of blade ribration of a solid cast
propeller.

Initial data for calculation

Propeller diameter D, m 5.2

Average pitch of propeller H, m 5.12

Area of unfolded blade A, m2  13.8

Number of blades Z 5

Blade material alcunic (aluminum-
nickel bronze)

Modulus of elasticity E, kg/cm 1.09.106

Density of propeller material J,kg/cm 3  0.0075
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Ueomec.rical characteristics of the blade cross sections are
determined by the drawing of the propeller and calculation accord-
ing to the method discussed in Section 3.

Geometrical Characteristics of Cross Sections of the Blade

Blade Cross Section li, cm S, cm2  I, cm1

1 ........... 33.2 1,260 23,37
2 ........... 59.8 1,221 16,890
3 ........... 86.3 1,009 9,975
L . . . . . . . . . . . 112.9 809 L,793
5 . . . . . . . . . . . 139.b 598 2,05t
6 ........ 166.o 360 581
7 ........ 92.5 1)8 1o
Root ..... ..... 0 1,260 31,000
Average . . . . . a . . 109.5 8h0 5,500
Tip of the blade . . . . 219.0 100 0

Using data in Table 2 (Section 3), no, n1 , me, ml are calculated
and then, using formula (119), the frequency of fundamental tone
vibration of the blade is calculated which will be 29.6 cycles.

It should be noted that the actual value of the frequency of
natural vibrations of the blade measured under service conditions
is 30.2 c. As seen from the above example, the deviation of
calculated frequency from the experimental value does not exceed 2%.

Strictly speaking the formulae presented above are true only
when the propeller is in a vacuum. In a medium having a certain
density some volumes of the medium adjacent to the vibrating
object will be involved in the vibration process and in this way,
as it were, increase the mass of vibrating body.

Experiments demonstrated that frequencies of blade vibration
in air and water differ considerably. Figure L2 illustrates
oscillograms of attenuated natural vibrations of the blade of a /100
model of a propeller in air and in water. The oscillograms show
that water decreases by half the frequencies of natural vibrations
as compared with the frequency in air. Therefore, the vibration
frequency for transport ship propellers is assumed to be
approximately half of that in air. This ratio well coincides
with results obtained by Ya. F. Shirila, who studied dynamic
stresses in propeller blades of the ship "Pekari" (35) under
actual operating conditions.
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Fig. b2. Oscillograms of attenuated natural vibrations of
the blade of a model of a propeller

1. in air; f - 578c; 2. in water; f - 288c.

It is advisable to determine frequencies of natural vibrations
for all large size propellers (with diameter above h-5 m). This is
explained by the fact that natural vibrations of such propellers in
water are relatively low, and in the case of high-speed engines, the
appearance of resonance vibrations is possible.
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CHAPTER III. EXPERIMENTAl, STUDY OF THE STATE
OF STRESS IN PROPELLER BLADES

Because anelytic calculation of stresses in propeller blades is /100
difficult due to their cor:p1Cx geometry and distribution of hydro-
dynamic forces, considerable attention is devoted at present to
experimental studies of the state of stress in propeller blades.
These studies maike it possible to obtain data on the effect of
individual geometric characteristics of marine propellers (disk
ratio, pitch ratio, curvature of cross sections, etc.) on the
magnitude of emerging stresses and to determine the areas with
maximal stresses. The experimental method is also the most
effective method for studies of the local strength of ship
propellers, particularly those having wide blades. In addition,
the results of experimental studies serve as a criterion for
evaluating the correctness of several methods of approximate
strength calculation.

It is obvious that the most reliable data on the state of
stress in propeller blades may be obtained only by full scale
experiments. However, such experiments are very laborious and
complex in nature. Therefore, it is more rational to bring into
accord measurements of actual propellers with measured stresses
in models of propellers. Such stresses, confirmed by data
obtained under actual operating conditions may be considered to
be fully acceptable not only for making more accurate the existing
approximate calculation methods, but also for development of new
and more perfect calculation methods.

Section 13. Information from the Similarity Theory and /101
Studies of the State of Stress in Propeller
Blades Using Models of Propellers

Studies of the state of stress in propeller models with the
purpose of using the results for actual operating propellers
should be carried out in agreement with the law of physical
similitude.

In a general case of similarity conditions, the modeling of
the elastic-dynamic state of stress in propeller blades is reduced
to maintaining the geometric similarity of the model and actual
object as well as the similarity (f deformations and principal
stresses along three main axes. Naturally, 1n the case of testing
models of propellers, the condition of hydrodynamic similarity of
the model and atual object also have to be maintained. The scale
of deformations Pnd stresses should not depend on directions and
the scale of noymal stresses should be equal to the scale of
tangential streases, i.e., the following relations should be
maintained:
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where t - relative deformation;

6 - normal stresses;

- tangential stresses;

E - modulus of elasticity of material;

i-l,2,3 - index of principal directions of deformatio., and stresses.
Valucs with the "Im" index correspond to the model and those

with the, "n" index concern the actual object.

Simultaneous similarity of deformations and stresses in a
three-iixensional state of stress is possible only with equalityof Poi.;son's ratio and moduli of elasticity ()i and E) of materials

of a midel and of actual object.

In the case of using isotropic materials for relative deformation

of the model and the actual object in one of the principal directions

in accordance with Hooke's law, it is possible to obtain

Ei 2- .+ ,(120)
EN

[O. -. - I,,, - (us,. -t- cr .)j.

from these equations

Ie. _- ,7 T. (121)

With strict similarity of the ratios of stresses should be
equal, i.e., /102

consequently
-0" 11 -- it. (a'" b)i

Fell Ell. (122)

Fir, 11 - 1I.I (a b)I

The middle part of this equation may be equal to one only in
t h e c a s e w h e n : IT , Ii : . b - Ii ,,
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The first, case corresponds to uniaxial state of stress with the
principal stress 05i. The second case is equivalent to the condition
that 02 - -d-3 in deformation of pure slip caused by twisting the rod
in res pect to axis 1. Hence, the full similarity of the three-
dimensional state of stress with simultsncous similarity of relative
deformations is possible oily withju}] Am .

Similar conclusions should be reached as a result of analyses
of two other principal deforinations C 2 and t3,

Let us discu-s simulation of the state of stress of a completely
submerged propeller without presence of cavitation and assuming that
the effect of the propeller's weight mzy be disregarded. The system
of pnrz'eters which charactcri.e the geometrical, elastic-dynamic,
and hydrodynamic similarity of an actual propeller and its model
includes the following parameters:

D - typical linear dimension of propeller (diameter);

E - modulus of elasticity of material;

,u - Poisson's ratio;

xr- velocity of incident flow;

n - propeller rpm;

V - coefficient of kinematic viscosity of liquid;

r - specific gravity of propeller material;

PC - density of surrounding medium.

Out of the above eight parameters, of which only three have
independent dimensions, it is possible to compose five dimensionless
parameters or criteria of similarity, the numerical values of which
in similar systems or phenomena should be the same:

I F' V'
'" 

. l' 
"  

.
f F I"

The last of the mentioned crtcria of similarity is the Reynolds
number. Since hydrodynamic studies of propeller models usually are
carried out at high Reynolds numbers, which exceed certain critical
values, it may be assumed that the phenomena of hydrodynamic charac- /103
ter take place naturally, and it is therefore possible to exclude
the Reynolds number from among the necessary criteria of similarity
indicated above.
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Maintaining equality of the four remaining criteria for the
model arid an actual object is compulsory in realization of full
similarity oi their elastic-dynainics state of stress.

The necessity of maintaining equality of the Poisson's ratio of
the material of both the actual propeller and its model presents
certain requirements in selecting material for the model. In most
cases for studying state of stress models are made of the same
material as the propellars themrselves (brass, bronze). However,
even in such a case, it is quite difficult to obtain similary of
state of stress in a large size propeller and in its smill model
under laboratory conditions. Indeed, if PM ('H' El L'Jh, and the

model is tested in water (P then from conditions of

equality of the third and the fourth of the above listed criteria
for a model and an actual object it follows that

nD - zi.D. I : U',

i.e., velocities of flow under actual conditions and in the testing
model should be the saiiie and the ratio of angular velocities of the
actual object and the mudel should be constant and equal to the
linear scale.

Technical resources of regular laboratory equipment used for
testing propeller models cannot provide equality of flow velocities
for the model and the actual object. Velocities at which models are
tested are usually lower than those in actual operation. As a result,
relative deformations of blades and stresses emerging in them are also
lower in simulation testing as compared with actual operating condi-
tions. Therefore, tests of propeller models show that the model is,
as it were, stronger than the actual propeller.

Because of these circumstances, special requirements are
presented for measuring equipment used in testing models, since
this equipment must provide for measuring extremely small relative
deformations and low stresses.

The most expedient method of studying state of stress in
propellers by means of testing models is measuring the relative
deformation of blades with the help of strain gages. This method
makes it possible to assume that the state of stress in a propeller
blade is two-dimensional and that for the full characteristic of
this state of stress it is necessary to determine principal deforma-
tions and the angle formed by the direction of one of them and one
of the axes selected arbitrarily. Practically this task is reduced
to measuring deformation in some three directions and a subsequent
calculation of principal deformations and also their directions for
all points at which strain gage sockets are located. /lOb
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Measuring deformations of pro)ellelr blade model surfaces mostoften is performed with the help of" wire strain gfages forming

rectangular sockets. A diagram of their distribution on the blade
surface Is shown in Figure h3. The total number of sockets on one
model of a propeller reaches twenty, :hile the total of adhesively
bonded strain gages reaches sixty. After bonding of strain gages,
the areas of the blade surface occupled by strain gages and branch-
ing off conductors are coated with moisture protecting compound.

Fig. 3. Diagram of location of strain gage sockets on
the surface of a propeller blade model

It should be noted that experiments in measuring deformations
of propeller blades require development of high..qualit i current
collectors which make it possible to transmit electric signals
from sockets rotating together with the propeller to amplifying
and recording devices.

As an example, Figure hh illustrates oscillograms of relative
deformdtions fixed at a certqin point- of a model propeller blade
surftae during operation in a oniform or inclined flow. Usually
propellers of high-speed ships, such as gliding boats, hydrofoils,
and others, operate in an inclined flow. In operation of a
propeller in an inclined flow, deformations of its blades have
two components on the oscillogram; a constant one and a clearly
expressed variable component superposed on it (varying with
frequency which is equal to revolutions of the propeller per unit
of time). Oscillograms in Figure bb show deformations in the
course of change in propeller operation from the nominal regime
to the full stop.

After deformations for the number of blade points ieasured in
three directions are known, it is possible to determine the direc-
tions and amount of principal deformations in these points using
rectangular strain gage sockets.

,,I ",, IJ

2 2 Ito C. (F  (123)
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Fig. hh. Oscillogram of stresses eierging in a propeller

blade during operation in a uniform (1) or

inclined (2) flow

The principal stressea and their directions can be found from

principal deformations with the help of Hooke's law for the two-

dimensional state of stress

(12h)

:~~ ~ I: IS,)

As an example, in Figure h5 is shown the distribution of
maximum principal strosses along the intake side of a propeller

blade in cross sections locat,;d at relative radii of 0.33 and 0.6.

This diagram of stress distribution was obtained experimentally by

means of tests in a cavitation tunnel.
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chord in a
blade's cross
section

Fig. 45. Distribution of maxL-noia principal stresses at the
intake side of the blade of a propeller model
(Z 3; P.11j I.,, ' '

obtained in testing in a cavitation tunnel

Of particular interest are experimental studies of the state of
stress of propeller models at which the external load of the blade
is assigned by s!nie schemaatizcd form of its distribution, such as
pressure unifor ily distributcd on the blade surface or varying
linearly along the radial and tangential directions.

A unit for simulation of uniformly distributed loads on the
blade surface is shown in Figure h6; loads are created at the expense
of excess pressure in a special rubber chamber which is located under
the blade being tested within a hollow cylinder. In the course of
experiment, stresscs and elastic displacements (deflections) are
recorded at certain point.; of the blade.
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Copy available to DDC does not
pe-Trit fully lc,;ible repioduz-tion

/107

Fig. hs6 . Experimental unit for creating uniformly
distributed load on a propeller blade

Fig. 4~7. Experimental unit for Ltatic application of
load on a blade according to a given law
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0 .

chord of cross section of the blade

~~--T

Fig. 18. Distribution of principal stresses in a root cross
section of a propeller blade with various character
of external forces application

I - load uniformly distributed along the chord of
cross section; II - load varying according to a
linear law; II - load higher in intensity uniformly
distributed along half of the chord length

In the figure are shown strain gage sockets for measuring /108
relative deformations and dial indicators that show deflections.

The overall view of the unit for creating variable loads on
blades which vary in both radial and tangential directions according
to a prescribed law is presented in Figure VT. External forces are
imitated by discrete loads which are applied to a sufficiently large
number of cross sections close to each other. Stepped change of
load obtained in this way may with sufficient accuracy be considered
as continuous load change.

Figure 8 illustrates the distribution of principal stresses in
a root section of the blade measured with the help of the above unit.
In the course of experiment, the law of distribution of applied
external forces was varied. In the same figure, diagrams of external
forces application are included. The resultant of the external
forces remains in all cases constant and the difference consisted
only in the magnitude of torsional moments which cause mainly
tangential stresses. As seen from these force diagrams, the
difference between the uniform external load and that varying
according to linear law does not lead to a considerabl, change
in the distribution of normal stresses in a cross section of the
blade under consideration. This and the other results of the
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I!
experiment confirm the hypothesis that in approximate methods of
propeller strength evaluation it can be considered that the
external load on the blade is uniformly distributed alcng the
complete length of the chord of the blade.

Figure h9 illustrates a graph of chanites in principal stress( s
at Intake and forcing sides of the blade root, cross section. There
is also a curve of strc',ses plotted as a result of calculation by a
method discussed in Section h, wliere the blade is considc-red to be
a canti]ever beam. Satisfactory arecment of results of calcula-
tion and experiment by P.,saxirr.Wq stresSes is a basis for considering
that it is rightful to use approximate methods for practical
strength calculations of ship propellers.

Experirental studies of propeller models make it possible to
expose the weakest points of calculation methods being used. For
example, experimental data show that cross sections of the blade
have distorted neutral axcs which probably approach the form of
median lines of cross sections (see Fig. h9).

o, kg/cm2

" I I : [ , T -

,\.

-m ' - -,, ,

Fig. 1.9. Distribution of principal stresses at intake and
forcing sides of the root cross section of the
blade. I - experirient; II - calculation.

Although the supposition that the neutral axis of cross sections /109
is a straight line does not affect noticeably the magnitude of maximun
stresse.s, utilization of this supposition in developing calculation
methods for evaluating the local strength of a blade near its edges
might lead to considerable errors.
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Sectioni lh. Ful -,,;ale Tests of Prop"]]icr Blades ',ith the
e ofBt t.~I~:)f np.tc -4,atc ol ~' r-.

Measuring s trca e; in the propeller blade of a full-scale
object is nzi exLrci;tey coplex problem from the point of view
o0 technicc)1 rcalizAition of the (x:perinent. One of the rain
problems is to provide reliable hydroinsu ation of the f :,rcss
pickups (deformations). As in tile case of Ixeirhnt: :ith
models, usually wire or semicondhctor strain gfae translucers
are used in tihe form of recLangul ar sockets placed on propeller
blades. Thly are subj ected to the action of' hydrodvnaniAe
pressures and high fl(ew velocitiei which contributes to the
breakdown of hydroin:-ulation of strain gages and which often
makes these gages useless.

An inherent part of technical instrumentation used in experi-
ments is a complicated current collector for transmitting signals
from the rotating shaft line to recording devices. Currnt
collectors under ship conditions !:,vve to be located in areas with
increased hu-idity, which often require special measures to
provide for their efficiency.

Finally, if the p-urpose of the experiment is to imeasiure not
only static but also dynamic stresses in propeller-blade5, a
serious problem emerges to eliminate in the transmitted signal
distortions caused by vibrations of the main engine and stern
part of the ship.

Because of purely technical difficulties and also because of
the relatively high cost of preparations for such tests, only
individual experiments have beeni carried out, which provided
sufficiently explicit and reliable results.

Measurements of stresses in the propeller blade of a high-
tonnage tanker were carried out by the Scientific Research Center
for Ship Building and ]4arinc Navigation ith participation of the
Experimental Water Basin in the Netherlands (h5).

Under operating conditions, the propeller blade is subjected
to the action of hydrodynamic loid, load caused by the action of
centrifugal forces and forces of weight, arid also to the action
of load caused by the vibration of the blades and propeller as a
whole. The main subject of studies in (15) was static and dynamic
stresses of a propeller blade caused by the action of hydrodynamic
forces.
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Tests were carried out on a tanker with a displacenment of /110
U2,000.0 quippd with a steam turbine power wiit with a capacity
of 30,200l hp. This unit provided for a cruis3ing speed of
15.5 knots at 102 rp'r of the ship propeller (four blade, 6.53 m
in diameter). A sketch of this propeller is shown in Fig. 30.
In thlc cour,' of cxperiments, streses were rewasured in a root
cross section of the bladc at a relative radius of 0.25. Teti
strhin gage soc kets wut' placed cually on both intake and
forcing ,;idc, of the blade (Fig.50).

I Vs; 1A V

7i

intake forcing
side side

Fig. 50. Position of strain gage sockets along the profile
of the propeller blade.

Each socket consisted of three strain gages positioned as is
shovn in Figure h3 and forning the active arms of an electric
Winston bridge. Passive armrs of the c5rcu.*t are formed by tempera-
ture compensation strain gage pickups adhesevety bonded on a special
disk* in the propeller cone and precision resistances placed on a

*Disk and propeller are made of the same mmterial.

shrft-line within the ship hull. Altogether, there were 30 bridges
revolving together with the propeller shaft.
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Table 13. Magnitude of Maximum .rincipal :;trssses (k,-/e-! 1
2 ) /1i

in the hoot Cruss ;t ion f'£ a T' cllcr 1iwle -112

Ingle of biad,! Forcing surfAce of the bl.de Intake burf., of th bladeturn 0 dIlrln . ! .---- -- -~-

opcra'I'll or Strcss-s &t strain CAC, cockotg (dee pig,.50 )ropeller. .. i - - .. .. - ; - -. . .- ' . . .7 ... I' .. .. II( -- -). .... A -
If IVdrgree5 J/ !----I ' 1

0 174 37,3 133 4911 292 SI -- 25.1 -- 1 -- 626 121

10 ISO 9 465 r210 305 S2 -273 -- '123 -- G.7.9 127

20 182 421 482 :?12 314 83 -286 721 - G12 127

30 181 429 4A2 329 313 89 -- 2,3 -. 716 -- #1, 122

40 ISo 42S 470 515 307 90 -296 ---12 - 1 121

50 [$2 4?5 462 520 303 91 -303 -. 707 -- 69 121

60 181 422 45 513 297 91 -- 296 -. 706 - -57. 121

70 176 401 429 126 280 95 -283 -- F6 -- 510 I17

80 1(18 369 397 451 256 9i -2N6 - 597 --4:,7 I1

90 1Z8 337 :171 419 238 95 --- 251 - 1-551 -- 406 112

100 150 311 336 .390 223 94 -- 236 - 517 -363 112

110 141 2F8 308 355 213 9"1 -222 --477 -314 113

120 141 274 294 562 206 92 -214 -- 455 -332 114

130 139 269 288 351-R 203 91 -207 --- 401; -324 I IC

140 139 262 2"6 354 * 200 90 -201 -- H15 -318 117

150 139 260 284 352 201 89 -16 -4-"9 -16 117

CI0 141 265 291 359 208 88 -196 - .132 -333 117

170 146 283 323 387 221 87 -199 -4-1 -387 118
I0 1.19 02 346 402 231 6 -- 2 -- ,07 -- 42,i 121
190 132 313 337 -1-15 38 87 -- 212 -521 -431

200 1-17 398 345 *0 ," 36 89 -210 -2; --- 391 ! 12!

210 143 2P8 310 371 215 92 -192 -- 461 -326 121

220 132 27-A 246 3.13 192 91 -- -160 --. 101 -2-17 119

230 126 233 241 320 162 91 - .Io - :v -- 223 120

240 122 217 221 309 174 89 -- 159 -- :34 1 -217 121

250 118 20 201 294 1-6 37 -149 -327 -201 122

200 115 191 191 -98 161 85 -140 -- 315 -193 122

270 114 186 194 ,%6 100 81 -- 141 -- 306 -189 122

280 176 178 202 296 163 81 --146 --318 -203 122

290 118 192 210 301 170 80 -149 -- 335 -230 121

300 122 206 227 323 178 78 -151 -- 376 -256 119

310 130 223 250 355 197 75 - 167 - 381 -- 299 119

320 138 252 278 3,6 220 7z -180 -455 - 70 110

330 I7 2 316 415 2-196 -- 522 -- 436 19

340 :7 305 3G6 453 258 -214 ,79 - J ; 1,)
350 1 7 337 408 49P 278 79 -23.1 -C. 1 I - 0 12

Average Value 150 300 335 393 230 67 --215 -- 500 -- 400 12
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Table 13 provides data on the magnitude and direction of maximum
principal stresses measured during full-scale tests aid depending on
the angular position of the blade G* during motion of tlie ship with
full displacement and at 102 rpm of the propeller.

*lca ,-ring of ai i!e be is done from the top position of the
blade in the direction of propeller rotation.

Based on the test results, the fcilowing conclusions were
reached: /1 13

central parts of the root cross section of the blade are
subjectEd to maximum loads;

directiun of rTixinum princip'd stress differs little from the
radial directio. ; 4he second principal stress is perpendicular to
the first one bat is considerably smaller in magnitude;

the cyclic component may reach 80% of the average value of
acting stress depending on the variation of non-uniformity of the
velocity field in the area of the ship propeller; maximal value is
observed in the zone of maximum wake while the minimum value is in
the zone of :idni;mn wake.

The average values of stresses obtained experimentally were
compared (Fig. 51) with calculated values obtained by the methods of
Taylor, Romsom, and Rosingh. Corparison demonstrates completely
satisfactory agreement of calculated and experimental data.

a. kg/cm2

, i !

1'ig. 51. Comparison of data obtained in full-scale
experimental test with calculated results.
1 - experiment; 2 - calculation according to
Taylor's method; 3 - calculation according
to Romsom; 4 - calculation according to
Rosingh.
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Of special interest are full-scale tests of ship propellers
carried out by Berlin University in cooperation with tLje Hamburg
Shipbuilding Institute and Shipyard Hovaldswerke (35) for the
purpose of studying stresse3 in propeller blades.

The propeller manufactured of alwiinuwn-)ckul bron7e possessing

high mechanical properties had the following para.eters:

Diaieter, m ......... .

Pitch ratio . . . . . . .. .. 1.055

Disk ratio ......... * .71

Number of blades . . . . . . .

Tests were carried out on a refrigerator ship "Peki.-i" with a
Diesel engine unit with a capacity of ll,OO hp at 1)42 rp:;. of the
propeller.

In the course of tests, deformations and stresses in the
propeller blade during operation of the propeller and also frequencies
of natural vibrations of the blade in air and water were determined.

Deformations were measured by strain gages bonded on the blade
along the line of mrxljr,-,u thicknesses in cross sections at 0.28R,
O-16R, o.6S1, and 0.82R. Wires from the strain gage were lead out
to the inside cf the ship hull through the hollow propeller shaft
and, with the help of a contact collector, were connected with the
an.plifier and automatic recorder. Blade deformations were measured
at propeller rpm from nu60 to n-137 rpm. Directly before testing /lh
at a full stop of the ship, the zero point of measurement was
determined. .3ince the position of zero points varied, it was not
possible to determine absolute values of the amount of deformations.
However, results of measurements make it possible to derive a
conception of variations of stresses amplitude as a result of
propeller operation.

In Figure 52 is presented a graph illustrating the dependence
of double amplitudes of normal stresses 20"in the blade cross sections
located at different distances from the axis of propeller rotation,
on propeller rpm - n. The graph shows that an increase in n causes
a change in stresses magnitude. At 137 rpm the maximum value of
double amplitudes of stresses in a root section of the blade was
approximately 160 kg/cm2 , while this stress variation at the cross
section furthest from the hub was about 115 kg/cm2 . As was expected,
the root cross section of the blade was subjected to maximum

stresses.
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1"61 kg/cm2

&' 83 735 9J 7?,9 r p

Fig. 52. Dependence of double amplitu.es of noral
strc. r, s in a propeller blade on the
rotational speed of the prop Jler.
1. r-0.28R; 2. r=O.b5R; 3. r=O.68R;
h. r O. 82R.

Frequencies of natural bend ng vibrations of propcller blades
were mensured during, docking of the ship. Vibrations (in air and
with partial submersion of the propeller in water) were induced by
an impact. The naturLel frequency of the first form of bending
vibrations of the blade in water wvs found to be almost half that
of the similar vibration frequency of the blade in air; rmiore
accurately,

f water" 0.51 f air

and its value approaches the frequency of the 7th harmonics of
hydrodynamic load. In spite of the fact that the coefficient of
dynamic amplification in this case is within the range of ij-5,

the resonance phenormenon is not dangerous here, since the amplitude
of the 7th harmonics of hydrodyiijnic load during motion of a ship
in calm water is very small. Measurements showed that in rough sea,
amplitudes of hydrodynaiic load jray increase 3-b fold. Nagnitudes
of stresses, calculated for maximim loads to which propeller blades
of the ship "Pekari" might be subjected in the course of operation,
are given in Table lb.

The blade material (aluminum-nickel bronze) possesses the
following properties: tensile strength c = 6200 - 6800 kg/cm 2

and fatigue limi4 in bending based on 105 cycles in sea water
ois1k  800 kg/cmW. The average permissible stress of a zero

cycle is 650 kg/cm2 while the magnitude of rspective maximum
stress is 1300 kg/cm2 . This range of stress( u is lower than that
shown in Table lb, which indicates the possibility of a premature
breakdown of the propeller blade.
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Table L. Sto!e kem2hejn in Proine?1ler Blades /115

Average Clcusfd LXA rr~*

t~he il dje lod ti, ;.ater the fl w t the i'
k.ii psopellr iLzk

_,_______._!___L_2 0 1 - (24,1')

Based on the obtaincd results (3.5), it is concl.xdind th;mt the
blade thickness zihould be selected bas;ed on consideration of the
fatigue strengtLh of the blade material.
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ChAPTER IV. STRETNGTH OF ASSEMBLED 611IP 1PROPLLERS

Propellers with blades which are not cast av one piece with the
hub but. are fastenied to the hiub by one method or another are of' thle
type of so-called assembled propellers; to this type belong also;C
propellcrs with detachable blades.

Asscmbled Pr, ); ellers wilwi b~ades fa-stcncd to the-. hub by can
of a fla-nge joint are the most videly used (Fig.- 53).

Section 15. lktermininr Bxtvrnnl Fnrcs inS~rnt

Strength calculation of the blade-huib joint may be performed by
taking, into account. either operational ladi.e., external forces
to which propeller blades are subjected during operational condi-
tions, oi !-azimal loads.

Operational I oad on the blade is calculated by formulae given
in Chapter I and II, depending on the mct.hod used (static or cyclic
character of extern-l fores acting on the blade).

In calculations of the static and cyclic strength of flant,,
joints, centrifugal. forces of inertia and bending :,nments caused by
them sh .ould al -;o Iho taken inio account. Thie mnagnitude~ of centri-
fugal force is a filrz cticen of the total mrass of the blad. including /116
the flange. The rethod of deterrining the bending monent which
acts on the studs as a result of' centrifug-al forces ina y be the
sam~e as thtit used for strength calculations of solid cast
propellers (see Section 2).

Flang,,e Joints of blades vith the hub are considered to be
heavily lomded bolt-type joint-; with a prest~rain uhich has a
considerable effect on the characteristicts of the load cycle

to which studs &re subjected rt 6 rnna cmae wt h
0

max
characteristics of a variable load acting oi a propeller blade
and decreasing the ripitude of load pulsnton.

This fact makeus it possible to perform calculations of the
cyclic strength of na flange joint princip)allIy for single-shaft ships
with greater nonuni fo-.mrity of the velocity field in the propeller
disk and a high value of load coefficient in respect to thrust.

Strength calculation of flange joints of propeller blades with
the hub) is particularly necessary for ships navigating in ice and
for ice breakers as well as for ships navigating in waters
contsminated with solid objects.
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Fig. 53. Ship propeller with de ichable blade,;

In full-scale studies of the character of ship propeller inter-
action with ice carricd out by S. V. Ya onov ,kiy and M. N. N"kitin
on the ice breakcns "Kapitan Voronin" antI "Kapitan !-elekhov", it was
deteriined that the number of coilsicnv. of the prol'J]er with icc
is a randoa nu.:t;r which varie!s within the rang between 3 ard 8 for
one revolution of the propc:ler. Nominal duration of one impuct is
about 0.03 - 0.O6 second End the stressos in propel]er blades may
reach 1000 kg/ci' which is 10 to .5 fold higher th-n the stress
level during operation in clean water.

Th'e extree;l-.y complex dynr-mics of the pi opellur impact have not
yet bren sufficdently studied and therefore, in strength calculations
of propellers witi detachable blades of ships for ice navigation,
towLoats, and ice breakers, various assumptions are made (12). To
these ccnditioni. calculaticns also belong calculations of stu6s by
taking into account maxinian loads.

Determination of the dii:ensions of su'fficient]y strong studs
for fastening bladcs to the hub, taking into account maximal loads,
J:i based on the priinciple that in designing the structural comp)cx
"propuller - propeller shaft" there must be maintained a certain /137
arrangerent of rmutral strength of all clcnients of the structural
complex (disregarding navigation conditions in ice or clear water)
(10), (18).

The weakest link in this complex is the blade. In the case of
a blade breaking in the plane of minimum rigidity, the fastening
studs and propeller shaft should not have plastic deformation,;, i.e.,
stresses appearing in them should not exceed the yield point of the
material.
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I IBreakdown of the b].ade. may be caused not only by the impant
force acting in the directiAon perpenidicular to the plane of inimum
rigidity of the blade but alsjo by a force directed undei all ;ngle
to this plane. Under certitin conditio-ir force vcctors causirg

bra~ng, of t1- b-lade may a)so coincide with the line perpe.dc ulr
to the plane of rrx.u rigidi-5ty. As, a rul e, the strength of the
bladQ In the diivection of miumrigIdlity exceedis the strength of
thn pl-opelcr ,-1i:-ft. IHowcvci', because the total section io oiilus
of' fill stuids of t'-, flange Joint in rcsp&-ct to tber axis in the
plrnt, c-f maximuu~n r'~gidity of' the blado is Vrat .y equal to,
thc t.ut.1 sc t.in ro, ulii otf all studs of the flang-e joint in
r espc .t to the.xt in the plnne of minthrn rigidity; and in zio~ie
Cases~ is even lo.:ur than that, the propeller shaft as a result
do,.', not break eoi-m.

Hlowever, vith the extensrive fluctuation of hydrodynamic forces
on propeoller blndcs and also under the action of im.nct forces,
caleuItion by t,' %ing into account maximxt static loads might not

provie forsuffiient aue strength of studs, and an additLional
corres;pondling,- ierifyinkc. calculation will bu ncces.s-.;y (see Section8)

Section 16. Strenith rY .lcul-tion of Flanged Joints;

Flange joints of blades with the hub of the asse-mbled ship
propeller are cornidered to be- in the group of parts joined by
studfs. Calculction of such joints consis--ts in determining forces
actin,,. on the st',i-d subjected to the h-ghcst load arid strength
calcid~ption of this stud.

When a joint of several parts is subjected to the action of
bendirng roment, the studs arc subjected to unequql loads. The
magnitude of the desigvn calculation l~oadl depends to a large extent
on the following principal premises (8) on which stre ngth calcu-
tions of flange joints of propell~ers are based.

1. Both paits -- flange of the blade and the hub -- possess
very high rigidi-2 ty. Therefore, it may be asswfied that there are
no deformations of parts at the contact surfaces because of
preliminary tightening of studs, and the turn of the supporting
surface of the blande flange as a result of bending moment applica-
tion will take place in respect to the flange edge or in respect
to the line connecting the outer studs.

2. Both parts being joined, or at least one of them, possess
certain pliability (the blade flange has several cutouts, the blade
i3 made of nonferroxis metal, the area of the supportir-- surface on
the hub is smaill). In such a case, after the morn'mt is applied,/1.
one part of the butt joint will be subjected to additional load
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while the load on the other part will decrease. The turn of the blade
will t.-!ke place in respect to the axis which passes through the center
of gr,zvity of t1;? vorhing part of the contact ara, which is svffi-
ciently clo ,e to the gencral center of gravity oi cross sectional
arCLs of all studs clarrpin.- the blade to the hub.

In strength calculations by maximum stresocs, it is considered
that the "axis of ovcrtur.Iiip passes througvh most remotely located
stud,. This a),-.ost alway. 1;,,:,,y.',ns in realitty. In calculations on
opcra l onal leoaJi:, the sccrnd premise is usually used.

It should be taken into account that in the latter cnse, the
magnitude of ma:Ar.n,61 (cacul;;.tion) load, w.hich fall on the iz'ost
bcavily 1loadcd ,,ztvl, is hihtr, since in turning t, e flvnfge in
respect to the axis passin, through the 1o0,,fon center of gravi ty
of cro.,s seci, ois of all stud, the tension force. are received
ony by soine of the studs. This to soeie exy.ent increases the
margin of safety of the joint as a whole.

The simpi .e-,t and thu :nost widely uscd method of strength calcula-
tions of studs a;i.r.ning propreller blad,s under con-ition of static
action of foxces. is calculation by Trxir,um load, vhich is discussed
in detnil in (9).

Pi'scd on tht; rtual arrangement of blades and studs strength,
as a ru,,ult of cbtlxa.tion, thc nfcczssary diameter of studs is
deter-dned for a given nuiuber of studs and their positioning on
the blade flange (Fig. 54).

Y I ~ I ,- . _

Fig. 5h. Schemaitic diagram of the blade flange and
"loverturning"1 axis
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It is supposed that the blade is "overtuning" in respect to
axes X-X find Y-Y, which pass through the outer studs (n:ee Fig. 5h).
Moments in respect to these axe, 1, and MY are components of a
moment which causes breaking of the blade at its root cross section.

. 1 ,,,. ,h,,- ,.,.(125 )

where W - section modulus of the b2ade cross section in respect
to the axis of minjiuiu: rigidity;

- coefficient from Table 6;

b - blade width in the root cross section;

e - blade thickncss in the szrme cross section; /1],

5:- tensile strength of blade inateria3.

Calculation of Stsud Diamueter (.3)

Denignations

Coordinates of center of gravity of X1 . '.. A,, _.;
studs cross sections, cin ,= .Y , - Y,

Tensile strength of blade material,
kg/cm

2

Maximum bending moment, kg.cm Al 0 ,,11'

Components of bending moment, kg/cin AI- si, ,; .. - .o

Number of studs
+ , + X-I .. .- X":

Arbitrary coordinates of center of I- ,+ --

gravity of studs, cm ,, i-i+L _ -. _
y--!

Tension force in the ,,tud, kg Q

Yield point of stud material, kg/c!11
2

Cross sectional area of the stud, cm2  --

Stud diameter, cm d .

Position of studs on the flange is shown in Figure 5h.
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Calculation is performed for determining -,tud diameter arind
diwensions of other elements of the flange joint of propcllers
also for othe-r ships for any conditions of ijavig.ation in ice.
Propellers subjccted to low Icads m.d diameters not exceeding
L.O in do not rcoui.rc any' ahdtional calculation; they reXlire
only verifyir!' c:i]culation in accordance with requirements of
the I'cgister ol_ the USSR.

Another c;,.culation ri;rthod for dctc:rniriing the static
stm.;, Lt of st 'Au: .hich ),,tch more pr:'iey trihes into account
tb, !,il op:rvn oaio condit.ons and whidt in C., cases i.; usu;d
as th eord Z,. -i'oxjxration, wos suggested by Profc.ssor V. A.
r~iei.yiv (8), ('i). As a result, the iagnitude of stresses n
the eleirents of the flange joint is determined, the dimensions
of w;ich w.rc detc m red in the first npproximatioli by thu
calculation b-ased on the mayimjna Stresses.

Such caleumation is performed for propellers operating in a
relatively uniform velocity field with negligiblc fluctuation of
hydro-tynamic for'ces acting on the blades (two-shaft ships, single-
shaft ship with block cofi'1cient 6 0.8).

It is vss\uned that the propeller blade is subjected to the load
of hydrodyn-mic forces P1 and T1 and at the center of gravity to the /120.

lo.d of centrifugal force Pc (Figure 55). These forces are considered

to be constant in their mrtgnitudc and direction disregardir.7 the
position of thc propeller blade in the flow. It is also prcsumed
that the contact surface rer;ains flat after load is applie:d and the
turning of this surface occurs in relation to thc axis passing
throug'h the center of gravity of the contact surfaee su-fficiently
close to the genovral center of gravity of the cross sections of all
studc;; at tile .sme ti:je, it is presumed that the load to which each

individual stud is subjected is proportional to the distance between
the stud and the axis of ti.rning.

". 1

" bo
Fig. 55. Forces acting on the propeller blrxle during

operation of a propeller
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Exte!rnu). action on the blaide cornprites the action of the follow-

Savi forn at tc; laro Acrii e cu mori.u;&t Mfom ther

a t. hu o tr ri',c force iX',, plmr nr, d c,!z t M from the actriont of
taudstft-". fock JIIYZpa n th>;f~e is froiorbu bye a1 cier r ction ofc~'Ac

on hu lud f~int (se ig.c to) Oz v:-Xi: dfetcr;i'ne by) caCetioa

tratlv)S Th orin Pi-. ctirpliT, st!e lin thf cmntrn roctu: r

moment ranscc.-:. fore in1 the!- cotct orfc afs- th rstyfnt o f
tghdtsrin of t 1 -aaenn thz.obdc - cndiinta h

in treng Lclc~ationse i.5) I :-sdeoiiy- yclu).:i

then t cnct sressc oft, joicent~rl- is s ject i(- to te

and m. -nd it.rients not calculaed by toher 'r. foi' e,:Vcluainfo

where 1 - Mit-c betee he ontat 'hic thru- s and~r-C tan.ental

moment frctin frcs ppin th contct surface of the3- bofd
tightc nd ofntsbi asee ig. t~obad)od.to ta

igur -- eml of ilute anartary- doi ram popel thefnge in /1

whiche cointescn-c f of the jtdoinrept o sujete atd thaes r
acin oiated and scem f od tpplicaion isa fhorc P.Th.11
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Whna joint wit!! it nuinbex' (f studs in ,;u[,jccted t~o the
niiviult 4IF-31us "ctijo xriuI o",(:: 1o nd i:c~.:nsa pril ciple of

~ uer~ pci~rriy L. u &cd, accord'Long to 1:J'i 11the s;trcI7';' in t
n-th staid Ji

Q1. _Q~~ (126)

T"Y cx I ' "I
KI t

Fig. 56. ArbibTr Qn "m:, of the bJ i&'c~ f].Pnj;o for ztroeigth
calcl, r~ccu~ngto 1-ro. cmsor V. A. DMtriyev '

Calcu~Ation is pr~ormecd in th- fori of T-ItIc 3_5 kild as a rvt
the sttid of t flor-t'.: jointwYh is subjct d to a rriauxnia loaid in

Tiab) e 15. D~~.vtoriForUcz-j L:tir~2noA:-'U of a )>r:Oirtc-~

k, k

For relDIabe and long ncrvice life ri, tW Joint, of great
Am~portnne is prelimninary tightening of the studs fastening the
blade, which provides for the absctice of a gap between contact
su~rfaces of the blade and hub.
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This; tiL teni , force Q3, kg - is rr,;eo:,,riended to he, (0,5-:-O0,) .1 ....

After calculrit, i, forces, tihe folJo;.1; values lr determinad: /.22

ri gifL ty of t!,u flf.ange cocfj. Eient (,'iJ 57)

F. , 1/4, 1)- 4 d
(127)

where E--,-- mAdulus of elasticity o:f' the ftmg ic materii], kj!crI2 ;

do - djiameter of holes on the flange for studs, em;

D - diz;metea- of contact surf'ace of th, nut, cra;

te - thickness of the f.i-.e under the nut, cm;

Fr, - area of cot,act surfoce- between the nut and the
flange, cmt-;

coefficient of flnge rigidity (see Fig;. 57)

(128 )
1',. m

whhere d - di-mcter of* the stud, c;,-.;

1.; - tv+ 0.3 d - effective length of the stud, cm;

E , - modulus of elasticity of stud material, kg/cm2;

and also the force of final tightening

q. (129)

To gu:,rantee tightness of the joint after operational load is
applied, tic, final tightecning must be above zern. The force of
fin-l ti ghtjf' shoL.,ld be selec .€d depending on the operational
load Q , IQp, where k w 0.5 ; 0.6.

After this, the design force for the stud which is subjected
to the maxluuni stress is determined

Q (2, i Q.

Design stress in the stud cross section should be

0 6, 1 4).S5 - ( .
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The force absorbc'dI by the studI suhjectcd to thc nraxinmuin load
mk it DOj. 1cto cv.ilimte th;u. -trongth of Vic stud and nut

thi-,.ad tyj ti- strengt!h of the prop -. icr hub.

Thie i:i;z force on tile firsjt iax lIv loaded turn of t Ix~
theI i6 cutrrI ned by. Fola

k, (130)

whve kil - 3 - is lo,)( cofficitnt;

n.,-nuiiube~r o.f thread ter3In thc niut.

TheC CcitO r:t zmr'fj:(, of a sinI _ 1e thromd 1)in- calculalkt.ed to

vhc'e d c- ii-ifdiam dianctoAr of the threa- d, cm;

a - heci ghIt of the thread, cm~.

'The unit cri-mpling, Icad of oil,; turn of the ( i~ /123

2

The pc~Arsisible bcmirng loa-d to hihthre Vtid i uja
should not exceed the yield poinL o' iiaterial (.f the nut C'

U1I Si

The rat(Id shearing strength of z, single turn of the thread is

I.p

w~here Fc, .dS

'Where d i s outerdeetr of the thread in thu, nut, cm;

S -thiead pitch.

The marnliude of the shear stress obtained in this w~ay should
vatisfy the inequality

Tq 1 ,4T

Simi~nr calculations; may be performed in ovkluating the strenpth
in the thread elements of thle pr-opeller hub.
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17-1

Fig. ;. C""'-t'rnanU c C'nIulat1on of the flangfc rf'gidity co'_f ficiellt

Iii thre ol;l*cA stro,,'1iii ±w' 1ned p'row-'P r blw~Kc', when th>-
actiwi of the btc r-n vmci't C3ted b-. tIL,- c'erlt!vazY 1- force J-C.
canncot ho. dir~r c ak~~vio o~If thu forcu actin]g on each
individaia. stud is; perforllcci-. b-y the for,,r.2a

Jjo,,'c'ver, as wa i~entionc.- pr eviousl~y, calctilatdon of the Stnttic
strcr--'h of studs frs tcning, p1; e' er bhcsis not aJwoys :,ff-kcitent.
The vcyi ;cQchtiuof r,o e uc gti of the b1&-du jolnt wic
is di:;;;u!;zcd b)0(,-.- Anfilu.as c3oic 'nination of forces to which 3Ltucis
are sub ,lec'ted, ceteririntion o ' " tr'os.; to which the rm-ost JIotcd
stud is svbjected, and cicto.(r iin1.0tion of the nece-sary s,5fety farctor.

If the rmtaximam and minii:.A, 1, values of' the thrust P, ma~* and

the tnlicentlal force T1 nx(rl) acting on the prop,,-.-] blade ar'e

knowrn, the valuo ol" the rc;si~..-nt of variahie* hydrodynamiic forec'sn
may be deterinined b-y the formula ,

*A~~~riong~ vnae ocsrvbe j~c 11e Ci677ipacts rY blades
against i"hm ice, without affcectinF the flocngdisciission.

The direction of the resultant force is changing due to non- /~
unifor-mity of the velocity field in respoct to some average dirction
under an angle of acng-T 1

to the axis of propeller rotation (Fig. 58).
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Knowing the distance between tlhe flange v.,,from the ax--is of'
propeller rotattion, it i possible to deterr'wjn mnoment., crcated by
hydroclynarnic forces3 actinjg in the daeof f.flj:cont'act by tne
formal ac

At,, T), (r7 r,:) J',(0,7R-

Iriowir , the weight~ of the h]torethcr 0.1.1i the fo- Gil
coo-dip-tes (X the g'r.wJ ty force X C- ndY in the XO'I cor,3 iite

anIi:,cd the di stzince of' the cnof, gravit~y rG from;. uhIc axi-s

of iJw propriAlier shaft (,propcller), it ff pos AbI e to oic aethe

Mz;ritude of ccntrifu-gJ force (with noi inal rp:1 of the rpelr

which creates raiX~nts m.( p X and P Y. iin retpoct to axes
c G C7  C

X wid Y passii through t,,- £lc-ng-e cen ter. Then, the resujting

w.hil c the direction of its vector f ormi; the £oi~ganCgli, with the
Y 2YILs (Fig. ,)

l, +i A,',
pp, - arct:, ---

Al, j AIY

H (0

rotation
r ;i~ 0

Fig. 58. Focsapplied to the blade flange
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r, S K~

.i -0

"Fir 11O ,-Sxltant OVetiiridtrfig: r l~-rit

! .; (.-i --

T, dt.Lr-irio the varicable c *ic lo.md, the ma;ia' and mii.,r/1
valus o %it "ovc.ltu 'ning" mc-raLnt (M and 1. ) are found.

Pe3 MI'DX pucj iiin

The directio;i in v:hich tiis z, o'nt Js ne:ting littic depencds o,
its r,'nitue. Th,rf-.orc, i i; asmcd thnt

PIT3_ 11..X a.
, l p , n . Al i,

The thrend d <fsv, joint j-) the propeiler is assembcd with a
prest'aoin. In order tc dcterir-n'c the force acting on e..ch stud
during ,o.vice of th, laigcd joint within the limits of elastic
deformaiioi:, we find the coolfficicnts of stud and falinge couple
rigidity .Jch is couni to the sum of rigidities of both the stud
and the flanige, i.e.,

CA' ,,-t4-,. (131.)

The coefficient of stud rigidity is calculated by formula (128).

Whcn the diarletL.r of the stud varies along its length i1,
its rigid Ly coefficient may be found by formula

C ... .. .. ) (132)

where li. - length of stud portion with the cross section area iu

In determining the rigidity coefficient of the flangu it is
assumed that under the action of force in the longitudinal direction
of the stud, a uniform deformation in the cross section propagates
within "thc cone of influence" (sce Fig. 57). Then, tw coefficient
of flange rigidity is calculated with the he].p of a more accurate
formula j ()I -i
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wherc, 2) ?-I t;iplt- off colvt sL1-acorHt'

d i~ e'of, lvolus for i -uds inl the fzrI~
Q01

.; .") m ", (21 i-;t-j c i c'J the F;: t 1t 1"nU ',,( vial.

W it) t Ii1,2 (,.; 1) & lir 1-1 (1, 1, We fin r? j I f;j K (11 c~fJ :i -. 4.

s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r, 1 C' U-'f

The re-action f.fr,:-. Q of c-.-ch CitJc; oUn[ (e n-i~n'c

equal. tf- n tio i.f o" J~oa cm,:,td by the acinof th-ii.
po-~tion oveuli~~t 'rturniici ]nvce,t crc:' ted by cvK~~:.forc c.
M vhich is abur dL each 5 ndiJvidiualJ-1h. Force (~can b

prc-fotec , a:: ca,,n all oiLhcr foyr in thc forIr of' a pro'_iUct of the
total ri fS Lt~y of t1h' elastic )c'i~ CeC1 .cnts by tic c,,ooI;.t of'

deformiatio'n Of, Part! ~ i.e., Q. CAt/2

To ct'IIculatC ths vfr:K ios t jS cesr tO deCtereiC
thr- direci ion,-, of tho oeetrin i(f V'e bea rri. .urfa(. of
the blae fln wh"ich, gennra ' ;~lr Cdoo riot coinc-de wit
the Xly: axi., an is byrctr thec Ha,-; and also to

*Dijxeuctjoi Of 1,1c axis (cICidus witli tthe negaLtive direction
of the resultantM

detrnnetheanleoI ur & of' the bearing surface (Fig. 60 andi 61).

Omitting detai led. discussio'ns, below is the forjr;ula for calcizlating

angle ci,*

(Y- - - Y,) X1, 2 3

Auxiliary crilculations with the use of' this formuuri may be
conveiently presentud in tabu~pyr form (Toblec 16).
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Ange '~kis calculated by fol:'tall

16. 'j 'c fr ('7-*(I:!>&H -1 h t.111 of 1"Or 1 1(0 33)

(-, see in Yig. 61), 10 Z l

The sil- in timxj < i;to of eyati(!~) y ba --!so
cple-uiated co. xv-,;4cnt,1y iii L"uoPrn (Tfable Y(').

Thc iii ,:: and nxiu val~i(e: of C4- r-,y be fc"r)nd (it the helpo

of fumar> D: by rUb.:.;ing c vctivc v~usofro;'n:

A, 1; A

.,-I o0/2-
/10~ ~U) .",$- w " 1

'H 4

Fig. 60. Position of coordinste system /2
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Fi.6.In.incluain foe-.tinn rrl
an fdIo in;o i ,su

i is calulte fo ll lm ti c oup..les~ (Tbl of 18).irgsrl

Table 18. pacl ;iont of eioi'ii tionn of tiab Stre - Fkad
-To a!Cizgelu

Table 17. ~ Seq m m U 0 mm w~ i ~~o orn(13)/12

nu i ,,r



* htl(r callUaion is comrpleted, a sud subjecleIt heato
of lo:d with a ro .afluctivition (in wvki-Ick the ahl;no'ite value of
the : LcrneQ s ge A) and Lnotic- stud v.-Jh.

is su;jr,,.rd to I :,,~wri tCIiv-*ion forec ire n;cluetc'i.

I1 I v[ fet v :c t~y in rucc.; ct to fai~nsrn bi detcririred
only for tlbc 3t.x v31t a pmaxil~wrp load fluc lliation.

hi a ~ fAto a 1,:, -;v1f l~r eu. oad (s-1411 1 + "),the
Salet factor j. it <-M ricJjj C-3Ct tUc 1C-uc )'16.0 j,.a3Ilt (6')

TIn ---' ;! -truCt1 -( thy- fstd J9 silbiect'A to the action
of I'arCc

Q', - (Q, -

v:here Q,, - force of peii~:rt.h-n~;/?

(3 - Ckvl.) - forve of residvi)igburg

Q P- operationail load.

'Talking into ~c~tcent)rIfugal forc, the operitional aoad

ma)Jir,um force abscorbe d by the stud +.-~ -

mniif load absorb~d by the stvd

Aft'rY thiv;s sepliturie of thc flxucitv'iting coiponent of tile
load tabao,-rbc-)d by the stud can bc detcrni.rad

anid the avorage aoad

Kno,.ning, the cross section%1 area of the stuWd Ft , we ob~tainL
respecti\'c valu.-s of stresses: th" ~ltd of cyclio ttzc

QMn
C' n u nd the averare stre.s-s 6' W

a T11 ri 7

The safety coefficient in respect to fiitigue strrngth should be
detcrnimnc1-4 only for the threaded portion of' the studo , bcause strcss
concentration in th.a portion is the most dang:erous; for this purpose,
the follow ing forrmula is used ,,

lb 2



VI
where 01 k - fat-iguc limit of the stud tiking, into consideration the

st.rces concentrtion in t1h, threadcd part of the stud.

For studs r'-Y of -,tiIluzs steel) it may 1,o asumed th A,

-L1k '3.5 l ['; :kA , wi-ti. pro,:'des for j) 2.5.

In calcu:,tl.:, the sofe .,. ' cocfficilt for th stu.d subjeC Led to
mai .:u, terisile IIcd it is n ccr'-sy as'io to tjd, i nio acco't. that
in l 'tion to t.U:iile s rc.-: bhe ;,ia,:iu" vklu,' ef vhich

there aso ew'rg, angential stre. .ses as a re-sult of tiNhtc-.:g J /]30

2 . Tnc rgrnitvd, of the raomcnt of tigh- i,,1Ji: rU isu
0 2,d'

dctr:ied by the following c,",ression:

Al. (

where 6 - stre;s in the stud caused by pre).irinary tightening;

S - thrcad pitch;

d - inner d~areter of thread of tGhe stud;cp

P - friction cocfficicnt in the thrcad (friction between
matcri !s of the nut and the stud, see p. 135 of
originalI ti~xt).

Reduced stress is calculited by the formula

and the safety co.fficient in tension according to the yield point

will be n s - , For parts of threa6d joints, the value of n

flp
is assumed to be larger than or equal to 1.5 - 2.0.

The degree of prelimiinary tighteni.in should also be checked
since it:; loss, due to crumpling of sur'cc irregularitles, may
lead to overload of studs by cyclic forces. The ncces:ary degree
of tightcuing for the stud subjected to maximum ].oads is determined

Q
by the ratio - ; at the same time, the preliminary tightening

Q 3
force should exceed the operating load by a factor of 2-3.

The contact pressure on the propeller hub by the contact
surface of the nut should also be checkcd 01 1

. . .. I i I i II I II ~ i I i I I I~ i l . ......



Ohere contanct. surfaces of the nut and hub (see Fig. 57)

With tlic yield poInt. oY the hub ma teri al 6 C the safety f;3etor

se r S

r" , ~c 'Jo ln', for tur~eert..-In brrandn, of materIal-i f or tile
ci ~ of:'';hidoit: arc ie in Scctiori ?a,.

11-e SaIfr;1.Y of shiAp nav.atiofl 0--11p-iieir to -;-lv-ge extcrit. on the
i;,'] A cblt.v . propie.Lei - 'fjcredo1',- Jet'alSC.ca of

rvycou'nt)-i - re- J t; -h - Strefl-t -nd -7izc of* studs for etsw
c~.t~i~1aW c u anrd ara qu3.3a-f-L1.:Wr: ofl certain 1")!e s in

tIhu du!sioc of i fl a(d Jo- of bcr:with thV hh ?biur /1,31
rules incluc' ef laLue forr-Ulpe for dete3Uu;Jnig the I)nu
pJYli . sibir:*i t of thn: st.,d o)- its nitu~poxrmissiblle cross
sectiioni. Rese l f"c-i Ju.... were ontatned bvi in srt .
as,: sption & d~2srp:J. ~lu of opmrationmI. condit2ons, ol

I~~C~ oiii.. atople srctue ihis make's it
pcs~bl&to z:,&-iy.plfy f.wnii r.rc-I ~m~nd. make mo~njare convenient

for (juick vce ci f'ying caJlcu-2q~ciorv;. In doducinm; Uhse f'or;7mUl.e,
stc .-(istiral v2'cerial btned on tee'iIa~nof' cxoerioncein mania-
frcturing Pid oiseration ofpoulc' vith detachable blade: was
tf1ike into cc~ucair.~rich: cdo it possibli, to avoid rough

rscalculatinns5 U'. 4 cvj:-1u,,3 tion of Stud srn-h

In the ru].s of the 115- Registerw of 1973., the foriqu'a for
deterining the milnirr permiEssible. diametver of studs fastening-
bladcs to the- hub is of tefollowing form:

d -a lie Ma~f (135)

where e - blade thickncss-1 ini the root cross section, mm;

*i terde olth ~eiter the blade Thi.ckness i s dicflotct
by It".

b - widthi of the blade in the same cross section, m;

d ju- dirieter of the circle on which the studs arc located, in;

for' other Positions of stmds d. 0.85 1, where I. - distance
(M) between the most remote studs (Fig. 62);

-b tensile strength of blade x.iatcrial, kg/mm2 ;



6 -CS1( tn.l tm'hOf StWIS; naturioa, kfg/nun
ba

a -cocfjcirlt Vte value c)', viiich i,; 0.2L, C.30, or 0 .2&.,
(~.).cflIdiflg f" Tl: f1)1IC of ,;tllds il theL.(-' (3, L,

and , re:y.u ~i(1 ). the £orc ug 'Id of t~le. blade.

III tX '~-) ct:i thec levc1i of rcr> c:r It:, strenuti
A1~udis ci-u esI t,fe -,.' * . L fr- th':. :ria

1%, :- L of Tlv~n ui* i o', -, tll Jip '1:-.i~tO
4c~i.y ?i * ,thc.c e~ of' wi cieui for

r.zu c teIayn 140 V, i ,y us Of CJ~oi of0 1~

iFor ca ;of oi .-.. ult t he r~ ~c valuies u-erc
foi'ad for th- r a4jo ofHc IL11 dmrei ., "ounc3 by r-' -':tivu fc-. ;!il3ae

of i c~cim ' Ius ocieties to the da found by forrulae

of~ t'e ujs,{ 3 i ; tc

AnercIn flrcr'iu of hipng........0. 9,

Germa~i Ll oyd . . 0 . . . . . . . . 0.90 /132

1'~.ponhali .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .0.97

A cOJrpiL;-2f of thc, nc dAa sliow that t he diffcr-nce -III values
it, withiln 10, h rulc5 of Norwct:ian Veritas nud British L2oyd do
ncdI. contain forrvu1ac fCor calculatinbr stud daaetcr..
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SELectiri' f limen~scn- inci dec:;ir of the 04im:n,oprpler
is 11itsied on .oi cO. 2i1to acjiiebytespuliin

i nP it pRincto 'ACl" uh ip;citKa-on n

fo a Pfeiat ~exa ofh .<~tro

I'. (136)

wl!i,)Vc nl --. sl~b~ tuds on the forc-*' -; d of thec bla;:de; the
otr*,el' lii t L ro tue11c astfo w scc ill

In) respa-ct t..- d ,i 'I, ITheo st.icis flt c h rakcn down] into 4three,

~171

Fig. 63. Yrincipal tyri s of studs (I, II, I3l) used
for fasteiiint- dIctac1hablc blades

Ther- first. type of studs is the least, perfect, since uffr-, -it is /3
sra- in as clc p as ImsSil.le into t ' lairC .' Ic ill the lhthe

S td ,Is stoppcd by. the iran off tho thireau waeCre the thi'cad is
iiicc~ijdlctce or c)-mli' -ing of the throad or slighlt tears are prcs,:nt,
Which are extensive stesconcrntrato)-5. In addition, the body of
the stud has. a sharp trans;ition from,- the threaded to cylirldriccol
part whuich cau:ces! non-unifordity of the state of stress and
aggravates stress concentration.
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The :txdcs CI' thc L-conld ty ncrit~h a trhuuldur rFin i~iOcic };(-i. e t.
The ,;1, 0i (1: 1 r () C ).: fr 2- e tX- ,eo c .c ( ;~j ci J21 of per'cIT :tnr' 0Y

mvi V (x-it iCfl~; :5 .0~uYdto Awc .'zv 3of i'he stuo i
esase Of it.,: 2o0:,(h Ii,_ iiV'''L' e co*11 ;n' (Ic. i s'> pn-vcat

0- t}.3 :- -- )A c jr

Sfit : i:;t!,6'ri lhc: bl u.;na d~ it:.. tL P>

inu th t: ti Wt1e cC.c.:su, i~K + t:..

1nt o'~c 'C. of jf I yi 1rbt 0 b:±; 1 LI t

Urd~ I ~it C ofii ;htr 19 i!'rC 0;-.Cr0. Ot o;jo,-,c crc:

v.!i5 1 fL t, 14 ul (di,1_*)-;, 1-(

0Htti; - - t I
tilcy~~' 2I. n oC),)

thc!c'c 'n w 7

2. 2

Fig.c. Dia-ir., of 1o;'CI c13 st,ibution on th& thzrev'd of'
difi'r Elt typtwt oU ins a - stias oI' tylpes
I and6 .A, b - t ci f ty:pe 131L.

of th, stud in tl'" mri"; 2. tee;]- Leveec oe
the t'crd diigl C-pe'sLuion of' tl'.t ship proyz :a -iC.

In thilsC. i t he *;- >0 1 ir;tii oe bt-taee ii i ad ividcusl thn ad,, nol.l
irro re ur i 'crn', A> , s It I I)) sin I (1' i I1 1 t I t"i t: 40 t-, n ,f t-he Jtd/1)

the tina.: t thec 1o,-i.'rid ot the stuun v.111 be nubjcted tohi'ex
I oncls, vil e under the alctinil Of~ Up' --rat-i ol for'ce thee qrth'-u:
will he ;JL ctdto ii lsJ"rd . UnderI condiiti ots of' Vx heerw';'n
&tatu of' :, tJ'(' s ill f:ti-aJollut-s of ti pxo t~,the 3ooselIil' of'
one t; tad,1 as a rue, will 022125? ovul'] on;,j n;; ("1 oilwr 'Jt.11ils a':! n apidc

ii i't



?!.'~ nd a]u .of the iwi ole blJ ode eod3e of who thor a clir
is .-1 '' o tha~u or mn'i T" (. r, f, in Pe io the( ~.,11 of

, LeC t". to~ pi-f I- of cv. 1~ .;liig1t Ofrie 0 ti,6.1

it:' -,; tt) a ..UI f or ;1Il thlnee tU'jc. " of* !A1!f. t'

Of> d 1< 1 n,!o

t~ic . 4 ~, ~ai. *.~.itt. a of f the lsstA:y ..

To wo fI 1' s~t-oll-th'o i lc fl- aro Joi nt, tbc!

Ot~ict' lc"C' ~ t~iCvr1' 0( ' I"21 C s ill I Ile

p1oe 3 icie1 v.,1 m Yx lead to~ a~crsccjl

Ir n,.,. 1' rnL.4 vii(", r ice conch i cmns, dur--* nir ia 1 :,at of
b] rdc''-" * ~c;i(Ce thc!;o :ov. hjich tries to -turn 'lhe bl , c

th~I ~ c~Ji I ,)' haft cx~ ,ccd th rimenct of7 fr 4 ctiLor fc,-,rces
b~t:cc*a.' jo> SFs,". landt~ lV:riin ;-rf.acn of theo hb (2)

In th:, (s he iuJ!, ill tl~ rorh propellecr are vb,,orbijiag
Shem"I'::.. foces tha tcende.ncy of thc studs to sell'

IJ .,: fl: 1 0  If stlvw: Crc os'' the ).oad bccories of a. dynairaic
charovr ~.dthe jo t wi).). brcA. dov-n.

Fronthe xvv'i CHC ro gcr pi -).chn buildingr, it is kno-.n

thait th.e rtrensth of" the studs,, or tbolts- wich .fastcen blaudes ioybe
(ml3,im-1 uiider t.he retion of variabl.e loads by roiler burrnishiinL; of'
studsiE, Lolts, anl thcir thrc'ad.

VJilh the prcy'r rates ind by usAng Evcra the si.a1iJ iest tc'o 1 y
the Le)'erxr~~,of stud rriteoricl ri'y lie increpscci1 by approx.1mateJly
30,' Us .pre ':.i. th that be. ere ro).r )rnishing.

Euvx'vci', it -,heuld be notcd that th~ie, rflnlufL±CtuP' rg procesb until
now hras net been uzed for nssfca bled propellerxs with ;j constant pi tch.



The dcsiAgn of flzmiycs cof dctachablc propeller blades has a
-)-zr~i effect B~t~ rp Lrs~rut.lcaril,( Surfacc's

of the b~~fi n, '::~ thle 111,I Q,.(t con.-C.1derL 11rc:3gsure a~i~t
each ut i ~cijig of I.t.3ii ru to ;iu( the /a135
possihity k': of oosclni, aft(. jt~3~f~yit- htoring, of the joh~nt,

thl-c t- Ct of b uc eti, t Therr 'cre cont-xt.
Surfa.;,! ic:: cTould b- &'~

0 v.ii zn nwriber of' s,-A-t, no )lies, tLsn tw.,o
Ofl an1 L-: (of 2. X 26 'lL2

Tl':ciF cxper.*,,,r' 21il r.Dra(;,vinf, ng hecontaict 5iC5of bac
flan ix ;J propuldJi hci--b. of tfie tuic ice 1-1 tr'~~'i t '( ~u
rn~nu.1 ~ U.~in;)witi, t very h ,a r"faci- S-nlsh of'05 7 ( 7 7)

siin ) rwuiiv.-.cction of surf .ce fv4.c:sith a iolurancQ (.,f
0.031 mi (1,.ial.on fno-s flatics-, in directJ o?; of coIjCV y on ty
len-th of onXe mreter, llo.evcr, becaus e of Vhc cci .Plex:ty of inspoc-
tiori, thi;s method did not rccei,,vc wide u-,e,.

Nuts for fabtenin,, propeler blades ,.re al;;ys rnr:c!; in the form.-
of a scrcw. cap in o-, jer to protect thc screw joint fro; vz--tcr.
Control. ; ihcrigo nuts ir. e: peciall3y i;;pqortarnt for crihmnci i
tile trz.thof bJ :i1; jioints inr sebe propllers. AnalysiL,; S.f
the C;,Ilfn, - of prplirbrea,-kde,)v~n showe,-! th.at the ma~in c.a.use.s o

stud fa vo-~wre inem)ffcient, ex-ce'sive or, which i,-. ricla~
dangermis, non--uniforj tigfhtcngn of nuts. Thev degrco of tightne. ,
is contraic!173 by the wronch torqvuec or by the ang-lc of rmt turn.

To dtriethe torsdonal mcinent on the wrench, P. known
formula bfy b u-,ed:

Ak, Q. d.c. 1,90 (137)f~ g

where Q.3 - force of preliminary tightening, kgf,;

d cp- mean. threid diameter, mm;

Y- angle of lead of threerd helix, degrees;

ad,

where. 3 - thread pitch, mm;

P: rt reduced friction suldcgrces;

f"- friction coefficient in the thread;

ti, ngle of thread, degrees;
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f Coefficiecnt of friction~ b'~wecIx faceL~ of' the(, iut ar'id

the Waflie;

D) outcr dc-::. I-r of crm'uV.,ct (-.te f~ the imt, rmirj.

V< viof t c i re x ~t >io the ran,, 'c of
f! 0.12 f O.i~U]8but. Ow I). c h ~ Of

b - mcwidti -in the saic cross c .J irl ;

d141 -imt: of' -tile c.*rc:] c on~ .-Iich c trsof Slxris are,
2oc i ted, cio.- with1 th :c t!.i:r10051 of tusd CU 5 1,

1:1;ce I -isui i ,nc b~tv:ee Ii ri.1i0 .ic tAd

n - ni'orof stus n the forciside of the bil3i;

d - C\L .tur &ir~tcrof' ile -J.aditrac~

6 - tensi;De stre-rgth of the blade mateial, kg,/m 2

Sin~-nl~~sare ~u~ymode of ricteria-L i.,_tb lower ten.s-ile
streng-th ,;j cei:tcs ith mraterivl used for 11t;ads, it i!s- 1-cco%.'indc;d
to pcirfor:.. a veiyn: te.t- c ul a f the nut throad in
sheasr (b); it is iee;-soary that. thc fclowiio'rh cxpresbsoo should hol~d

22*' (139)/

w:hore k1  2 - cocIfficient. of lo-~d for hev threA: ithLl a number
of' troeds vlcng the nut height n r 6

k1  3 - for fine thread vith a nur~bxr of threz-dr along the
nut heig.,ht nv-tO

d1  - outur diameter of the stud thrcad, DUIn;

H r - height, of the thre!,.,ded part of the nut, mnl;J

6- yield point of the stud material, kg/nm2 ;

K b-~~, - peririsobe she-ailng strets for the Pmcrial of
th ukgrp?



suct](cr% 13. St rcc: th(>fl C.,cc;EA lon of J~ 13rdJ

K'La:' -. C pi'op T !((-, cv y o gis,,; io2 id or a!;.:,hlcd.

of did yn 1.); -,-0 ) (-,PlcuJ of gcnc)-4J
~'t~ i~Uof ~ fl n '6wr Nt.".1 1t 4L. )1-1 (fur

1 r' c-. ca tt c.P ' " .AcbI k6 rc,,for;, -C ii i e
1:a;~ Lv I~ I. :L!; d i o 1" " IF( t2, acco-,! t~o tle , . ..-i-d

c if fC- cc t 0:1o; 1 )0 i c r ' i.o~ s' z i: 1 ( -OS2 (, o(f. )A rs t i c lI r.
dif f er-s .311~C~stf~~ ' r--m I );' 1'rnii of -C t- ' ~icC .t
difl'crG inj t~'nc'th c. : 1 ic' vej .

In r ;i tcl, o<~.~t prop-r~iico I )Dart:Lcs diffuc ro~n metah;
in the! fo!1u;;'nj;:-

1~1~r crit~ c; r&c~hini U.pwop,'-ti( vhich c-oc!:d

of flrutcrA:i'1 tir~ o~c ctor.;

aitpyof i:-clrinca por-.it.A,.cs of' rf- norced pjvsticr;; /37

dcpc,-.''e;c-o of tr-thof plastics, in a structure on the
e1I-eC.t of' ~tl.: sur~icr~ di, c1l-,:(cr of' state of' strezs
and other fir-tor3.

Theroforo, tziliri;, into) ac:c,-,-J. cpecif-l featu~res of syfltheluc
;aic~ .Isptr~ivziblc 2trcsscn ~Mj be dcterimined by the fo3 lol...-

ing, forn 1 a

wrhere (6k) perrAssihJlo stress for propcO.] er blade riterial at
nominei, rcni,1e;

0'-r, uxii;ura cdc,,AJ.gn vtres, in mnaterialJ of the Structure;

-1 1 afcty strerllth fvctor', which depends on thic desip-i
(nom4c5n:l) regime.

ErAiw.-r 1% V. S .3or ov sugruzit-3 any of the foll.owing regirics as
a deoign rc,-jtr.- for plastic propr iJ.crs:



oe~~i f ,. a t. c ]O of' -ofl ' duration vi dicl± corw4i'y, irls to
spcf Iczt 1 (-"1 f~ f d~ C, 1:X10 ia p (u;;uaa:Iy u .1 Th cculati onu;

of s;t z-tic r 'pt

ref-ii of cyclic l!;- ~fIo:, -t. ir:1,1iated 1y
vn f'c.i;Jity c . the Ci j A ie(ld IiLh? ,vc -1.1t dl.;k (r.-Anliy

e) ',I, Cyci it CT c I-" -C. I

h~~~ ~ c2 LI t.1 bIL tlsd

k0 o i(/r c -I tA I ~ ' -J liC to hcli

c. v 1 c- lar. i C 1 Lc-ti 1, t,. '1

o ' , " Ci L ~ J ri a-. t i J i n )'ii.I c a o
P '*1t5 (i-bac '2 .

Tf c c. t -fc, s ~aif t, ,, . c' t al -,yo c a -n j, t (c
thr de,-igr r(-[ C J ch:rPnio v2 oL o)e r,-. I -1 c 0n d it.2. o o f

or ~I

whcre rin 2.0 ccf1 .targLoc a rccoun.i-it n.ncreas;c 3.n
p ~thc! load oi propellcyr blades dwy, rig ruver.j-c;

n c - 13 coeff-1cli-ni takinLT, .1 rite vccavn' the lordi
C ArcaauI.L~llUopn-ati on on the imouring regimre;
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n, .5- cotlilt.t1:H into /I N~t r~u onv o /v3)
(ViLr" cal (Jul-n, olo'' ruvoir of' the

a> 1; 12. 1 4 4i (:

t ti,-. c, -

,:cc, n r n . - b l -
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I, i cr, c c i
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Fig/7 aof r or .*o s Ji l- lLd , ri nt

7?, r 11.2 h ,i.~ino

Is 2, 3p$ h*. .. p l tA. e rt;

fouz;wd i),: hv:i w/c r

Gofic~nto on!-- n ~c,,(l~cr/I
wih li, lj~n,- /i 7u, n iuto ....Am o rotci ; jsctonofth ba-.i...t, s eciiie

Arcn of l root c t,-s section o f th de .. **. i ctrnrc
I'laby by sheruit1L, fortc Pa

f actor in sheari

Force~l by the were fi

Force of' ocri th e edge t ....... ***..*(



Vct.-I o n 15' .1 oii 0' o t ~ il of~

o I

f( Ll

AC I ers I'lth -j ~.;dC~'
of C, r L, ] Q t i± L L: _ '

vh-,'.c cF yield ]:cInt of h-,' cm 2ia

k coeff2 i:. .:n" ~ t:I i n : o a I 1 2i. "-e 1'~; ~~ sir..
sta"u.e c< C :) I. . t.".c'A :2 uf~ of,
VIC: 1101C IK.L~l ~ in± 1.2ic. h-b (cicr ua.i~

Thcih.n~ dA.:retur nc& ",for the part of Vhc stud bcin
fitt(,d ~~othp hub vlt.iI a it'sT~~L S ftf2~ is c;2cUlatci by
the c-c-o c, , ic'n

where h - hei,,1t of thc po rL of thie stud fittt-.l into thc hub
(a'Ce Fig. 67);

f coefficienlt of frictlon betwe~en contacting surfaces
of the Pt:~ nd tho hub.

Covfficicnt, of fr~ctlon fo- studs niade. of staini c.s steel PInd
instnll.* 1- In a stt-el hub by rwuiof coolirng- miay be a wrdto he
within Vic. ri-nge of 0.39 - 0.2-1 daring axial displaxcc:at (8),(2)

The riecczsarv ch ametri ca). tightlvss (intc'rfcrcancc:), u1nder
coflditiojw thnat ~;rs~q is ichi-(v(!vd on* the contact surfaces, is
calculat~cci by the form) n

~'* )(1140)
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-- I1

ofA il-U ,,)A (. '

0, 1 67 ,-

In t!: cfvr- r'-' ,J~ the''' YT'' - va.3r Of C,? shu ) C-( a~

T0 , ),hu p'n i ~'emtu

whr I t y'iel of r thubT'X 1T a~cO c h'T itCX -'

I; C

d -dmoc'of' the bhOi L(~ root enci;
0

h - tti heii-jit.
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mwwC 0, 1:. W I ,l I i

j0 0 :;

ti! :1; r~ *i, 0-,11; (1 L:~
2  (2

wheure A 0 .lhb 6 4.3Y

Sc,( B: -0. '- ;;

~ ~cRV~ root t;.('C. no 2 ~t, J.'~vU (c jyiv:'

s-yI-;; Lihu nrc-.. *.1 6C))M1 : ; (Th, 4 ) by 1

The of pt .c ' > .bi prc c in n:t~ r%25-nig a
prc~r~J ~.. ~ 11111,rA0 C Ibj.O&P't-L m. the tdoc w;.suptions, is

Thr' i-i'rrerefic~c (necessairy for blind holes of' smal hlcpthC,)
is dcer.~Jby LorAa(10s) also with G." 0-5, while tie

r'cesxzry -- rperatar0 oif coo~ing in; dctcrrlnd~tc by equat-iof (14.).
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